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G The BG News
Thursday, December 3, 1992

Weather

BUURRRRR:
Today, cloudy and cold,
with a high of 35 degrees.

On Campus
FALCON QB RULES THE
MAC:
Erik White, Falcon football senior quarterback, was
named Mid-American Conference Most Valuable
Player for the second year
in a row Wednesday night by
the MAC News Media Association.
White, a University football player since 1988, has
led the Falcons to two
straight league championships and had a 2,380 passing yard season in 1992. In
his football career, White
has totalled 6,072 yards.
BOOKSTORE BARGAINS
BECIN:
The University Bookstore,
located in the Student Services Building, will show its
gratitude to the Bowling
Green community today
with a Customer Appreciation Day. Taking 20 percent
off the already ticketed
merchandise, the one-day
sale runs from 8 a.m. to 6
this evening. Sorry, but
textbooks, photo supplies,
hardback bestsellers and
sundries are not included in
the sale, but everything else
is.

Outside Campus
POP CAN CRASH:
A motorist lost control of
his vehicle Sunday on
Thurstin Avenue, running
down a traffic sign and
several sections of fencing
in front of the Founders
construction site. Police said
the accident occurred because the man attempted to
pick up a pop can that rolled
under his brake pedal while
he was driving.
The driver, a University
student, was not cited or injured, though his vehicle
was moderately damaged.
BG BAR ROOM BRAWL:
A preliminary hearing
will be held in Bowling
Green Municipal Court
Dec.9 to determine if there
is enough evidence to indict
Tracy Vestal, Portage, for
felonious assault in connection with a fight in a local
baronNov.29.
Vestal was arrested for
striking a Bowling Green
woman in the head and face
with a beer bottle early Sunday morning at College
Station, 1616 E. Wooster St.
The victim was treated at
Wood County Hospital for a
facial laceration and
chipped and broken teeth.
Friends of the victim told
Bowling Green police the
fight was unprovoked.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Wednesday night's Ohio Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 6-4-6
Pick 4 Numbers: 4-2-7-3
Super Lotto:
3-21-19-25-40-42
Kicker: 0-7-9-5-0-3
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.
Compiled from staff and

Bowling Green, Ohio

Puerto Rico to be
treated as state in
'symbolic gesture'

Volume 75, Issue 67

Christmas Crafts

by Christopher Connell
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President Bush ordered all federal departments
Tuesday to treat Puerto Rico administratively as if it were a state.
Bush took the action four weeks after the residents of the selfgoverning U.S. territory elected a pro-statehood governor, Pedro
Rossello, and sent a pro-statehood majority to the legislature.
White House officials acknowledged, however, it was a largely
symbolic gesture that will not affect federal receipts or expenditures
on the Caribbean island in any way.
One official, who asked to remain unidentified, said it was a show
of support for Rossello and was meant to ensure that "the executive
branch will not inadvertently create new obstacles to statehood."
Bush said he was taking the action to treat Puerto Rico like a state
because its "degree of constitutional self-government, population
and size set it apart from other areas subject to federal jurisdiction."
"I hereby direct all federal departments, agencies and officials, to
the extent consistent with the Constitution and the laws of the United
States, henceforward to treat Puerto Rico administratively as if it
were a state," Bush wrote in a memo to heads of executive departments and agencies.
He said the order will not raise or lower federal spending on Puerto
Rico or affect the exemption from federal income taxes of its 3.6 million residents.
The new governor has pledged to call a yes-or-no vote in 1993 on
whether the island should become a state.
Surveys have indicated that most Puerto Ricans are split between
those who want statehood and those favoring continued commonwealth status. A small minority favors full independence.
Bush said his order to treat Puerto Rico like a state applies unless
doing so "would increase or decrease federal receipts or expenditures, or would seriously disrupt the operation of [a] program or activity."
"As long as Puerto Rico is a territory, the will of its people regarding their political status should be ascertained periodically" by a referendum sponsored either by the U.S. government or the Puerto Rican Legislature, Bush said.
"This guidance shall remain in effect until federal legislation is enacted altering the current status of Puerto Rico in accordance with
the freely expressed wishes of the people of Puerto Rico," he said.

The BG N.wUll.da Uoc
Pinning down cloth fabric on a styrofoam ball, Darla Miller of Fremont works on a Christmas ornament during the Winter Full of Wonderland Holiday Craft Fair in the Lcnhart Grand Ballroom
Wednesday afternoon. The University Activities Organization's craft fair will continue from 10 a.m.
until 6 p.m. today.

Coffee shop offers more than coffee
by Tim Quick
contributing reporter

There is a local establishment
where University students can
go to escape the normal college
routine.
Grounds for Thought, 174 S.
Main St., always a place to study,
enjoy a cup of coffee or talk to
friends, is also a place to enjoy
music, art and poetry.
Grounds for Thought is a
different kind of coffee shop. It
offers 45 different flavors of coffee, several kinds of teas, homemade pastries and eight different

Spring
editor
named
Christina Wise was named editor of The News for the spring
semester by the Board of Student
Publications Wednesday.
A senior
journalism
major with an
English minor,
Wise has
worked at the
paper since the
summer of
1991. Since that
time she has
served as a
Wise
volunteer reporter, social services beat reporter, assistant special projects
editor, and is currently city editor.
Wise said she believes the experience she has gained as city
editor - which featured coverage
of speeches by President George
Bush, President-elect Bill Clinton, Vice President Dan Quayle,
and Vice-President elect Al Gore
- will help in her new position as
editor.
"Coordinating our paper's
coverage of the election has been
by far the best experience any
student working at The BG News
could have asked for," Wise said.
See Editor, page seven.

varieties of cocoa.
According to co-owner Kelly
Wicks, Grounds is also a meeting
place for members of the campus
and community.
"[There is] so much activity on
campus regarding the arts, but
there is still a lot of community
interest," Wicks said. "We offer a
way to bring the community and
the school together on neutral
ground."
Grounds for Thought has been
developing entertainment for the
past three years, Wicks said. He
said they try to schedule an event
every Saturday during the semester. "We vary between 75 and

100 people ... depending on the
event," Wicks said.
Weekly events began modestly
with pictures by friends being
placed on the wall, six months
after opening in October 1989,
and has been growing ever since.
The art work of Carol Kauber has
been featured since Nov. 14, and
the paintings of Christine Rom
will be on display starting Dec. 4.
A special literary event will
take place Thursday when Polish
author and artist Ewa Kuryluk
will in town to promote her first
novel, "Century 21."
"She's the most published author we've ever had," Wicks said.

Kuryluk, has had several articles published in major newspapers and magazines, in addition to her art books. She will
read selections from her novel
and sign autographs.
This weekend will be a busy
one at Grounds. In addition to
Kuryluk on Thursday and the
Rom art opening on Friday, the
Coffee House Concert series continues Saturday night at 8 p.m.,
followed by a children's book
reading on Sunday at 3 p.m., by
local author Waneta Way.
Grounds for Thought is also a

"[There is] so much activity
on campus regarding the
arts, but there is still a lot
of community interest,"
Wicks said. "We offer a way
to bring the community and
the school together on
neutral ground."
Kelly Wicks, Grounds For
Thought co-owner

See Grounds, page seven.

Commission denies rezoning
by Chris Hawley
Local Government Reporter

Attempts to secure homes for
two controversial Universityrelated programs stalled at the
Bowling Green Planning Commission meeting Wednesday
night.
Following long debate by local
residents, the commission denied
the rezoning of a Troup Avenue
house from R-2, residential, to
S-3, planned institutional, as requested by the Memorial Foundation for Lost Children, an association for the treatment of autis-

tic children. It also tabled a funding for the program cannot
change-in-use plan for houses be secured.
"Even though we sympathize
owned by United Christian Fellowship, which hopes to build a with the memorial, we'd like to
new residence facility for its keep it a residential neighborhood," Troup Avenue resident
global issues study program.
Commission members said Vivek Vasudcva said.
Other residents said they bethey opposed the rezoning because of Troup Avenue residents' lieve the area, which is bounded
opposition and because they be- by student rental housing and
lieve other equally desirable lo- older, nonconforming houses,
cations could be found. Ten resi- would suffer if opened up to all
dents told the commission they institutional uses.
University Psychobiology
opposed the rezoning request because they feared an encroach- professor and foundation project
ment of less desirable non- director Jaak Panksepp said he
residential uses if sufficient could search for another location

for the center but would prefer it
be in a nearby area.
"It can't be out in the woods,"
Panksepp said. "Maybe a block
down, maybe that would work,
but it can't be in a student place,
it can't be ripped up."
Commission member John
Weinert urged Panksepp to find
another site.
"Why don't I believe that
someone who has been as dedicated as you can't find a nice
place?" he asked Panksepp.
Commission member Jeff FalSee Commission, page seven.

Committee looks into sex charges
by Larry Margasak
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The Senate
Ethics Committee, acting only a
day after receiving a formal
complaint, is beginning a preliminary inquiry Into sexual harassment allegations against Sen.
Bob Packwood, R-Ore.
Not known for rapid action, the
committee injected some urgency into the probe Tuesday by
announcing the inquiry would
begin while Congress is In
recess.

Women's groups in Oregon had - accused the veteran senator of
urged the committee to act now, unwanted sexual advances in a
even though the investigation story first reported byThe Washwill be carried on next year by a ington Post on Nov. 22.
The alleged victims have not
newly constituted panel.
The six-member committee is complained to the ethics commitlosing its chairman and vice tee, although several are discusschairman - one defeated, the ing doing so. Instead, the comother retiring - and possibly plaint was submitted by attorney
other members. The women's Gloria Allred of Los Angeles, in
groups have urged that one of the her role as president of the
six female senators who will be Women's Equal Rights Legal Dein office next year be appointed fense and Education Fund.
Allred's complaint also sought
to the committee.
Ten women ~ former Pack- an inquiry into allegations of
wood staff members or lobbyists sexual misconduct by Sen. Daniel

Inouye, D-Hawaii, but the committee said it lacks sufficient Information to begin the probe.
Inouye's hair stylist has accused the senator of sexually assaulting her 17 years ago. A Hawaii state legislator has said she
is aware of additional allegations
of sexual impropriety by Inouye,
but the women involved have not
come forward. The senator has
denied all of the allegations.
Committee Chairman San ford
and Vice Chairman Warren B.
See Ethic, page ,ix.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

•ITS'ITS'ITS*
Davids House-Aids Hospice
Friendly Center-Children Cenier
Sunshine Home-Woman's Home
Humane Society ft More
Kick-Oil Dec 5th
-ITS'ITS'ITS'

Last meeting of 1992!!
info Session:
Thursday, December 3, 2:30 pm
Ta ii Room-3rd Floor, Union

— TONIGHT—*
THE AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
IS PROUO TO PRESENT:
MR. BILL HOLSWORTH
PRESIDENT
FIRST NATIONAL SUPERMARKETS
W-dn.sday. Dsc.mber 2,1992
7:30 pm, Room 110 BA
""TONIGHT""
BGPRO
Just a reminder i
Thursday, Dec. 3,
105 South Hall. 7:30 pm
Elections"

MARK YOUR CALENDARS'"
Don't miss the Candlelight Mass
BGSU's Advent/Christmas celebration!
Dec 13th, 8:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

AH Organizations and Chapters
Participate m the
13th Annual Leadership Conference
Showcase displays on February 12th & 13th
More into, and applications are in
42S Student Services
Apply by Jan 29.1993

See the Country!!
Take the Chance!!

LOST & FOUND

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
It you have a job that is related to your major.
stop by the Coop Program to register tor aca
dem* recognition 238 Adm 372-2451
ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Lost Orange and blue silk scarf between An ft
Educ Buildings II found can Lisa, 353-3685
REWARD.

SERVICES OFFERED
Interested

in NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGES''
I' you attended an info session or
talked with someone m the Co-op Office.
then this message is for you.
Plan ro attend:
SECOND STEP MEETINGS
Wed.. Dec. 2, 3:30pm, 236 Ad. Bldg
Thurs., Dec. 3, 3:30pm, Tatt Room, Union
We have much more to tell youl
Call 372-2451 lor more info

MARK YOUR CALENDARS'"
Don't miss the Candlelight Mate.
BGSU's Advent/Chnstmas celebration'
Dec 13th. 8 00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

1 6006786386

Come and Rock Around the Christmas*
Treekaraoke style this Thursday. December
3rd. 9 00 P M • Midnight atCampus Expresslons m the Bowl n Greenery. See you there!

Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests ft supportive services
Call 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Come see Robert Redford. Dan Akroyd,
Sidney Poitior and River Phoenix In the recent box office hit SNEAKERS. This Friday
and Saturday (Dec. 4-5) at 7:30 PM. 9:45 PM,
MIDNIGHT. 210 MSC. Admission Is $1.50.
Sponsored by the UAO Can-pus Films
Committee.

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 8am 9pm

Congratulations Alpha Gamma Delta Jul«
Graham on being elected President of Panhel'
We are so proud ot you'

PERSONALS

Congratulations Alpha Gam Angie Smith on
your recent pearling 10 Jason Egger' Way to

901
Friends CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS Fun'
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3RD Great Music
BOWL N GREENERY. KARAOKE! 9.00 PM.
Midnight SEE YOU THERE!

An o-i of BG experienced
SCECDec 6, 7pm. Rm 115 ED Liz Wells
from Sunshine Children's Home will be speaking on Respite Care II you care about and
want to help special children, come find out
how Free door p-'/.-s .r-fl 'u'roshmenis'

Have yourself a merry little Christmas
welching the holiday classic Meet Me in St.
Louis, this Thursday (Dec. 3) at 9PM in the
Glsh Film Theatre. Admission Is FREE!
Sponsored by the UAO campus films commltiee.

Take classes at BGSU in
FRANCE
Summer or academic year
Information meeting: Tues , Dec. 8
7.00 pm. French House (or call 2-2667)

SOLD WORKSHOP
APATHY
Is the leading killer of organizations
Come to the SOLD Workshop
Wed.Dec 2at7pm
in the Ohio Suite. Union
Evaluate your organization ft leadership style.
Call 372-2843 for reservations

HO" HO1 HOI
EVERYBODY SHOW'
FMA CHRISTMAS PARTY
WED. DEC 2.1992
8 00 pm Galena

• • • • IPC CLUB
HAPPY HOURS AT MT MUGGS
FRI12/4.500800 ALL WELCOME"!
• ITS- ITS- ITS •
Into The Streets KICK oti
Community Service Events
Dec 5th. 10 00am
Kohl Hall Study Lounge
'Everyone Welcome*
• ITS • ITS" ITS •

Into the Streets Kick-Off Meeting
7 00pm 2t0 University Hall. Tomght'BEWARE
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES MUST BE
PCKED UP BY FRIDAY. DECEMBER 11,
1992 IN 108 REC CENTER FRATERNITIES
MAY CARRY OVER TO SPRING SEMES
TER

IHC*O( FOO*OM!M

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone

(419) 255-7769 or
I-80O-589-6OO5

"LAST LECTURE "
Dr. Kathleen Oixon
Tonight
8:00 pm
204 Mosley
We'll see you there!
Sponsorea By Alpha Lambda Delta
■ITS

-

Kick start your Holidays with KaraokelCampus Expressions • in the Bowl n
Greenery. 9:00 P.M. until Midnight. Thursday,
December 3
Lee.
Thanks for the tip about 'IE Club 8 " I called
the Rec Center (2-2711) and lound out it meets
weekly from Jan 27 to Spring Break and I have
the choice of several meeting times. A trained
graduate student leads the hour long meetings
to help me set responsible sell-improvement
goals. Ill also get to learn about nutrition, fitness, stress & time management, and other
wellness topes II you haven't signed up yet,
it's not too late1 Good luck with the semester
and thanks lor the Dpi

ITS • ITS"

Be
Educated
With
ACS
Rapidly
Escalating
•ITS "ITS "ITS-

Chra
SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Lowest avail, prices to Florida,
Jamica, Cancun. Call Jim at 353-1159.

BORN TO BE STYLED
Style it fast. Style it right.
With VaVoom? \folumizing
hair care from Matrix
Essentials. For sensational body
and shine. Stop
in today!

ESSENTIALS

Get Great Looking Hair
and at a price you '11 Love

( Famous Hair )
FOODTOWN PLUS PLAZA... 352-1989

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY—JUST WALK IN
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3
fc2-i!UJi* - -1 f

PERM PLUS
PtBanon cut Hun nrash irtdudeO
M
ftogularly $37.00
LOTOS* "*■ •aght'y more
11
11
11
11

1
m.iw\;w---\ 1
! THE WORKS !'

I

MUN
Shampoo Maiicm Sty* Dry
with in« <xx«xy! orty
Regularly $14.(
$14.00

1Q95
■

^B^

M-i-PM-UW

1 ;

At. Lovt KKH1
F lit Dry
Ragularly $9.00

Kfi'iia'm
SENIORS
CUT g99

FWIOry
Ragularly tt.00

v

Mori ThruThur* 9 am 3pm

aV.HU.l.'p-—i

23oo

PERM 2495
'

■i-.wj.i■■■■----■

ADULT
HAIR CUT

KID'S CUT

PERM ONLY

j

PraciMonCulEim
w*Ti rhii coupon only
MM F«M'
Regularly *34.0X>

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

Items for sale ■ Great Christmas gifts'
2- 12 speed mountain bikes (practically new)
and a pair of American Acoustic Loud
Speakers. Prices neg. Call 353-5022 for more
into

$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHOCALLS!
No obligation. No cost
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
|ust forcalling
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

WANTED
1 lemale roommate needed for Spring semester. Close to campus Contact Lisa or M.J. at
352-1339 or leave message
1 lemale subieaser needed lor Spring '93.
$l36/mo. plus gas ft elec. Own large room.
Close to campus. Call 3530124 for info.

Pentex KiOO Has 3 dilferont lenses, flash attachment, carrying bag and lights. $225. Call
352428S
Perfect Professor Home
Redecorated First Boor office plus three bedrooms.2 1/2 baths. $119.500. 874 5544

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE
Individuals & Student Organizations wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK, call the nation's
leader, Inter-Campus Programs.
1-800-327-6013.

1 FEMALE SUBIEASER NEEDED
Spnng semester $i50vmo. All util included
Close to campus. 354-6791
1 male roommate. Close 10 campus
$116 per month ♦ utilities.

353-0534
1 male roommate lor Spring '93. Close to
campus! Call 352-2458.
1 male subieaser lor Spring '93 semester.
$157 50'month. Own room, quiet
352-7088
1 male subieaser for Spring '93. Furnished
apt., VERY close to campus, cheap utilities
t NO MAY RENT! Call Tim tor detallS-353-8907.
1 male subieaser for Spnng '93 Own room, E.
Wooster by MT. Muggs. $160 * shared util.,
laundromat next door Plenty of parking, Chris
3535925.

2 subleasers needed for Spring semester.
$760 * cheap utilities for entire semester.
Call 354-8894, ask for Chris or Doug
Female roommate for Spring to share clean,
next to campus apt Has cable, air conditioning
& two great roommates Call 353-3316.
Thanks!
FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
Immediately through May
OWN LARGE ROOM
Cheap utilities.
FREE use ol adjoining health spa

Call 352 9691
Female subieaser needed for Spring '93
$175 * elec. Close to campus, nicely furnished, A/C. pool. Will share apt w/one other
female Call 354-3533 or 372-8366.
Female subieaser needed for Spnng '93
Only $129;mo 'Utilities
Pay unol May. June thru Aug. - FREEH
Call 353-9402

Interning next fall?
I need to arrange a SPUT-LEASE because I
plan on moving after next (all semester. You
will have the lease in the spring of '94 Call
Scott 372-1 UB.

Male or female roommate needed to sublease
Own room, close to campus, nice apartment.
Call 353-1834 to get free rent until January.
One female to share apt. for Spring '93. Rent
$132.50 ♦ util Close to campus. Can
353-3823.

Sleeper sola, $50. Two lamps, $15.
Two stuffed rockers. $25
Cash N Carry Call 874-0468. eves
Spring Break m Cancun.
All expenses, from $399.
Prices will change Dec. 18.
Call Joe Pierce, 353 2228

Arthur Victor Painting. Inc. is looking for branch
managers for Summer -93. Experience helpful
but not necessary. Complete training and field
support. High income potential.
6000775-4745

FOR RENT

Do you need extra money?
For details, call 666-5683 anytime.

EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL TOLL FREE
1-800 467-5566 EXT. 5972.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make
money teaching English abroad Japan and
Taiwan Make $2,OOO-$4,0OO*> per month.
Many provide room ft board * other benefits!
Financially & Culturally rewarding' For International Employment program and application,
call the International Employment Group:
(206)632-1146 ext JSS44
JOBS/JOBS/JOBS
Mister Spot's is currently looking to hire somebody to train for Management. We offer flexible
schedules for students and opportunity to
move up quickly. Come in and apply today between 11am & 5pm. Ask for Mark 125 East
Court St. Downtown.
SPOTS WANTS YOU
Spot's needs extra dnvers to accomodate our
huge demand Hourly, plus commission. Can
make some good dough' Must have your own
cruiser. Come in and apply today between
11 am & 5pm. Mister Spot's, 125 East Court St.
Downtown. Ask lor Mark

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Your own room in a large 2 bdrm. house.
1 other housemate. $270/mo.«dep.
Call Gary 353 0662

Pioneer receiver $125, rowing machine $10.
stereo cabinet $15, lamps $5, Bearcrarter ski
rack $15, Onkyo cassette player $40, leather
bomber coat AH in great shape 353-0661

$200 -$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE Information^ Hour Hotline. 801 -379 2900. Copyfg'-:gQHl7iKUH

HOLIDAY HELP
$8.25 TO START
Company expanding. Ft - pt. positions avail.
Flexible schedule. Only nice people may apply.
Call today 321-5365

M/F roommate to share furnished house 1
block from campus $l35/month* utilities.
Can Joe at 372 5552

Summer Opportunities
Premiere children's summer camps in NY. PA.
Mass., New Ertg. have 500 staff positions for
skilled and child loving students: baseball, lacrosse, basketball, fencing, hockey, got', gymnastics, tennis, fishing, karate, nfelry. archery,
soccer, volleyball, fitness, wrestling, canoeing.
waterskimg, scuba diving, sailing, WSIli'eguardmg, wind surfing, equestrian, circus,
woodshop. rocketry, ceramics, ropes, pioneering, piano, dance, dramatics, arts and crafts,
guitar, RN's, etc Male-Female upper classmen
preferred. Call Artene 1 -800-443-6428.
TAKING

OFF A SEMESTER, GOIN TO
NfGHT SCHOOL
Need part time work. If so, come on in 10 Mister
Spot's. We're taking applications from people
lor the upcoming semester as well as summer.
We offer flexible schedules for students and
opportunity to move up quickly. Come in and
apply today between 11am & 5pm. Ask for
Mark. 125 E. Court St. Downtown.

FOR SALE

Need to rent/sublease an apartment Jan-May
for RM and my dog. It should be near campus
and clean. If yours is cheap or reasonable call
Eileen 7554380 before 5:00 pm or756-1799
after 5 00 pm.

Bedroom with private bath in large ramify
home, shared kitchen, quiet, 4 blocks from
campus. $225/month includes all utilities. Call
352-3502 days or 352-6224 nights Ask lor
Tom.
$85 female spring sublease $85
Own room, house, cheap
139 S. College Close to campus.
$85 Call 354-5044 $85 obo
■"HELP!""
Roommate needed IMMEDIATELY! M or F to
share 2-bdrm apt wnvorking professional
Quiet location, own room. $220vmo. . elec
Please call' 352-8856, Man or Tanna.

2bdrm basement apt. near campus.
3548800
Apartment across from campus.
Great location and Ineipenslve.
Graduating In December and I need somebody.
$120. mo Will negotiate on price.
Call Craig. 354-5239.
I'll glva> extra incentives such as
phona/elec.
Available Jan. sublease 3 bdrm. duplex, 1 1/2
baths, carpeted, bsment, kitchen appi .
$5i0/mo. plus reasonable util. Close to Univ.
3544909.
Help! 2 subleasers needed to rent for Spnng 93
semester. 1 bedroom, furnished. 1 block from
campus Desperato' 353 7803.
Houses ft apts. Close to campus
For Summer ^3 and 93-94 school year.
Phone 1-267-3341.
Houses and apartments for '93-94 school year.
12 month leases only. Starting m May. Steve
Smith. 352-8917.
Listings Available now.
Cany Rentals. 316 E Merry S3 353-0325
'93-94 school year
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED ' FREE
CABLE ' CHEAP UTILITIES ■ ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS ■ RENT NEGOTIABLE ■
353-6522.
Need 2 people to share large bedroom in great
apL Fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher.
$l50/month/person. Spring '93. Call Jess or
Andrea. 353-0091.
Need male subieaser A big 2 bdrm. Nonsmoker preferred for Spnng "93 one mo. free.
Call 352-8671.

18 speed mountain bike. $180.00.
Call Dave, 352-5801.

One subieaser needed lor 4th St. apt..
$l65/mo. plus uBlities. Prefer non-smoker.
Call Brad or Chns at 354-2406
Spacious efficiency on N. Main.
Leave message for Doug or Jane.

3535423

Clip AS* vr

POWARD'S §H
DECEMBER

$50

FOR SALE
Sega Genesis games, neg.
Call 353 6307

Stressed about finals?
Relax
UAO's free pizza giveaway is comingi

•••»■■

86 VW

87MERCED€S
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25
FREE Information-24 HourHotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright»OHi7KX
EXTRA BEER CANS or BOTTLES'
Create attractive beer lamps1
Intnguing conversation piece (or home or
dorm. Step by step instructions w/ color photo
Send check or M/O for $5 95 to Apar Industry,
POB01 3555. Kent. OH 44?40

Call 353 0437

HELP WANTED

Looking lor 1 male sublser lor spnng. Huge
apt, 2 bdrms., 2 full baths, lots of closet space,
furnished, air, laundry facil. Great roommates.
Call 352-1756 or 1 625 4403 (wkends.) Ask for
C'aig No deposit required

Too early to think about exams? Need a study
break? Campus Expressions. KARAOKE!
Bowl n Greenery Thursday. December 3rd,
9:00 P.M. until Midnight. Why not give it a try?l

UOlatrix

Wanted Subieaser:
Own room, close lo campus
Util included in rent.

SIGMA KAPPA 8 SIGMA KAPPA
SISTER OF THE WEEK
Jami Weirauch

Spring semester leases available.
One bedroom and efficiency apartments.
Call Mecca Management at 353-5800.

The Best Special in Town.
Sun., Mon. Tues., Wed.
All night at Brathaus.
Pitchers & Beer bottles of the Week.
Kamlkazl, Oualude, Melon Ball $.50
19 and over No cover. 352-8707.
Myles' Pizza by the slice.
This Week's Bottle "BudLight"

f

Subieaser needed Male or female. Jan-May
Own bdrm . A'C, cable, furnished.
$25000/mo Ind. util. Third St. Call Jamie
354 1807

SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations Ten O lor winning Queen at
the Delta Zeta Volleyball'

1 subieaser for Spring "93
$650 * cheap utilities. Own room.
Call Heather at 352-3001

Holiday Hot tub rental. Treat your friends to a
relaxing weekend in a luxurious spa. Special
holiday rates, call 352-5475

Black & white formal w/sec, top
Size 7 $50 00
Call 353-3732.
CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89MERCEDES
$200

SHOP TIL YOU DROP & BEAT THE LAST
MINUTE HOLIDAY SHOPPING RUSH JOIN
UAO DEC. 5, 9am-6pm ANO SHOP AT
MONROE OUTLET MALL AND FAIRLANE
MALL IN MICHIGAN. ONLY $6! SIGN UP
UNTIL DEC. 4 IN THE UAO OFFICE, 330
UNION.

Bobs, skaters, wedge, fade. flap. buzz, high A
tight, spike, flat-tops. GO Look, all $8.00
Campus Headquarters Salon' 354 2244.

Open Now!!! Altra Auto Rental
We rent to qualified 18 to 20 yr olds.
Featunng weekend & vacation specials
Phone 353-3340 or 885-8208

One female subieaser lor Frazee Apis.
2 bedroom/2 bath.
$i50vmo . sharo of utilities.
Call 353-3519

SLIP AND SLIDE ON THE ICE RUN AT
POKAGON STATE PARK. DEC. 6th.
GO TOBOGGANING'!
COST IS ONLY $5 00 SO SIGN UP NOW IN
THE UAO OFFICE. 330 UNION
DONT MISS THE FUN!

Awesome Panama City Spring Break)
8 days, beachfront room w/kitchen, $1191
Walk to best bars) Deposit due 12-11 -921

Don't take home a low G.PA for the holidayscall an Alpha Lambda Delta tutor (o make your
season bright! FREE, FLEXIBLE and ONE-toONE tutoring is available • call FacOine
(372-2445). They know all about it'

Progressive Student Organization
brings back a most missed activity
COMMUNITY OPEN SHARE
This event is intellectually exciting that invites
you to change & grow, that nurtures & supports
your expressive abilities, and that is relaxing ft
fun all at once. Poetry, reading, thoughts, music, parachute jumping, cow tipping.THURSDAY. 9 00pm at United Christian
Fellowship, corner of Ridge ft Thurstm

1
1
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210 N. MAIN

419-352-9951

-M.

• Mon.-Sat. Noon 'til 2:30 am Sun. 2:00 pm 'til 2:30am
TUESDAY

m&
1
Happy

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY)

FRIDAY

ISATURDAY

Village Green Apartments
Now teasing next semester.
Also, Summer and Fall 93.
Call or stop by to see our spacious apartments
between 10-4

354-3533

CINEMA

m

>|12MN.Maln8».

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

8
Go
Christmas
Caroling!

Bliizvn
p*

17/f

FREE 15
Christmas
Eve Meal
Dec. 24
2.-00 p.m.

22

Very nice downtown apt. avail in Jan. 1 bdrm..
central air A heat, $3iS/mo. Can Ruby
354-8121 after 6:00pm or 3529906 after 1 pm.

CINEMARK THEATRES

Birthday
Richard
Pryar
52

HflVC
II
Snowball
fight

Subieaser needed lor Spring semester. Apt.
4th ft Elm. Two bdrm-own rm. 4190 mo72
people $85 plus elec. 2 car garage. Call
353-0957.

18

Monday thru Friday: shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday « Sunday: Full Schedule

19

ROB WALLET
FREE

24

X Mas Eva MaaJ
Lonely Needy
Students who
can't get homa
All a/a Welcome
Begins 2:00 pm

25 |

26

Merry
'&J Christmas!
--Clip* Save--1

<
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Weather

BUURRRRR:
Today, cloudy and cold,
with a high of 35 degrees.

On Campus
FALCON QB RULES THE
MAC:
Erik While, Falcon football senior quarterback, was
named Mid-American Conference Most Valuable
Player for the second year
in a row Wednesday night by
the MAC News Media Association.
White, a University football player since 1988, has
led the Falcons to two
straight league championships and had a 2,380 passing yard season in 1992. In
his football career, White
has totalled 6,072 yards.

BOOKSTORE BARGAINS
BEGIN:
The University Bookstore,
located in the Student Services Building, will show its
gratitude to the Bowling
Green community today
with a Customer Appreciation Day. Taking 20 percent
off the already ticketed
merchandise, the one-day
sale runs from 8 a.m. to 6
this evening. Sorry, but
textbooks, photo supplies,
hardback bestsellers and
sundries arc not included in
the sale, but everything else
is.

Outside Campus
POP CAN CRASH:
A motorist lost control of
his vehicle Sunday on
Thurstin Avenue, running
down a traffic sign and
several sections of fencing
in front of the Founders
construction site. Police said
the accident occurred because the man attempted to
pick up a pop can that rolled
under his brake pedal while
he was driving.
The driver, a University
student, was not cited or injured, though his vehicle
was moderately damaged.

BG BAR ROOM BRAWL:
A preliminary hearing
will be held in Bowling
Green Municipal Court
Dcc.9 to determine if there
is enough evidence to indict
Tracy Vestal, Portage, for
felonious assault in connection with a fight in a local
bar on Nov.29.
Vestal was arrested for
striking a Bowling Green
woman in the head and face
with a beer bottle early Sunday morning at College
Station, 1616 E. WoosterSt.
The victim was treated at
Wood County Hospital for a
facial laceration and
chipped and broken teeth.
Friends of the victim told
Bowling Green police the
fight was unprovoked.

Lottery
CLEVELAND -- Here are
Wednesday night's Ohio Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 6-4-6
Pick 4 Numbers: 4-2-7-3
Super Lotto:
3-21-19-25-40-42
Kicker: 0-7-9-5-0-3
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.
Compiled from staff and

Puerto Rico to be
treated as state in
'symbolic gesture'

Volume 75, Issue 67

Christmas Crafts

by Christopher Connell
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush ordered all federal departments
Tuesday to treat Puerto Rico administratively as if it were a state.
Bush took the action four weeks after the residents of the selfgoverning U.S. territory elected a pro-statehood governor, Pedro
Rossello, and sent a pro-statehood majority to the legislature.
White House officials acknowledged, however, it was a largely
symbolic gesture that will not affect federal receipts or expenditures
on the Caribbean island in any way.
One official, who asked to remain unidentified, said it was a show
of support for Rossello and was meant to ensure that "the executive
branch will not inadvertently create new obstacles to statehood."
Bush said he was taking the action to treat Puerto Rico like a state
because its "degree of constitutional self-government, population
and size set it apart from other areas subject to federal jurisdiction."
"I hereby direct all federal departments, agencies and officials, to
the extent consistent with the Constitution and the laws of the United
States, henceforward to treat Puerto Rico administratively as if it
were a state," Bush wrote in a memo to heads of executive departments and agencies.
He said the order will not raise or lower federal spending on Puerto
Rico or affect the exemption from federal income taxes of its 3.6 million residents.
The new governor has pledged to call a yes-or-no vote in 1993 on
whether the island should become a state.
Surveys have indicated that most Puerto Ricans are split between
those who want statehood and those favoring continued commonwealth status. A small minority favors full independence.
Bush said his order to treat Puerto Rico like a state applies unless
doing so "would increase or decrease federal receipts or expenditures, or would seriously disrupt the operation of [a] program or activity."
"As long as Puerto Rico is a territory, the will of its people regarding their political status should be ascertained periodically" by a referendum sponsored either by the U.S. government or the Puerto Rican Legislature, Bush said.
"This guidance shall remain in effect until federal legislation is enacted altering the current status of Puerto Rico in accordance with
the freely expressed wishes of the people of Puerto Rico," he said.

The BC Newi/Llnda Ltnc

Pinning down cloth fabric on a styrofoam ball, Darla Miller of Fremont works on a Christmas ornament during the Winter Full of Wonderland Holiday Craft Fair in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Wednesday afternoon. The University Activities Organization's craft fair will continue from 10 a.m.
until 6 p.m. today.

Coffee shop offers more than coffee
by Tim Quick
contributing reporter

There is a local establishment
where University students can
go to escape the normal college
routine.
Grounds for Thought, 174 S.
Main St., always a place to study,
enjoy a cup of coffee or talk to
friends, is also a place to enjoy
music, art and poetry.
Grounds for Thought is a
different kind of coffee shop. It
offers 45 different flavors of coffee, several kinds of teas, homemade pastries and eight different

Spring
editor
named
Christina Wise was named editor of The News for the spring
semester by the Board of Student
Publications Wednesday.
A senior
journalism
major with an
English minor,
Wise has
worked at the
paper since the
summer of
1991. Since that
time she has
served as a
Wise
volunteer reporter, social services beat reporter, assistant special projects
editor, and is currently city editor.
Wise said she believes the experience she has gained as city
editor - which featured coverage
of speeches by President George
Bush, President-elect Bill Clinton, Vice President Dan Quayle,
and Vice-President elect Al Gore
- will help in her new position as
editor.
"Coordinating our paper's
coverage of the election has been
by far the best experience any
student working at The BG News
could have asked for," Wise said.
See Editor, page seven.

varieties of cocoa.
According to co-owner Kelly
Wicks, Grounds is also a meeting
place for members of the campus
and community.
"[There is] so much activity on
campus regarding the arts, but
there is still a lot of community
interest," Wicks said. "We offera
way to bring the community and
the school together on neutral
ground."
Grounds for Thought has been
developing entertainment for the
past three years, Wicks said. He
said they try to schedule an event
every Saturday during the semester. "We vary between 75 and

100 people ... depending on the
event," Wicks said.
Weekly events began modestly
with pictures by friends being
placed on the wall, six months
after opening in October 1989,
and has been growing ever since.
The art work of Carol Kauber has
been featured since Nov. 14, and
the paintings of Christine Rom
will be on display starting Dec. 4.
A special literary event will
take place Thursday when Polish
author and artist Ewa Kuryluk
will in town to promote her first
novel, "Century 21,"
"She's the most published author we've ever had," Wicks said.

Kuryluk, has had several articles published in major newspapers and magazines, in addition to her art books. She will
read selections from her novel
and sign autographs.
This weekend will be a busy
one at Grounds. In addition to
Kuryluk on Thursday and the
Rom art opening on Friday, the
Coffee House Concert series continues Saturday night at 8 p.m.,
followed by a children's book
reading on Sunday at 3 p.m., by
local author Waneta Way.
Grounds for Thought is also a

"[There is] so much activity
on campus regarding the
arts, hut there is still a lot
of community interest"
Wicks said. "We offer a way
to bring the community and
the school together on
neutral ground."
Kelly Wicks, Grounds For
Thought co-owner

See Grounds, page seven.

Commission denies rezoning
by Chris Hawley
Local Government Reporter

Attempts to secure homes for
two controversial Universityrelated programs stalled at the
Bowling Green Planning Commission meeting Wednesday
night.
Following long debate by local
residents, the commission denied
the rezoning of a Troup Avenue
house from R-2, residential, to
S-3, planned institutional, as requested by the Memorial Foundation for Lost Children, an association for the treatment of autis-

tic children. It also tabled a
change-in-use plan for houses
owned by United Christian Fellowship, which hopes to build a
new residence facility for its
global issues study program.
Commission members said
they opposed the rezoning because of Troup Avenue residents'
opposition and because they believe other equally desirable locations could be found. Ten residents told the commission they
opposed the rezoning request because they feared an encroachment of less desirable nonresidential uses if sufficient

funding for the program cannot
be secured.
"Even though we sympathize
with the memorial, we'd like to
keep it a residential neighborhood," Troup Avenue resident
Vivek Vasudeva said.
Other residents said they believe the area, which is bounded
by student rental housing and
older, nonconforming houses,
would suffer if opened up to all
institutional uses.
University Psychobiology
professor and foundation project
director Jaak Panksepp said he
could search for another location

for the center but would prefer it
be in a nearby area.
"It can't be out in the woods,"
Panksepp said. "Maybe a block
down, maybe that would work,
but it can't be in a student place,
it can't be ripped up."
Commission member John
Welnert urged Panksepp to find
another site.
"Why don't I believe that
someone who has been as dedicated as you can't find a nice
place?" he asked Panksepp.
Commission member Jeff FalSee Commission, page seven.

Committee looks into sex charges
by Larry Marrjasak
The Associated Press

Women's groups in Oregon had
urged the committee to act now,
even though the investigation
WASHINGTON - The Senate will be carried on next year by a
Ethics Committee, acting only a newly constituted panel.
The six-member committee is
day after receiving a formal
complaint, is beginning a prelim- losing its chairman and vice
inary inquiry into sexual har- chairman - one defeated, the
assment allegations against Sen. other retiring - and possibly
other members. The women's
Bob Packwood, R Ore
Not known for rapid action, the groups have urged that one of the
committee injected some ur- six female senators who will be
gency into the probe Tuesday by in office next year be appointed
announcing the inquiry would to the committee.
Ten women ~ former Packbegin while Congress is in
wood staff members or lobbyists
recess.

- accused the veteran senator of
unwanted sexual advances in a
story first reported byThe Washington Post on Nov. 22.
The alleged victims have not
complained to the ethics committee, although several are discussing doing so. Instead, the complaint was submitted by attorney
Gloria AJIred of Los Angeles, in
her role as president of the
Women's Equal Rights Legal Defense and Education Fund.
Allred's complaint also sought
an inquiry into allegations of
sexual misconduct by Sen. Daniel

Inouye, D-Hawaii, but the committee said it lacks sufficient Information to begin the probe
Inouye's hair stylist has accused the senator of sexually assaulting her 17 years ago, A Hawaii state legislator has said she
is aware of additional allegations
of sexual impropriety by Inouye,
but the women involved have not
come forward. The senator has
denied all of the allegations.
Committee Chairman Sanford
and Vice Chairman Warren B.
See Ethics, page six.
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Racial slur could have
caused major incident
Every negative action, reaction or
incident that occurs in our world is
ultimately started by one single person.
So watch what you do.
Recently the actions of one individual
started a chain of events that need not
have happened. The co-chairman of
People for Racial Equity said a local
restaurant's employee referred to a
patron of the restaurant as a "nigger"
and the patron heard him. The restaurant's owner confirmed the accusation.
The incident prompted People for
Racial Equity to consider boycotting
the restaurant. The owner reacted
quickly and calmly with an apology and
fired the employee. In the hands of a
lesser person, the incident could have
snowballed and turned into much, much
more.
The sad thing is that the whole thing
was easily avoidable - if that employee
had simply regarded the patron with
respect and kept his vulgar comment to
himself, it never would have happened.
One negative action of one single person led to what, if handled improperly,
may have turned into an even worse
situation.
What was this guy thinking? What
kind of socialization process did this
person go through that he thought it
was all right to insult another human
being? Unfortunately, the same process
every single one of us goes through in a

society where hatred, suspicion and intolerance of other people plays a big
part.
So what do we do? Succumb to what
society has taught us or get beyond the
hatred and learn to be more compassionate, more caring, more tolerant
people? Every individual has to decide
that one on their own. We think the answer is obvious.
As a result of the aforementioned incident, Jack Taylor, assistant vice
president of multicultural affairs, plans
to ask the Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce to make diversity training
available for businesses. We say, good
idea. Do it.
But don't stop there. There should be
diversity training for every person in
every house on every block of every
street of every neighborhood of every
city of every state of every nation in the
world. Maybe that's extreme. But if we
can all get past our negative socialization, it could just work.
Maybe then individuals would think
before they spoke and realize the possible negative implications that may be
caused if they injure the pride of another human being. Maybe then, the
next generation of human beings
wouldn't be exposed to a socialization
process rank with the smell of prejudice and hatred.

Faculty union will stunt growth
The BG News:
I am very proud to have been a
part of the growth and maturation of this University over the
last three decades. As a junior
faculty member I found myself
belonging to an exciting group of
people with individual virtuosities and high corporate
goals.
I saw us grow to be an institution which commanded utmost
respect in all those areas in
which we were equipped to compete. In the near past we have
successfully expanded our reach
to be able to take on much larger
institutions head-to-head.
Now, however, I am dismayed
to see that we are on the brink of
embracing the most bitter of

oxymorons - a faculty union.
I am also finding It difficult to
understand the apparent naivete
demonstrated by some respected
colleagues, both with regard to
the issue of collective bargaining, and more seriously, with the
finality of such an occurrence.
In the long run, I can see NO
causal relationship between collective bargaining and salaries
higher than those we could otherwise achieve.
What I can see is the possibility
of a somewhat higher level of job
security for people with less than
commanding credentials, and the
certainty of a decreased potential for the achievement of a
truly collegial relationship be-

tween faculty and administration.
I also note that faculty in at
least two Ohio universities now
seem to be looking for ways to
extricate themselves from illadvised moves toward unionization, with poor initial success.
The Advocates for Academic
Independence seem to have
raised the only strong voice for
reason and consideration in this
developing tragedy, though I
fear that they could win the argument but lose the vote. I hope
that such a paradox is not going
to define our legacy for the "90s.
David Pope
Professor
Performance Studies

Jim Meddick

Robotman

Bush defeat trickles down to
faulty economic philosophy
Since November, conservatives have been struggling to explain their candidate's defeat at
the hands of his Democratic
rival. I don't think we have to
trouble ourselves too deeply over
this question. The reason behind
Bush's defeat is that Americans
finally realized that the Reagan
economic philosophy Bush was
elected to continue has impoverished this nation for generations to come ... naturally this
disturbs them.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan captured the White House with a
ground swell of support. He won
the hearts and pocketbooks of
conservatives and moderates
alike by proposing a painless way
to pay down the national debt
while simultaneously stimulating
the economy.
Here is Reagan's (and Bush's)
"trickle down" economic philosophy in a nutshell:
a) Tax cuts aimed at big business would give employers more
disposable income;
b) Reagan predicted that employers with more disposable income would invest their tax savings in expanding their business
operations - buying machinery
and enlarging facilities, for example;
c) Business expansion often
translates into greater demand
for workers;
d) More workers paying taxes
means more money for the
government;
e) The government would use
this extra income to finance
spending or pay down the
national debt (which, incidentally, Reagan tripled by the time he
left office).
Let's briefly examine some of
these economic assumptions
made by the Reagan administration.
Reagan endeared himself to
voters by promising tax relief.
Though most of his supporters
were led to believe that a tax cut
would include the middle class,
that was never part of the Reagan program. In fact, because of
increases in social security and
payroll taxes, middle and lower
income Americans actually saw

John Bernard

their tax burden increase during
the '80s.
Among Reagan's inner circle
there was never any question
that the beneficiaries of the tax
cuts would be the top 10 percent
of U.S. households - those who
own the factories, foundries and
other means of production in this
country. The Reaganites realized
the success of their economic
philosophy depended upon the
wealthy investing their tax savings in their business operations.
The question is, did the wealthy
behave as Mr. Reagan had predicted?

"Reagan endeared himself to
voters by promising tax
relef. Though most of his
supporters were led to
beieve that a tax cut would
include the middle class, that
was never part of the
Reagan program."
Data from the Congressional
Budget Office show that business
investment during the 1980s
grew by only 2 percent per year
- half the growth experienced in
the 1970S and only 40 percent of
the growth of the 1960s.
What happened to all the free
cash the Reaganites were handing out? It went to finance the
rash of mergers, acquisitions and
speculative real estate deals that
characterized the 1980s.
The problem, of course, is that

the only jobs created by this
flurry of questionable activity
were for those with degrees in
corporate tax law from prestigious universities.
Apparently the government's
free handout in the form of a tax
cut wasn't sufficient to quench
the insatiable greed of corporate
America. In their never ending
search to maximize short term
profits, many large businesses
pocketed their tax savings and
then moved to areas with lower
labor costs like Arkansas, North
Carolina or Mexico.
Did this exodus of business
capital to non-union states with
lower labor costs create jobs?
Hardly. Instead, it merely resulted in the transferal of job opportunities from one region to
another.
Furthermore, the jobs which
were created didn't pay enough
for workers to sustain a decent
standard of living. To underscore
this point, data from the U.S.
Census Bureau shows that between 1979 and 1989 the number
of workers below the poverty
line - earning less than $12,195
per year - increased from 12
percent to 18 percent of the population. An ominous trend to say
the least.
Though conservatives will continue to twist the truth in an attempt to shield the super wealthy
from public scrutiny, the facts
are indisputable. The government's own figures show that
when the top 10 percent of
households were awarded generous tax cuts at taxpayer expense
they failed to reinvest in business operations that would have
created good paying jobs.
To make matters worse, many
large businesses took their
government handouts and moved
to low cost areas in the South. If
they opened branches in Mexico,
the result was probably a net loss
of domestic jobs.
We do have cause to celebrate
though. The defeat of George
Bush and the rejection of the
flawed Reagan economic philosophy represents nothing less
than a true victory for the working people of this country.
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Unsigned editorials are written ions through letters to the editor
by members of The News'Editor- and guest columns.
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Faculty, staff must work together Program perpetuates rape myths
The BG News:
As a faculty member, I sympathize with the position expressed by classified staff member Bob Kreienkamp in the
Tuesday Dec. 1 edition ofThe
News.
Neither faculty raises nor the
restoration of salary cuts should
be made at the expense of classified staff positions. But, like the
faculty to whom he is responding, Mr. Kreienkamp has fallen
into an old trap laid by management to control the work force by
dividing it.
(To any faculty member who is
offended by being numbered
among "the work force," don't
kid yourself: to this University's
management the only thing that
separates us from the other
working stiffs here is the rhetoric used to manipulate us.)
Divide-and-conquer is already

a standard ploy at BGSU. A few we offered the sop of participayears ago, it was the lever man- tion in the hard decisions of how The BG News:
As professionals who work
agement used to pressure faculty to divide up the leavings and who
into accepting a pay cut in the gets axed. This illusion of parti- with rape survivors and rape
form of higher costs for the cipation then pits the victims awareness programs, we were
health benefits package. But it's against each other and diverts us alarmed and saddened after
older than that: the like of Gen- from the real question: why we viewing the Nov. 1 broadcast of
eral Motors and Standard Oil are in such a position to begin the television show,"60
Minutes."
have been using the same tactic with?
As she was interviewed, Camifor more than a century.
Change is in the air, and I have lle Paglia made many remarks
The fact is that this is probably little doubt that the faculty will that serve to perpetuate the culthe worst managed state univer- approve the collective bargain- tural myths which are rampant in
sity in Ohio, and the major re- ing initiative, mainly out of a our society. Those who work with
sponsibility for that lies at the sense of frustration created by rape survivors devote their lives
top, with the president and the the situation described above.
to battling these cultural myths,
Board of Trustees he has so
empowering women to speak out
adroitly manipulated.
I only hope that the united against their perpetrators and
eradicating survivors' selfAll of us, faculty, staff and stu- strength thus created will be blame.
dents, have been victimized by a used not in the narrow interests
In only 10 minutes on national
series of improvident and costly of the faculty alone, but to bene- news, Ms. Paglia has damaged
blunders, made without suffi- fit faculty in a context that ad- these efforts with her thoughtcient consultation with those af- dresses the real problems the less comments. Specifically, she
University community faces.
fected.
stated that date rape has been
"trumped up" and that "date
Thomas L. Wymer
When the consequences berape hysteria" exists in our sociProfessor
come apparent and the bills have
ety.
English
to be paid, then and only then, are
In her quest to undermine the

leaders of the feminist movement, Ms. Paglia claimed that
feminism hurt the rape awareness cause. We believe that it is
Ms. Paglia that has hurt this
cause and, more importantly,
that she has hurt the survivors
(and/or potential survivors) by
broadcasting her damaging
views. It is our hope that she no
longer attacks feminism by using
the backs and psyches of women
who have already endured the
trauma of sexual assault.
One of Ms. Paglia's most damaging comments was that if a
woman "is intoxicated and goes
home at night and takes a man
that she doesn't know to her
room, she is consenting to sex."
Furthermore, she asserted that
"no" means "no" about 25 percent of the time. Sometimes, "no"
means, "I'm unsure," or "You're
asking me too fast."

mize the responsibility of the
perpetrators of rape and affirm
in the minds of women who have
been violated that they are the
ones responsible ("blaming the
victim").
As trained professionals who
deal with the aftermath of rape,
we know that many rape survivors who watched Ms. Paglia's
interview are erroneously feeling fully or partially to blame for
their assaults. Further, we are
convinced that there are
thousands of women whose misdirected self-blame has now been
confirmed by Ms. Paglia, facilitated by "60 Minutes"- and that
the future effects of this misinformation will be tragically recorded by those of us who serve
people in crisis situations.

Laura Barned
Coordinator

These irresponsible, insensitive remarks only serve to mini-

Victim's Advocacy Program

Beer company offers gift idea 'Open minds' needed for fair trials
The BG News:
is a popular gift, too.
This holiday season, we will all
In fact, according to a recent
search for the perfect gift for national poll, more than 80 milthat "special someone." Those of lion of us have either used or
us at BEERCO have a suggestion volunteered for this role. And
for a gift that is memorable, easy this heightened awareness has
to give and best of all ... one size contributed to the greatest gift of
fits all.
all -- a 22 percent decline in
Be a designated driver. It's one drunk driving fatalaties over the
sure way to show friends and last 10 years.
loved ones how much you really
So, as we celebrate this holiday
care. Being a designated driver season, let's all remember that

having a good time means looking out for ourselves and others especially when it comes to
drinking.
Happy holidays from our family to yours.
Kent A. Brodbeck
President
BEERCO Distributing Co.
Fostoria, Ohio

CIABASE

"An Amazing Resource"

Data base on CIA for IBM/MAC hard disk computers compiled by CIA veteran
Ralph McCehee
Details CIA operations from 1947 to Present
6MBsof Data from hundreds of sources catagorl/ed by subject in thousands of
annotated entries. Updated regularly
Can search by country, word combinations plus date-results displayed,
printed, or saved to a file

The BG News:
I'm writing in reply to the article, "High Court case has local
impact," appearing in The News
on Nov. 24.
The Batson case mainly addressed the problem of attorneys
who continually removed black
jurors in cases involving black
defendants because they thought
that a black juror would sympathize with the defendant.

The comment was made by
Greg Bakies that "preemptory
challenges are there to permit
the attorney to make choices as
to who on the jury might actually
be fair and equitable to their
client." He also added that the
Batson v. Kentucky case may
undermine that choice.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but
the case (as told in the paper) set
the precedence that lawyers
could no longer use preemptory
These ideas seem very simplischallenges to exclude potential
tic since history has shown that jurors on the basis of gender,
the black juror MAY (I said ethnicity or age.
MAY) be more impartial than a
Please tell me, how is such a
white juror (i.e. Medgar Evers
murder and the Rodney King ruling going to destroy yours or
any other lawyers' ability to
trial), but back to the article.

choose jurors based on their skill
to give equal judgment? Isn't this
(court ruling) what you want: "I
want [a juror] that is openminded and willing to listen to
the evidence," so what is wrong
with this ruling?
It sounds like you are saying
that in some cases it is fair to exclude jurors on the basis of certain characteristics because
those characteristics might enable them to view the evidence
with an "open mind." If not,
please clarify this mix-up!
Christopher L. Hill
Sophomore
Secondary education major

•givebfood

To order, stale size and type of
CIABASE
disks and send check for S99.00 to PO Box 5022
llerndon, VA 22070

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE - HOME HOCKEY VS. MIAMI SATURDAY!
Come help the Falcons beat the CCHA - leading Redskins!

BGSU ICE ARENA
Look Ma, I'm 22

Public Skating Schedule

Don't Lose Out!!!

Wed., Fri.* & Sat.* 8-10 PM
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM

Early Leasing for 1993/94

BGSU Students (w/I.D.)
$1.75 admission
75c rental skates of all sizes

;.

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

BGSU Ice Arena is also available
for private rentals.

;,

Preferred Properties

•public skating will not be available when
the varsity hockey team is at home.
Happy liirlhday

Travis Miller!

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

8th & High - Rental Office - 352-9378
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa

CALL 372-2264 for more info.
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GOSPEL CHOIR
*
ANNUAL FALL
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CONCERT
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"LET EVERYTHING THAT HAS
BREATH PRAISE THE LORD"

S\

Saturday, December 5
4:00 p.m.
Bryant Recital Hall

N
•
s\

FEATURING:
Messengers of Joy
from Cleveland State University
Brian Thomas Chorale
New Jerusalem COGIC

\
•

BGSU Gospel Choir

J^
JJ

Black Bean Soup
* Roman Salad ^J$
Mandarin Orange Salad "&-

EAT AT
SPOT'S
352-SPOT
125 E. COURT ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Roast Fowl (iw««yi
Roast Boar (tp ral CJ; naml
- Roast Beef with Garlic
Sauce & Popovers
"*" Chicken in Wine Sauce
Acorn Squash stuffed with Brown
Sugar and Dried Cherries
Cinnamon Cabbage
■*■ "Funges" (Mushrooms « Leeks)
-•-Green Pesen Royal (SpicedPeas
Potato RiSSOle (oven browned
Regal Rice (veg. rice medley
with asparagus)

Trifle
Pumpkin Pie
*■ Lombardy Custard Pie
Deep Dish Apple Creme Pie
"►"authentic recipe

all that thou belly canst hold

Towers Inn > McDonald

MEAIL
SAIL

HOURS:
M-T11 AM-2 AM
F-S11 AM -2:30 AM
Sunday 12 PM -1 AM

Philly Original
(or)
Steak Supreme
(or)
Spot's Special
(or)
Spot's Italian
(or)
l Dozen Chicken Wings
with Hoagie Fries & Soda
only $5.00
Fr»e Delivery

MR. SPOT'S

ORIGlNfU

PHIlfiDflPMIfl SttflK

cj

iiOAGlf

SHOP

Diversions
page four

What do
you want
forx-mas?
Scott DeKatch

I love leaving this flat, desolate
place for home. I get to see hills,
run-down steel mills and old
friends. And my old friends are
the best.
Take Kevin, who recently fell
through a window, landed on his
back two stories below and got up
saying, "That didn't hurt."
Or Terry, who, while riding
along in a car with his brother,
Derek, attempted to jump out because, he said, he wanted to see
his hero, Glenn Danzig.
"If you do that," Derek told
him, "the only thing you'll see is
the Grim Reaper."
"I want to see him, too."
Needless to say, Terry was a
little juiced.
I went Christmas shopping the
other day. Despite near death at
the hands of a woman demanding
to know how much she would
save if a 20 percent-off purse
originally cost $75, I survived. I
bought lots of things for family,
friends, people I don't know and
even myself.
Which brings me to my next
point. What happened to the good
old days when people decorated
trees with popcorn and candles
and gave gifts like toy soldiers
and kids believed in Santa Claus
and Bing Crosby beat his kids to
sleep singing, "I'm dreaming of a
white Christmas / With every
baby I knock out"'!

Art galleries offer students diversion
'Excellent Faculties' showcases works from paintings to computer art
by Nikki Floros
copy editor
Fewer than 10 days of classes
remain before the stress of final
exams falls upon the University,
and seekers of a relaxing diversion may choose to visit the Art
Building.

"It's kind of traditional to do
a faculty show in an art
school. This show is not
thematic, but rather to
highlight work the faculty
has been doing, to show
what direction they're
taking."
Jacqueline Nathan,
gallery director

"Excellent Faculties," showcasing the work of the University's School of Art faculty members and Eastern Michigan University art faculty, is a set of exhibits on display now in the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery and
School of Art Gallery, respectively.
Gallery director Jacqueline
Nathan said that the pieces from
Eastern Michigan would be on
display here for the duration of

the "Excellent Faculties" exhibit.
Then, in January, part of the
University exhibit will travel to
Eastern Michigan as part of an
exchange between the two universities.
"The whole exhibit won't go
because their gallery is not as
large as ours," Nathan added.
The University faculty exhibit
is an annual event, but this is the
first year that art from another
university's faculty has been
shown jointly, she said.
"It's kind of traditional to do a
faculty show in an art school,"
Nathan said. "This show is not
thematic, but rather to highlight
work the faculty has been doing,
to show what direction they're
taking."
The directions explored comprise painting, charcoal drawing,
print making, sculpture, ceramics, jewelry design, fabrics
and computer art, which includes
"hard" computer art, akin to photography or detailed drawings,
and interactive computer art.
Although most of the artists
featured in the Bryan Gallery
worked in one medium, Nathan
said some, "at least three," were
exhibiting works in several
media. Silkscreening, ceramics
and charcoal drawing were
among the directions chosen by
art instructor Sherwood
McBroom.
Professor emeritus of art
Charles Lakofsky created
"holey" vases, bowls and pots in
porcelain and red clay. The

Jamie Ce and Joe Church of The Kind.

Scott DeKatch is a junior creative writing major from Youngstown and, for one more week,
diversions editor for this fine
paper.

One of the many artworks currently on display at the current
exhibit in the Fine Arts Annex.

by Courtney Ganneml
Insider

"First of all, I had to pay $4 to
get in," he told me before complaining about the establishment's costly selection of
beer.
"I don't think they'll do good,"
he said.

I'm not a bad guy. I keep in
touch with my family, I eat everything I kill, I toss quarters in
the little Salvation Army cans, I
do my own laundry, I answer all
my letters and buy music for
minors who want to hear what
moral-rightists wish they could
burn all of.
Still, I can't shake this aching
desire for something more in life,
something to make it complete ...
A brand-new Red Rider BB
Gun!

uniquely shaped pieces give testimony to Lakofsky's perspective: "I don't think the hole always has to be at the top. A bowl
is an ancient, pretty simple creation; I think it's more sculpturally interesting if light comes
through the piece."
"View of Suzdal," an oil painting by art instructor Joan
McKee, glows with the vibrant
colors teal, brick red, cobalt and
gold, and the window casement is
of a white so antique that it
stands apart from the clouds
filling the sky and the snow
covering the ground and leaves
the viewer tempted to throw
open that window to lean out into
the crisp winter air.
The ironically humorous drawings and paintings of associate
professor Janet Ballweg focus on
the destruction of trees by woodcutters. "Ashes to Ashes, Dust to
Dust" features a carbide-tipped
saw blade framed by the thin,
leafless branches it ostensibly
will be slicing through.
For a similar exhibit at Westfield State University in Massachusetts, Ballweg wrote: "My
work has focused on this duality
of man vs. nature, particularly
involving trees and logging ...
trees, in their shapes, growth cycles, and functions, directly relate to the evolution of human
lives from birth to death and
beyond. This parallel presents an
ironic situation in that by destroying the life of the tree, we
also defeat our own."

Local band mixes styles,
sounds of different artists

They built this new establishment in my hometown called
The Magic Twanger. Having a
restaurant, night club, bar, bikini
bar, indoor sports and a parking
lot the size of Cleveland and its
surrounding suburbs, it has become the talk of the town.
I drove past the place over
break last week at around 10 p.m.
There were like a hundred or so
cars that couldn't find places to
park and a line about a mile long.
I thought to myself, "This must
be a swingin' place."
My friend Mike went there. Although his experience wasn't
quite traumatic, he was deeply
emotionally scarred.

I have never been a Cleveland
Browns fan. I used to absolutely
despise the team, but lately I've
just felt sorry for them. Maybe
the people of Cleveland ought to
firebomb Art Modell's home or
something. It's a sinking ship, I
tell you.
Speaking of sinking ships, the
Pittsburgh Pirates are on their
way to becoming the Cleveland
Indians of the National League. I
will wear black and hang my
head.
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The BG News

They say you have to listen to the radio or catch
the latest video on "Empty V" to catch the hottest
sounds around? Not when there's a burning rock
noise coming from Falcon Town.
This hot new sound is The Kind. It's a cross between the Indigo Girls and ... well, something heavier. They've been playing the area at such live
venues as Tuxedo Junction, The Good Tymes Pub
and Easyst reet Cafe.
With original lyrics and a unique acoustic sound,
Jamie Ce, lead vocalist, said the band is an alternative to what you find elsewhere. Not hard or heavy,
but the word rock definitely classifies The Kind.
It's a cross between "alternative rock, a little folk
and a kind of 'pop' music," Ce said.
"We're trying a new style, we want to get more
people dancing."
The band Is currently in a transitional phase,
adding two new members. Joe Church, guitar and
vocalist, and Ce have been working together the
last four years. They started as a duo, and then
added a third - Jose Luna, congo percussionist.
According to Ce, The Kind believe Luna "gives a
twist... he gives the music a congo beat." But this
was just the first change for the lineup.
At the end of October, drummer Josh Fant joined
the band. A fourth-year student at the University,
Fant said he was excited at the opportunity of being part of The Kind.

"We're trying a new style, we want to get
more people dancing."
Jamie Ce,
And guitarist Jim Armstrong made his debut
with the band two days after he auditioned.
The Kind focuses on vocals, with Ce's melodic
voice strongly leading the band. The band tries to
concentrate on their own music, but will do other
renditions of songs on occasion. Ce and Church say
they see 10,000 Maniacs as their biggest influence,
with a little Bob Dylan in there, too.
The Kind, since getting together, have had no
problems attracting local fans - possibly because
The Kind is made up of local people. Members of
the band are from the Bowling Green/Toledo area,
and Luna is an instructor here at the University.
Church is a former University student, and Fant
can be heard in the University Jazz Ensemble.
Reaching far and wide, the band has played in
the New York City area, New Jersey and throughout Ohio. They hope to broaden their range and
move south, and also play gigs further throughout
Ohio and in the Michigan area.
Catch The Kind Dec. 9 at Howard's Club H, 210
N. Main St., when they perform as part of the AIDS
benefit lineup.

Football picks where it's at for Barrett
Connell Barrett

I love football. I can't get
enough of It, despite Joe Theismann, and I hope he breaks his
other leg very soon.
I love watching It, too. Where
will you find me every Sunday
evening during ESPN's always
exciting, scintillating game of
the week, you ask. Why, in my
bedroom, staring at the floor,
drinking fervently. I have a lot of
personal problems. But I watch
the tape the next morning.
Observing this sporting feast,
we're all forced to put up with
Theismann - former great, tiny
juarterback and present mediocre, tiny analyst for ESPN - as

"We gaze into our clouded crystal footbal ...in order to
expedite your process of gambling nourishment or
something."

well as his chatty, smug commentary.
Berman: "Joe, in a few words,
why do you like the Dolphins tonight?"
Theismann: "WELL, I'LL TELL
YA, CHRIS, YA GOTTA GO
WITH MARINO! HE'S THE
BEST! AND JUST LOOK AT
THE WAY HE STANDS IN THE
POCKET, STRIGHT UP, AND
CHALLENGES THE DEFENSE
TO GO AT HIM, BECAUSE
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH ..."
I wonder if he was as verbose a
few years back when several
members of the New York Giants
Introduced Joe's leg bones to
fresh air and CRUNCH...
Medic: "Joe, are you okay?
Does it hurt?"
Theismann: "WELL, I'LL TELL
YA, STEVE, I GOTTA GO WITH

"Ohio Bowl" from Kosar who,
fearing a return injury, wears his
jockstrap on his ankle. The
Browns hold off a fiesty Bengals
club, despite 39 fourth quarter
fumbles and interceptions.
Detroit at GREEN BAY (plus 7
1/8): Testaverde has the game of
his life, throwing for more than
500 yards, which is a shame, as
he plays for the Buccaneers.
Indianapolis at New England
(even): HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! Who cares? They

MY URGE TO SCREAM IN
AGONY, 'CUZ I'M IN REAL
PAIN, AS MY TIBIA AND FIBULA ARE PROTRUDING
QUITE BLOODILY THROUGH
MY RIGHT LEG! BUT JUST
LOOK AT THE WAY THAT both bite! HAHAHAHAHAHABONE IS STANDING HAHA!
Scorpio (Oct.24th-Nov. 21):
STRAIGHT UP THROUGH
THAT SKIN! YA GOTTA LOVE Watch out, Scorpio - the moon is
IT BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH ..." vacillating between Aries and
So, without further delay, off Capricorn, making your skin
we go Into Week 14, gazing into much more accessible to armpit
our clouded crystal football to rashes. The New Year brings
hope and excitement, until your
auger the upcoming confronta- wife says she's leaving you for a
tions in order to expedite your reggae band, and you end up
process of gambling nourish- stabbing her with a finely sharment, or something. This week's pened pencil. Wear pastels. Make
predicted winners (figuring the nature fun: Start a forest fire.
point spread, whatever that is)
MIAMI at San Francisco
are In CAPS:Clnclnnatl at (Fahrenheit 451): The Niners will
CLEVELAND (minus 9 1/2): be tough to beat, as they're a caLook for a strong showing in the reer 33-14 against teams at home

after playing the previous week
on natural grass WEST of the
Mississippi in a stadium built by
a union operation under a full,
crescent, or gibbous moon, IF
their opponents are named after
an oceanic mammal that often
accidentally ends up in a can of
tuna and who employs placekickers (the team) under 190 pounds
who have, at some point in their
lives, admitted publicly to liking
the taste of chick peas. Go with
the Dolphins.
MONDAY NIGHT
Chicago at Houston (NorthDallas 40): We're predicting a tie
game, as the Bears valiantly hold
off Warren Moon and the ferocious Oilers offense. They have a
chance to win it late, but both
teams simultaneously fall asleep
listening to Frank Gifford feign
analytical knowledge. Meanwhile, Dan Deirdorf dies, choking on a giant hoagle, swallowing
his own llspy tongue.
LAST WEEK: 9-S
SEASON RECORD: 112-«
PREFERRED MEASUREMENTS OF CALLING FEMALE
BABES: 38-26-38
Yowza!
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Music professor lands Sax cover BG student wins
Miss Ohio title
by Lisa Fetterman

contributing reporter

University music professor
John Sampen is currently featured on the cover of the November/December issue of "Saxophone Journal."
As stated in the magazine article, Sampen is considered one of
the leading concert saxophonists
of the contemporary music scene
today. He is also active as a recital ist, teacher and champion of
new music.
Sampen began playing the
saxophone in the sixth grade. A
big influence in the decision was
his family, complete with a
former band director father, a
clarinetist for a brother and a sister who plays the flute.
Sampen said he immediately
felt comfortable with the saxophone and "liked the sound" the
first time he played the instrument. The saxophone quickly became an object of great interest
for him.
What started out as a hobby
became a career, but playing the
saxophone is not his principle
job. He is currently the professor
of performance studies at the
University and has taught in
Bowling Green's College of Musical Arts since 1977.
Sampen said because he is a
classical music saxophonist, he
would not make enough money to
support his lifestyle by just playing sax alone.
"In classical saxophone, there
are not as many opportunities to
perform and make money as
there is - for example - in jazz
saxophone," Sampen said.
His overseas tour covered
many countries, including Italy,
Japan and the former Soviet
Union. In Italy he played at the
10th World Sax Congress and he
took some of his music students
with him. His most memorable
trip, however, was to the former
Soviet Union in 1989.

"I was emotionally moved by
our relationships with Russian
musicians, meeting them and
talking about their livelihoods,
their difficulty in buying reeds,
for example," Sampen said in the
article. "A box of saxophone
reeds would cost one-half of a
person's salary for the entire
month."
Sampen has commissioned and
or premiered some 40 new compositions for saxophone, including works by such noted composers as John Cage. "Commissioning is when a musician gets a
composer to write music for him.
The premiere is the first performance of the piece that is
written. The musician who requested it premieres it," Sampen
said. "If you are the first person
to play something, it makes it
unique.
The saxophone is a fairly new
instrument in the modern world,
Sampen said, having been
created by Adolf Sax in 1840. Due
to this, there is a limited number
of composers to write for the instrument.
"My hope is to find the masters
of our own century by encouraging more people to compose," he
said.
Sampen's colleagues have recognized his talent and look up to
him with respect and admiration.
"John is one of the world's
greatest performers and teachers of classical saxophone," said
Richard Kennel, associate dean
of music. "His students have achieved national visibility as college teachers, as performers and
as winners of prestigious competitions."
Mark Kelly, director of bands
and professor of music, said
Sampen is an excellent recruiter
for the College of Musical Arts.
"John is totally cooperative
and sensitive to the needs of the
university bands," Kelly said. "I
can't imagine a nicer colleague in
the sax studio than him."
Mary Natvig, assistant profes-

by Deb France
contributing reporter

Courteiy of Lynn Whltaey

Featured on the cover of the November/December Issue of Saxophone
Journal, University music professor John Sampen is considered to be
one of the leading concert saxophonists of the contemporary music
scene today, according to the publication.
sor of music, is the author of the
"Saxophone Journal" article.
"John is a wonderful colleague
and person to work with. I was
very happy and honored to be
able to write about him," Natvig
said.
The National Endowment of
the Arts provided a grant for
Sampen that allowed for the production of his new compact disk
titled "The Contemporary Saxo-

phone." His wife, faculty composer Marilyn Shrude, composed
a piece featured on the disk
called "Renewing the Myth."
The disk also includes three
other pieces: "Images," "Divertimento" and "In Two Worlds."
The disks are currently on sale at
the the Mid American Center for
Contemporary Music in the College of Musical Arts for $14.95
each.

Standard Lease ideal for students
some student organizations,"
said Student Legal Services
Managing Attorney Gregory Bakies.
Bakies said the lease took
about a year from the original
conception of the idea to its completion. Several meetings that
resulted in about SO drafts were
held before the final version was
completed in 1990.
"The acceptance of the Standard Lease has been tremendous
across the city," Bakies said.
"Many local landlords are currently using the lease, including
Winthrop Terrace Apartments,
John Newlove Real Estate, RE.
Management, Greenbriar, D and
G Rentals, S and V Rentals, and
University Courts and Village."
"The Standard Lease covers

everything as far as being fair to
the landlord and fair to the tenant," John Newlove said. "I
would recommend any landlord
to use it.
"We find nothing in the lease
that is not good for everybody,"
he added.
In the near future, Newlove
Rentals plans to re-introduce the
Standard Lease as their own.
Also, Carty Rentals will use the
lease upon a student's request.
Having been created with the
students' interest in mind, the
Standard Lease provides several
advantages for them.
"All of the provisions in the
Standard Lease are legal, fair
and informative," Bakies said.
"Those students signing leases
other than the Standard Lease

should consider visiting Student
Legal Services for a review of
that lease to determine if it contains any illegal or unfair provisions."
"If there are ever any questions about the lease, [Mr. Bakies] is always very helpful in
making things clear," Newlove
added.
The lease is also consistent students can feel comfortable
moving from landlord to landlord
See Lease, page seven.
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Coming Dec. 6

Be a SPRING BREAK ESCORT!

STUDENT
SHOPPING
SUNDAY

The University Music Library
and Sound Recordings Archives
is sponsoring a record sale today
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Conference Room in Jerome Library.

by Jane Kilgore
student life reporter

Landlords and tenants often
have misunderstandings,
and to help
prevent many
of these situations, the Standard Lease was
created to give
fairness and
neutrality to
both alike.
"A Standard
Bakies
Lease is a lease that was drawn
up by Student Legal Services
with the assistance of several
local landlords, officials from
various offices of the city and

is looking for a few good people to take
responsibility and be an escort on the Spring
break trip to PANAMA CITY BEACH!
Escorts will have many responsibilities, but
receive half off the price of the trip.

1 0% OFF everything
(with your studant ID)

Applications
available in the®®
office, 330 Union.

•Great specials
•Giveaways
•Mark your calendar
•Sit on Santa's lap

Dec 3rd-11th

Apply NOW!
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

at

Music sale at library today
by Todd Kleismit
contributing reporter

More than 6,000 records and
compact discs, hundreds of music magazines and even some
comic books will be for sale.
Most LPs and CDs will cost SO
cents, forty-fives will be 10 cents
each, while magazines and comic
books will cost 25 cents.
There will be a "collectable"

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
Sunday, Dec.6 - Thursday, Dec. 10
Sunday, Dec. 13 - Thursday Dec. 17

TURN ON YOUR LOVELIGHT!

present this coupon at check-In

I
I
■

at
BEST WESTERN

Falcon Pla

i

Hurry!!!

archivist said. "They're still bargains, no matter how you look at
t come here thinking
it."
Schurk said the library holds a
you're going to find what you
sale at least once a year and sells
want Come here and
close to $3,000 worth of records
and magazines.
discover."
Virtually every kind of music
William Schurk, sound
will be on sale, Schurk said, but
recordings archivist he does warn music lovers.
"Don't come here thinking
you're going to find what you
section in the sale where slightly want. Come here and discover."
higher-valued records will be
All sale items are duplicates
sold.
and unwanted items from the
University's collection. The
"There are well-known groups profits from the sale will be used
and some alternative rock stuff to make more purchases for the
that's really kind of cool," Wil- University's collection of sound
liam Schurk, sound recordings recordings.

111 Railroad St. BG
352-16931
■■■■■■■■■■■■•■•■aai coupon ■■■■■■■•■■■■■■■■■■i

Las Vegas Bowl Special

call 419/244-7705 (8 to 5) for reservations
offer expires Monday, Dec. 7. at 5:00 p.m.

her S'6" frame is not as tall as
the traditional contestants',
she said she still has the confidence that could make her a
winner of more than $200,000
in the Miss USA Pageant.
"What really stood out was
that I was a natural, I didn't
have planned answers, I went
in as myself and thought if
they like it great, if not too
bad," Pacione said.
They say practice makes
perfect, and for Pacione, it
can only be true. As a broadcast journalism major, she is
not shy in front of a camera.
So what are the tricks of the
trade? Pacione recommends
the use of vaseline on your
teeth to prevent your lips
from sticking. The new Cindy
Crawford video also helps to
k^ep her trim figure.
"I didn't want to be skinny,
I wanted some shape, and I
still have chocolate every
day, but vitamins are the
key," she said.
Some would say it was luck,
but with Pacione's track record of an internship with
"Entertainment Tonight,"
and a recent win on "The
Price Is Right," life would be
too easy.
"Andrea's success is placing herself in the right place
at the right time," said Laurence Jankowski, chairman of
the journalism department.
"She's in control of her own
destiny. She's the perfect
image of a Miss Ohio candidate and she was prepared.
That's the key."
Currently, Pacione is an anchor on BGSU's channel 24
TV news program. She would
eventually like to have her
own talk show.

Pills 'N' Packages

r

airfare only -

Determination, hard work
and maybe just a little luck
played a role when University
senior Andrea Pacione was
named winner of the 1993
Miss Ohio USA Pageant.
Chosen from among 60
other women Sunday, Pacione
captured the crown at the end
of a three-day competition in
Columbus.
The event began Friday
night with an orientation, followed by Saturday interviews
with the judges and the preliminary pageant. Sunday
concluded with the announcement of the top IS candidates, which was later broken
down into the final three.
Twenty-one-year-old Pacione is no rookie when it
comes to being one of the last
three contestants. Two years
ago she remembers being in
the same situation at the pageant, only not having the opportunity to walk down the
runway.
"They said I was too young
- that I should wait a few
more years and try again, so
that's what I did and it
worked," Pacione said.
Now, after her third time
competing in the Miss Ohio
USA Pageant, Pacione experienced the glorious moment
when they announced her
name as the winner - almost.
"When they called my name
I didn't really hear it," she
said. "I heard them say contestant number five, and everything was blank until the
guy with the little flashlight
was directing me at the end of
the runway."
After the pageant, Pacione
was immediately wisked
away by security guards to
fill out paperwork and take
part in a photo session. Plans
were also made for Feb. 5,
when Pacione will travel to
Witchita, Kansas, to prepare
for the Feb. 19 live telecast of
the Miss USA Pageant on
CBS. The event will be cohosted by Dick Clark and Entertainment Tonight's Leeza
Gibbons.
Pacione's prizes include
$2,000 in cash, a $1,000 evening gown, and a ring with 24
diamonds in the shape of a
crown.
Although Pacione admits

$24.95
Includes

s

I

par night for a single or double room
• Early check-In and late check-out times
• Continental Breakfast
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limited number of roomi avaiable a! trt » rat*
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Man, 20, enters New York school board suspended
plea of not guilty Queens district refuses to implement gay acceptance curriculum
to murder charge
by Ronald Powers
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - A man pleaded
innocent Wednesday to aggravated murder in the 1990 stabbing death of a Shaker Heights
High School girl.
Cuyahoga Common Pleas
Judge James F. Kilcoyne allowed
Kevin M. Young, 20, of Shaker
Heights, to remain free after the
suspect's parents put up their
home as collateral toward a
$50,000 bond.
Judge James J. Sweeney was
assigned to hear the case against
Young in the slaying of Lisa
Pruett, 16, of Shaker Heights.
She was stabbed 21 times after
leaving her home during the
evening to visit a friend Sept. 13,
1990.
Assistant Cuyahoga County
Prosecutor Carmen Marino
asked the judge to jail Young
without bond. He said Young has
acted irrationally and harassed
two women who complained he
had stalked them after Lisa's
death.
Young's attorney, Mark DeVan, asked the judge to set bond

at $50,000, saying a psychologist
hired by the family believes
Young is mentally competent to
stand trial.
Any emotional problems involving Young reflect media attention to the family after authorities identified him as a suspect, DeVan said.
If convicted, Young could be
sentenced to life in prison.
Shaker Heights police questioned Young two days after
Lisa's death. Young, then a student at Ohio State University,
was identified as a suspect by
officials in the upscale suburb
two weeks after the slaying.
The investigation was stalled
until Marino announced Oct. 5
that two people who had been
patients with Young at a psychiatric hospital said Young admitted killing the girl. Young was
indicted Nov. 24.
Jealousy may have been the
motive in the slaying, authorities
said. A friend of the victim said
Young cried uncontrollably when
he learned Lisa and her boyfriend had reunited and planned
to meet on the night of Sept. 13,
1990.

NEW YORK -- The city's education chief on Tuesday suspended an elected school board
that had balked at a grade-school
curriculum that teaches respect
for homosexual parents.
Schools Chancellor Joseph
Fernandez appointed three
members of his staff to replace
the nine-member school board in
District 24 in Queens beginning
Wednesday until it agrees "not to
sabotage an approved curriculum."

As chancellor, Fernandez has
the power to supersede the local
school boards and order the district superintendent to implement a new curriculum approved
by the Board of Education. He
also can suspend the entire
school board as a last resort and
appoint substitute trustees until
the suspension ends.
The sticking point in the "Children of the Rainbow" Curriculum
was a section that teaches tolerance of traditional, divorced and
homosexual parents. The guide
also promotes racial and cultural
harmony.

"Opponents have latched onto
some of the language in the
guide, taken it out of context, and
used it to fuel their campaign of
misinformation and distortion,"
Fernadez said at a news conference. He stressed that the curriculum does not discuss sex or
sexuality, and "is in no way 'gay
ed.'"
"In a city as diverse and muchtoo-often diviued as ours, we
have become increasingly alarmed by the proliferation of hate,"
Fernandez said.
Mary Cummins, District 24
board president, has said the

Prisoner sues New York
Woman claims her right to abortion was denied
by Denene Mlllner
The Associated Press

"Hie fact that you are in custody does not deprive you ol
the right to medical attention."

ALBANY, N.Y. - A woman who
E. Stewart Jones |r., attorney
says she gave birth to a severely
disabled girl because jailers refused to let her have an abortion was released on Oct. 25, she was trimester, said Robin Phelan, the
is suing Schenectady County and seven months pregnant - a attorney representing Schenecthe state for money to raise the month beyond the point pregnan- tady County.
child.
cies can legally be terminated in
Susan Demir-Schmitt of Cor- New York, Jones said.
Assistant state Attorney Geninth claims in separate lawsuits
"The fact that you are in cus- eral Providence Baker said in
that the county and the state Di- tody does not deprive you of the court papers that the state is
vision of Parole violated her right to medical attention," Jones blameless because it is not reright to have an abortion.
sponsible for the actions of local
said.
Demir-Schmitt said in court
jail officials.
"Knowing and not doing are equal to not knowing at all."
papers that she was five months
The child, Sarah Jane, was
-Anonymous
Schenectady County Sheriff
pregnant when she was jailed in
Someone told me that we will be limited as to the number of per- September 1991 on a parole vio- born Dec. 19,1991. She has brain William Barnes said abortions
damage and physical defects that
sons attending December graduation ceremonies. What's up?Dear lation. A month later, she
eventually will force her to be in- have to be approved by county
Popular Grad:
officials and an inmate's lawyer.
received an ultrasound exam that stitutionalized, Jones said.
What you've heard is true! Registration and Records has sent a showed her fetus was deformed.
He declined to comment further.
memo to all degree candidates explaining the process.
She immediately asked for an
Reached by telephone TuesOfficials told Demir-Schmitt
My final exams are when?
abortion, but was ignored by jail that she should seek an abortion day, Demir-Schmitt said she
Dear Falcon Facing Finals:
officials, said her attorney, E. in a state that allows termination could not talk without her lawyer
The final exam schedule can be found on page 10 of the blue Sched- Stewart Jones Jr. By the time she of pregnancies after the second present.
ule of Classes (Spring/Fall 1993).
I received an informative letter about articulation deficiency. What
exactly is that anyway?
Dear You Missed Something:
An articulation deficiency exists if you did not complete the followThe Associated Press
ing in high school:
too early to say what caused the collision, but said
3 four years of English
no mechanical problem was suspected. Weather
3 three years of math (including algebra I and 11 and geometry)
also was not believed to have been a factor, said
HARLEM, Mont. - Investigators don't believe Col. Dick Fanjoy, vice commander of the 43rd air
1 three years of science (including two lab sciences)
mechanical
problems
were
responsible
for
the
col3 three years of social studies
refueling wing at Malmstrom Air Force Base in
lision of two large military transports near the Ca3 two years of the same foreign language
Great Falls.
nadian
border,
an
Air
Force
spokesperson
said.
3 one year of visual or performing arts
The weather was clear at the altitude the planes
In Texas, wind and darkness forced authorities
How do I remove my articulation deficiency?
to halt their search Tuesday night for four people were flying, 24,000 to 27,000 feet, according to the
Dear Don't Call A Speech Therapist:
Federal Aviation Administration.
You must take University courses in the area of your deficiencies. aboard a B-1B bomber that slammed into a mounLarge sections of the planes lay on the scorched
Requirements vary according to the number and type of deficiencies. tain about ISO miles southeast of El Paso on Mon- prairie, including about two-thirds of one fuselage
day.
Searchers
were
unable
to
determine
if
the
Therefore, it is extremely important to contact your adviser for a list
that appeared to have fallen intact and cracked
airmen ejected.
of approved courses.
open like an egg.
One body was missing early today in the MonIn western Texas, searchers scoured the countana crash, which occurred Monday night near
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
tryside all day Tuesday, but found no trace of the
Harlem, a town about 30 miles south of the Canadian border, said Capt. Ray Martell, spokesman at B-lB's four-member crew when wind gusts forced
them to halt the search for the night.
McChord Air Force Base near Tacoma, Wash.,
"We have sampled maybe 1 percent of the debris
where the transports were based.
Debris was scattered across 21 square miles of on the ground," said Col. Ralph Pansini of Dyess
Air Force Base in Abilene, Texas, where the
prairie, and searchers had not located the planes' bomber
was based.
flight recorders.
The plane slammed into a summit in the Sierra
Six people were on one plane and seven on the
Vieja mountain range bordering Mexico while on a
other.
The two transports were among four C-141 Bs on low-flying training mission. Planes are allowed to
a night refueling training mission when they col- go as low as 200 feet and as high as 1,000 feet on
such missions.
lided and crashed. The KC-135 tanker that refueled
The cause of the crash was unknown.
them was attached to the Washington National
"We're not sure if the crew bailed out or not,"
Guard at Fairchild Air Force Base near Spokane,
Wash.
said 2nd Lt. Micah Morgan, an Air Force spokesSPONSORED BY
The planes had finished refueling just before the man on the scene. He said the wreckage was in a
collision, said Lt. Col. Joe Jimenez, a spokesman canyon and reachable only by helicopter.
W@ EXHIBITS
for the Washington National Guard.
It was the fourth crash of a B-1B, designed to deMaster Sgt. David Jones of McChord said it was liver nuclear bombs, since September 1987.
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Plane crash victims not found

TODAY IS THE LAST DAY FOR
WINTER FULL OF WONDERLAND
craft fair
Great Handmade crafts for Holiday Gifts!

IJV

10a.m.-6p.m.

|/^ Lenhart Grand Ballroom
| rrAg
DON'T MISS OUT!

curriculum's homosexual references promote ideals opposed by
parents in a largely middle-class,
Catholic area.
On Monday, the District 24
board's members skipped a
meeting with Fernandez to discuss the issue. He said the board
also had refused a mediator.
The Board of Education adopted the guide last year.
Five school boards originally
refused to implement it. Fernandez gave them until Oct. 31 to
propose alternatives. All but District 24 did.

Man, sex
offender
of seven,
sentenced
The Associated Press
WARREN, Ohio -- A man
who pleaded guilty to 20
sex-related offenses involving seven children was sentenced Tuesday to 12 to 40
years in prison.
Martin Petersime, former owner of the Warren
Music Center, was convicted of two counts of rape,
five counts each of pandering sexually-oriented material involving a minor, illegal use of a minor in nudityoriented material or performance and pandering
obscenity involving a
minor; two counts of corruption of a minor and one
count of disseminating material harmful to juveniles.
Petersime was indicted in
May and pleaded guilty in
July.
Under the terms of the
sentence handed down by
Trumbull County Common
Pleas Judge W. Wyatt
McKay, Petersime must
serve at least eight years
before becoming eligible
for parole.
The sentence was part of
a plea agreement in which
Petersime did not have to
face a life sentence for the
rapes.

ETHICSContinued from page one.

Rudman, R-N.H., said in a written statement they had instructed the panel's staff to gather information as quickly as possible
on Packwood.
The staff can conduct interviews with the senator and his alleged victims. The inquiry results would then be presented to
the committee, which would then
determine whether to proceed
with a formal investigation.
If the inquiry goes into next
year, Sanford, who was defeated,
and Rudman, who did not seek reelection, will be gone.

Rent Now For Fall 1993
COLUMBIA COURT
APARTMENTS

Breakfast

2 Saombled Eggs, Potatoes &Tbast
$

Bigger Breakfast 1.99
2 Saombled Eggs, fbtatoes,Toast, Bacon & Sausage

Biggest Breakfast *

_

Enjoy Our AII-YouCon Eat Breakfast Buffet ^Mornin

B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.
Features:
• Large 3 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 Full Bathrooms
• Economical Heating
• Fully Furnished
• Laundromat on Premises
• Close to Campus

1544 E. Wodir/ttottfcig Gmn

FRESH MADE BREADST1CKS W/ SAUCE

$1.99
PERSONAL PAN PIZZA W/l ITEM

$1.99
(Lunch Only)

Call us at 352-0717 for
more information.
GREENBRIAK INC., MGR.

STEAK & SEAFOOD

OUTLET

Open 11:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. Lunch 11:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Variety of Subs
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South Africa to plan election timetable Kennedy's nephew
African National Congress, de Klerk meet to set date for interim government QGilOUnCGS VIOICE1CC
by Greg Myre
The Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG. Soulh Africa -- President F.W. de Klerk's government and the
ANC are to begin three days of private talks
Wednesday to try to set a timetable for elections that will include blacks for the first
time.
The African National Congress, the leading black group, wants elections for a
multiracial interim government in the latter
half of 1993, while de Klerk has proposed
polls in early 1994.
"The main purpose of that meeting is to
set the date for the installation of an interim
government," ANC leader Nelson Mandela
said Monday.
De Klerk has cautioned that much hard
bargaining remains. The government, the

ANC and other opposition groups must reach
a series of agreements and curb political violence before an election.
De Klerk has dismantled the major apartheid laws since he took power in 1989. Now
he seeks to negotiate a new constitution that
would usher in black-white power sharing
and allow the 30 million blacks to vote.
A successful ANC-government meeting
could help prod resumption of multiparty
talks to end white minority rule, which broke
down in June over political violence in black
townships. If the ANC and the government
fail to agree, there is virtually no hope of political progress.
The two sides have not disclosed where
they are meeting and are not expected to
release details until they finish Friday.
Mangosuthu Buthelezi, leader of the In

katha Freedom Party, has been upset at his
exclusion from the talks. Any governmentANC agreements might further anger the
Zulu leader, whose militant followers could
play the role of spoilers.
Buthelezi's Inkatha movement on Tuesday
released its own constitutional plans, which
call for a federal system that would grant
strong powers to regional governments and
limit the role of the national government.
Buthelezi has hinted that the KwaZulu
black homeland might secede from South
Africa if he is not satisfied with the new political system now being negotiated.
Some observers suggested that Buthelezi's
plan was a first step toward secession, but
Buthelezi denied this.
He said South Africa needed a federal
system and strong regional governments to
"ensure that all cultural and political formations are represented in the legislature."

by Mark Fritz
The Associated Press

BERLIN - The nephew of President Kennedy, who three decades
ago declared he was a Berliner, recalled those words today by saying:
"I am a foreigner" and expressing solidarity with victims of neo-Nazi
attacks.
Rep. Joseph P. Kennedy II, D-Mass., is visiting Germany to denounce the increasing violence against immigrants and refugees.
"The reason I am here is because I and millions of other Americans
have been watching on our television screens... the ugly scope of hatred that has invaded our living rooms," Kennedy told a student assembly at Berlin's John F. Kennedy High School.
"For some reason everybody looks down on foreigners and doesn't
consider them to be citizens," he said. "They aren't foreigners, they're your people. I'm a foreigner."
His remarks reflected the changes that have taken place since June
26, 1963, when President Kennedy offered moral support to West
Berliners encircled by Soviet troops by declaring "Ich bin ein Berliner," German for "I am a Berliner."

U.N. tries to free Sarajevo under even heavier fire
six peacekeepers
by David Crary
The Associated Press

About 22,000 U.N. soldiers and
officials are in the country under
a peace accord reached last year
to end 12 years of civil war.
Their mission is to disarm the
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia U.N. officials urgently sought warring factions and guide the
the release today of six country through democratic
peacekeepers seized by Khmer elections by May. But the Khmer
Rouge rebels who accused the Rouge has refused to cooperate
foreigners of spying for the and U.N. peacekeepers nave
come under attack in recent
Vietnam-backed government.
The three Britons, two Fili- weeks.
A renewal of fighting is widely
pinos and a New Zealander were
taken at a Khmer Rouge check- feared, especially in light of the
point on the Stoeng Sen River in economic sanctions the U.N. Secentral Cambodia at noon Tues- curity Council voted Monday to
day while monitoring troop impose on the Khmer Rouge.
The seized peacekeepers were
movements from a boat.
In another troubling develop- still being held near Kompong
ment, five U.N. peacekeepers Thorn, some 85 miles north of
were wounded this morning Phnom Penh, said Fait. He said
when their vehicles ran over U.N. officials have been in steady
newly laid anti-tank mines on a radio contact with the observers,
well-traveled road near Siem who said they had not been harReap, 140 miles northwest of med.
A Khmer Rouge official said at
Phnom Penh, said U.N. spokesthe group's headquarters in
man Eric Fait.
He said it was feared that two Phnom Penh today that nobody
- a Tunisian and an Indonesian - was available to comment on the
incident.
would each lose a leg.
by Sheila McNulty
The Associated Press

LEASE

COMMISSION —

Continued from page five.

Continued from page one.

if they use the same lease, as
they will already be familiar with
its provisions.
"It makes it easier to use the
Standard Lease because we have
mostly student rentals," Joann
Woodbury, Winthrop Terrace
Apartments manager said.
"Many are familiar with the
lease from previous landlords using it, and it is also easy to understand."
Another advantage of the
Standard Lease is that it clearly
defines the rights and responsibilities of both the tenant and the
landlord, resulting in fewer conflicts between the two.

0

Ion said he hoped Troup Avenue
residents would assist Panksepp
in looking for another site.
"I am not in favor of rezoning
this area, but I also do not want to
lose the spirit of cooperation
here," Fallon said.
The Commission voted down
the request 6 to 0, with three
members abstaining.
The UCF request that the
commission approve a change in
use of two houses owned by the
organization was tabled until Jan.
6 because commission members
said they require more information on the housing and parking
space allowed for the global stud-

University Union
Thursday
Dinner Specials
Beuil-n-Greenery

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - U.N. officials said
today that Sarajevo had come
under its heaviest bombardment
in weeks and reported intense
combat near the airport, where a
vital airlift was suspended.
Government-controlled parts

EDITOR
Continued from page one.

She added that she intends to
stress more intense and wellrounded coverage of both campus and city news.
Bob Bortel, the director of the
Board of Student Publications,
said the final decision was a
difficult one between Wise and
the current news editor J.J.
Thompson.
"I think we had two evenly
matched candidates," Bortel
said. "Both of them interviewed
well and it took quite a bit of discussion. It was a tough decision
by the board."

of Sarajevo were hit by at least
336 rounds of artillery, tank and
mortar fire Tuesday, said Maj.
Juan Villalon, a spokesman for
the U.N. peacekeeping force.
U.N. monitors counted 14
rounds hitting Serb positions.
It was by far the highest level
of fire since a now-collapsed
cease-fire took effect Nov. 12,
and was one of the heaviest bombardments in months.

11:30-1:30...$3.99

A-

4:00-7:00...$4.75

The Pheasant Room
All You Can Eat
BBQ Chicken - $4.75

Hours: Lunch 11:30-1:30 M-F
Dinner 4:30-7:00 M-R

ic nations in Saudi Arabia.

Bosnian Muslim President
Alija Izetbegovic is heading a
delegation at the Islamic summit,
pleading for financial and military support.
No comprehensive figures on
casualties or damage were available. But reporters from Sarajevo's daily newspaper, Oslobodjenje, said their already-battered
office was hit again.

Princess Di reigns at poll
The Associated Press

LONDON - Princess Diana is
Britain's favorite royal despite
reports of a failed marriage to
Prince Charles and allegations
of attempted suicide, according to a poll published today in
the Daily Express.
The poll also showed that
Britons remain staunch monarchists despite what people

their marriage in the spotlight
again.
The Sun said Diana had been
telling friends how much she
looked forward to the trip to
the United States, "where she
gets a superstar welcome."
Charles and Diana visited
South Korea for four days in
November. London tabloids
concentrated almost entirely
on the couple's alleged marriage problems.

may think of individual members of the royal family. Asked
if the monarchy should end
when Queen Elizabeth II dies,
78 percent said no, while 18
percent said yes.
Meanwhile, the London tabloid the Sun
cited unidentified sources as saying
Charles had forbidden Diana
from going with him to the
United States in February because he could not face putting

GROUNDS
Continued from page one.

ies students.
Pike Street resident Mary Jane
Parker presented the Council
with a petition opposing the use
change, saying residents fear the
use change would result in increased traffic and overcrowding of the houses.
"Here again, you're bringing

"We're finding a need out there
full-fledged bookstore and newsstand. Twenty different news- for something other than USA
more students off campus and on papers from around the world Today and Time ," Wicks said.
the burden of the town," she said. are sold at Grounds, including "There are about 4,000 magatheSunday London Times , The zines [printed] every year, and
The Rev. Bill Thompson, UCF Jerusalem Post and the French the same ones are sold everywhere.
associate director, said he hopes paper Le Monde.
to have the houses' registered
uses changed so that the organiFIVE STAR GMC TRUCK DEALERS
zation can build a larger residential unit on the site.
PRESENTS

SANTA
CLAUS
IS
COMING
TO
TOWN

CLEVELAND COLLEGE
HOCKEY CLASSIC

CORNELLwBOWLING GREEN

"Bring your list and sit on Santa's lap

All You Can Eat

ITALIAN

"It comes as a disappointment
to see a sudden upsurge in fighting when we're trying to organize
a cessation of hostilities," U.N.
civil affairs officer Mik Magnusson said today.
Asked why the combat had increased, he suggested that "perhaps signals are being sent" to
negotiators and political leaders
participating in peace talks in
Geneva and at a summit of Islam-

Sunday, December 6
1-4 pm

U. OF MAINE*0HI0 STATE
See the spirit & tradition of
Ohio's Holiday Tournament
December 29 & 30 Richfield Coliseum
Cleveland , Ohio
• $10.50 • $12.50 •
Save $2.00 on reserved seating
in your school section
Tickets on sale now at athletic ticket office

Our elves will take your picture and
you get a £RE£ 5x7 of you
and the bis guy
It's student shopping Sunday
so bring your student I.D.
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* Bowling Green vs Cornell
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* Championship Game
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Let's see that play again Bowl coalition to help
decide football champs

The Associated Press

It took 13 weeks, but advocates of instant replay finally
got some nationally televised
arguments for their cause.
But justice still prevails. Despite several clearly bungled
calls (and one clearly bungled
pronunciation) on national television this week, none of them
cost a team a game - unless
you count the controversial
spot of the ball on Philadelphia's final play of its 20-14 loss in
San Francisco.
And even that was inconclusive ....except to Rich Kotite,
the Eagles' coach.
"We had two games on
Thanksgiving plus the Sunday
and Monday night games. That
means most markets got seven
of a possible 14 games. You're
going to see a lot."
We did, including one by referee Howard Roe in the 49ersEagles game who pronounced
the San Francisco coach's
name "Syefert" instead of
"Seefert," It incensed John
Madden, but drew little reaction from George Seifert, the
coach in question.
On Sunday night, with San
Diego leading the Raiders 14-3
in the second quarter, Stan
Humphries threw for Ronnie
Harmon in the comer of the
end zone. Harmon went up,
caught the ball, came down
with both feet in, then lost the
ball as he was pushed out.
That's what the replay
showed. The zebras ruled otherwise. No TD, incomplete
pass.
Next play. Marion Butts
rumbles toward the goal line

and fumbles about the 2-yardline. The ball rolls into the end
zone and Ronnie Lott falls on it
for the Raiders. The officials
look at each other.
No fumble, they say. "Down
by Contact."
"Makeup call," says Joe Theismann.
The makeup works. On the
next play, Humphries finds
Shawn Jefferson in the end
zone for a touchdown.
All Is fair in the NFL.
Now it's Monday night in Seattle. First quarter and Tommy
Maddox throws for Mark Jackson in the back of the end zone.
Jackson catches the ball and
appears out with the naked eye.
The officials rule touchdown.
Now comes replay. Jackson
also appears out on the replay.
"A great call for the people
who want replay back," says
Dan Dierdorf.
But...
A lucky day for the replay
opponents - inexplicably, the
Broncos find a way to lose the
game to the Seahawks. 16-13 in
overtime so the non-touchdown
becomes a non-factor.
All of which may prove
something.
The perception around the
NFL ~ among players, team
officials and even league officials (privately) - is that things
are smoother this season without replay. As they did last
weekend, thing seem to even
out.
Moreover, the pace of the
game is better even if the
games aren't much shorter o according to the NFL, they're
two minutes faster this year
without replay. Now a play

ends, the officials make their
call (or non-call) and we go on
to the next play.
Or the next game, as in
Candlestick Park last Sunday.
For those who missed it, the
game came down to a fourthand-16 play for the Eagles with
36 seconds left. Philadelphia,
trailing 20-14, needed to reach
just short of the 49ers' 10 for a
first down to keep the drive
alive.
Randall Cunningham passed,
Calvin Williams caught, Merton Hanks tackled and the ball
was spotted ... just short of the
49ers' 10. The Eagles (the guys
in white) jumped up and down
and pointed toward the goal.
The 49ers (the guys in red)
jumped up and down and
pointed in the other direction.
Finally an official ran in and
spotted the ball, just short of
the 10. Then they brought the
chains out. The ball was ... "About a millimeter short," said
San Francisco's Don Griffin.
"I looked at the TV version
of it, which was more explicit,
and there is no question about
it - we made the first down,"
Kotite said. "It was just behind
the line. ... By uh, how much,
who knows?."
That's the point. As John
Madden titled one of his books
-- "Left Foot, Right Foot!" This
was a left-footer, which gave
the ball to the Niners. It was
also a judgment call, just like
pass intereference.
And the NFL said Tuesday
that its review of the tape
showed the spot was correct.
Which means.
Replay wouldn't have made a
difference.

The Associated Press

According to The Associated
Press poll, once-beaten Florida
State is better than unbeaten
Texas A&M. The Aggies think
the voters are wrong, and they
may get a chance to prove it New
Year's Day in Dallas.

'Td be surprised If [a #1 versus #2 and #8 versus #4 bowl
matchupldoesn't happen."
coalition official
Third-ranked Florida State apparently is headed for a Cotton
Bowl matchup with No. 4 Texas
A&M if Alabama beats Florida in
the Southeastern Conference
championship game Saturday.
Although all parties deny that a
deal has been struck, several
sources strongly indicated that
an Alabama win would send Florida State to the Cotton Bowl and
No. 5 Notre Dame to the Orange
Bowl against the Big Eight
champion, probably No. 11 Nebraska.
"I'd be surprised if it doesn't
happen," said a bowl official, who
asked not to be identified.
If Alabama defeats Florida, the
second-ranked Tide will play No.
1 Miami in the Sugar Bowl.
Under the new bowl coalition, the
Cotton Bowl would then get to
take Florida State or Notre Dame
as an opponent for A&M, which
gets an automatic berth as
Southwest Conference champion.
The Cotton would love to have

Is Studying Getting You Down?
Do You Need To Laugh?
Stand up Comedians Dennis Piper
& Dan Viola can help!

EVERY THURSDAY

10< NIGHT
7-9 pm

at Gamers

December 4,1992 8:30 -10:30 pm
in the Galley - Harshman Quad

DON'T
MISS
OUT!

$1.00 Cover with
Collese I.D.

Notre Dame because the Irish
traditionally draw the largest
television ratings. And Florida
State would love to go to the Orange because it pays $1.2 million
more than the Cotton, keeps the
Seminoles in their home state,
and gives them a recruiting boost
in talent-laden South Florida.

So why is Florida State probably going to Dallas and Notre
Dame apparently headed for
Miami?
-- In its first year, the bowl coalition has a chance for a No. 1
vs. No. 2 game in the Sugar Bowl
and a No. 3 vs. No. 4 pairing in
the Cotton. If coalition members
don't give the public those games
(assuming Alabama beats Florida), they will be breaking their
pledge to get the best possible
Jan. 1 matchups.
- A&M has a lot of influence
with the Cotton Bowl, and the
Aggies want a grudge rematch
against Florida State. Besides being ranked above the Aggies, the
Seminoles beat A&M 10-2 in the
Cotton Bowl last season.
- Florida State would get more
attention playing 12-0 A&M in the
Cotton than it would playing in
the Orange against 9-2 Nebraska
(assuming the Cornhuskers win
the Big Eight by beating Kansas
State in Tokyo on Saturday). The
Sugar and Orange bowls go head-

Schott still in the hot seat
The Associated Press

ARLINGTON, Va. - A man sitting next to Marge Schott on a
plane five years ago says he
overheard the Cincinnati Reds
owner refer to Dave Parker as a
"mlllion-<k>llar nigger," USA To-

day reported Wednesday.
The newspaper also reported
that former Reds employee Keith
Siichtenoth once heard Schott refer to "Jew bastards."
Schott has denied the slur
against Parker, a former Red.
Joe Pfaffl, president of a man-

Live Entertainment
893 S. Main

MICKEY DOES
ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION

All Organizational Leaders

STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS
COALITION

Coming Dec. 6

is here/
swearshirrs
gifr bags and rags
slickers
rhank you nores
invirarions

•
•
•
•
•

nssue paper
coloring books
book marks
nore pads
calendarc

Collegiate Connection
(formerly Jeans -N- Things)
352-8333
531 Ridge, Across from Moc West

" Inaugural Meeting"
• THURSDAY DECEMBER 3
• OHIO SUITE IN UNION

agement consulting firm and
Butler County Republican
Finance chairman in Ohio, told
the newspaper he sat next to
Schott on a flight to Cincinnati in
December 1987 when Schott was
returning from an owners' meeting. Parker was traded from Cincinnati to Oakland on Dec. 8,
1987.
"She was bragging that she'd
just traded that 'goddamned nigger," " Pfaffl told the newspaper.
"She said, 'We got rid of that
trouble-making nigger.'"
Pfaffl alleged Schott used the
slur 4-5 times during the 1 1/2 to
2-hour flight and said she at least
once referred to Parker as a
"million-dollar nigger."

more info?
call 6EB®, 2-2343

ATTENTION:

to-head on prime time television,
and Miami-Alabama would
overwhelm Florida StateNebraska. On the other hand, a
Florida State-A&M Cotton Bowl
would be the showcase afternoon
game.
~ Although it's a real longshot,
the Florida State-A&M winner
could make a case for the
national championship if Miami
tied Alabama in a dull Sugar
Bowl.
"We want to put our team in
the best position to win the
national championship," said
Florida State athletic director
BobGoin.
Under coalition rules, Florida
State can turn down a Cotton invitation to get more money in the
Orange. But coalition officials
want to avoid that possibility in
their inaugural season because it
would bring back memories of
the old bowl system, which was
ruled by bidding wars and backroom deals.
"We're not waving money
around: we're putting the coalition first," said Steve Hatchell,
the Orange Bowl's executive director.
"We're trying to be a team
player," Coin said. "We're part of
the coalition and we want what's
best for the coalition."
Of course, the entire bowl picture will change if Florida upsets
Alabama.
Miami would then play Florida
State in the Fiesta Bowl. The
other matchups would likely be
A&M-Notre Dame (Cotton), Florida-Syracuse (Sugar) and Nebraska-Stanford (Orange).

STUDENT
SHOPPING
SUNDAY
10% OFF everything
(with your studsnt ID)
•Great specials
•Giveaways
•Mark your calendar
•Sit on Santa's lap

Pills 'N' Packages
111 Railroad St. BG

352-1693

*»3 - '94
■BROCHURES
Rlv\»Y

IT'S TIME WE, AS STUDENTS PULL TOGETHER

TONIGHT
ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION

American Bed Cross

• Over 400 apartments, houses and
duplexes to choose from
• Professionally managed
• Full time maintenance
• No parental guarantee
• Some locations allow pets
• No application fee
• 9 and 12 month leases available

NEWIPVE
Rituals

328 S. Main
OurOnlv
Office

352-5620
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Philly fights for a playoff spot Baseball signings:
The Associated Press

Say this about the Philadelphia Eagles: there's always a
subplot to their games.
This one involves Herschel
Walker, who left Minnesota
this spring for the Eagles and
The Vikings immediately got
better. In fact, if they beat the
Eagles at Veterans Stadium
Sunday, they will clinch the
NFC Central title.
The Eagles wish they could
say the same about their
playoff hopes.
Philadelphia is favored by 5
1/2 points after finally playing
well at San Francisco.
"I don't believe in moral victories, but we played against
the best offense in the NFL and
we were down there ready to
score at the end," Kotite said.
"The important thing is that we
can play with anybody in the
league."
The Vikings, meanwhile, finally didn't need defensive
touchdowns
Sean Salisbury
gave them some punch at quarterback against the Los Angeles Rams last Sunday.
But the Eagles at home aren't
the Rams.
Incentive.
EAGLES, 20-10.

Miami (plus 7 1/2) at San
Francisco
When you play in the AFC
East with the Jets, Patriots and
Colts, you're in for a shock
when you venture outside. The
Dolphins got a shock last week
at New Orleans
Shock No. II, although San
Francisco's secondary isn't
well-suited to Dan Marino.
49ERS, 34-24.
Dallas (minus 4 1/2) at Denver
If John Elway doesn't play,
forget it. If Elway does play,
remember that his shoulder
hurts.
Dallas can wrap up the NFC
East, the Broncos just want to
stay alive.
COWBOYS, 24-17.
Kansas City (minus 2 1/2) at
Los Angeles Raiders
All of a sudden, the Chiefs
are where they're supposed to
be - in first place in the AFC
West. They may finish there,
but this is the Raiders' last
stand.
RAIDERS, 13-12.
Atlanta (plus 10) at New Orleans (Thursday)
The Saints are making a big
thing about this being their
third game in 11 days. Well, it's
the third game in 12 days for
the Falcons.

More relevant: Jerry Glanviile's teams rarely play well
on the road after big home
wins.
SAINTS, 34-10.
Detroit (plus 3 1/2) at Green
Bay
The Packers won 27-13 at
Pontiac.
What makes anyone thinks
that they'll play any worse at
Milwaukee.
PACKERS, 27-13.
Washington (minus 6 1/2) at
New York Giants
The Redskins are playing for
a playoff berth.
The Giants won the first
meeting 24-7, but are playing
like they want to ensure that
Ray Handley is fired.
REDSKINS, 28-10.
Chicago (plus 11) at Houston
(Monday night)
Have the Bears gone this far
south?
Literally.
OILERS, 27-9.
San Diego (minus 4 1/2) at
Phoenix
Once more the fruits of the
last-place schedule for the
Chargers.
And the quasi home-field advantage - there may be more
people who make the trip from
San Diego to Tempe than locals

who venture out to see the
Cards.
CHARGERS, 23-9.
Seattle (plus 13 1/2) at Pittsburgh
What does winning do for the
Seahawks?
It cut 1 1/2 points off the
opening line, but it won't cut 1
1/2 yards off Barry Foster's
average.
STEELERS, 24*
New York Jets (plus 17 1/2)
at Buffalo
Be wary of 9-3 teams who get
vilified at home for losing one
game.
BILLS, 34-3.
Cincinnati (plus 10) at Cleveland
A "be careful" game.
Both these teams tend to be
unpredictable. But with David
Klingler still learning his job ...
BROWNS, 19-7.
Indianapolis (plus 1) at New
England
Be careful again.
Is the Scott Zolak magic
gone?
COLTS, 7-6.
Los Angeles Rams (minus 1)
at Tampa Bay
For those who care...
RAMS, 17-13.
Season (81-84-2 (spread),
114-53 (straight up).

Baseball receives big pay raise
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - The average
baseball salary topped $1 million
for the first time this season at
$1,028,667, the Major League
Baseball Players Association
said Tuesday.
The average rose 21 percent
from the 1991 figure of $851,492
and is up 72 percent from the
1990 average of $597,537. The
$153,955 increase was the second
highest in baseball history behind the $177,175 rise between
the 1990 and 1991 seasons.
The World Series champion
Toronto Blue Jays ee the highestpaid team, averaging a record
$1,719,694, according to figures
distributed by the Players Asso-

ciation during its annual board
meeting at Boca Raton, Fla.
The Oakland Athletics, which
had the top average last year at
$1,394,119, was second at
$1,446,650. The Los Angeles
Dodgers were third at $1,431,760,
followed by the Boston Red Sox
at $1,430,586 and the New York
Mets at $1,381,298.
The National League champion
Atlanta Braves were sixth at
$1,280,689, up from $686340 in
1991, when they were 19th. The
California Angels had the most
dramatic drop, going from third
in 1991 at $1,136,798 to 19th at
$874,056. Other teams to drop
were the San Francisco Giants.
Kansas City Royals, Philadelphia
Phillies, Montreal Expos and

Cleveland Indians.
Cleveland had the lowest average at $326,537, less than onefifth of Toronto's average. The
Houston Astros were next-to-last
at $556,921.
There were 14 teams averaging $1 million or more last
season, up from eight in 1991, the
first year any team topped the $1
million figure.
The study found designated
hitters were the highest-paid
players at an average of
$2,415,591, followed by first
basemen at $2,270,011. Starting
pitchers were next at $1,658,702,
followed by catchers
($1,584,654), outfielders
($1,517,606), second basemen
($1,455,143), shortstops

($1,142,552), third basemen
($1,056,778) and relief pitchers
($853,096).
The study was based on the 772
players who were on active rosters or disabled lists on Aug. 31.

Thursdays - Pasta Bar
$4.99

3
Q.
O

Nov. 3-Dec. 10

Q.

>.

-Q

o

Management's Player Relations Committee computed the
average at $1,012,424 because it
treats signing bonuses differently than the union does.

Bring In Your BGSU. BGHS or AIM High School

TICKET STUB "W
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430- 6:30 p.m.

On the Day of the Sporting Event
And Receive
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
Sana 7 NIGHTS

DAYTONA BEACH
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
5 /W0 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

2 S AND 7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND 1
PORT ARANSAS
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
SAND 7 NIGHTS
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Party!
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7:00 p.m.
Kohl Hall's Ground Floor Study Lounge
Admission $2.00 or an unwrapped gift
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Nominations are solicited for Graduate Teaching Assistants who are engaged in
classroom instruction and who meet award eligibility criteria. The Teaching
Assistant must have taught a course for which he/she had a major
responsibility at any time in 1992. Those eligible will come from one or more of
the following categories: 1) GA teaching own section(s), 2) GA leading
study/recitation section(s), 3) GA teaching laboratory section(s)* The final
deadline for nominations is January 18, 1993; however, we encourage written
nominations by December 18,1992
This award recognizes excellence in undergraduate teaching by graduate
assistants and is sponsored by the Graduate Student Professional
Development Program Graduate College, and Graduate Student Senate

ot%GoodThrus/i*3

With This Offer, You'll Receive One
Of The Following When Mentioned
To Your Wait Person

• Chicken Wings
• Special Dessert
• Veggie Plate With
Hot Cheese Dip
• Homemade Bowl Of Soup

Graduate Assistant Teaching Award Nomination Form
(PIMM

FtlnO

Name of Nominee
Department
Course Name and Number
Semester Taught □ Spring 1992 □ Summer 1992 □ Fall 1992
Reasons for nomination (please continue on separate sheet)

SUPPORT BGSU, BGHS AND
YOUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL
You're Always A Winner At

\7^N

mw/w

fir

TOLL FREE INFORMATION t RESERVATIONS

1 800 321 5911

X

Undergraduates) Graduate Student Colleagues!
Faculty Members! Administrators!
Tell us about your best Graduate Teaching Assistant!

When Your Favorite Team WINS!

McDonald Dining Center

m

NEW YORK - Boston defenseman Ray Bourque leads
Wales Conference players in balloting for the NHL Ail-Star team
with 174,502 votes. Pittsburgh
right wing Jaromir Jagr is second with 154,998, followed by
Penguins center Mario Lemieux
with 143,817.

NOMINATIONS FOR 1993
Graduate Assistant Teaching Award

At Kaufman's

c ,

The Towers Inn

<0

NEW YORK - Orlando center
Shaquille O'Neal, who averaged
23.6 points and 15.6 rebounds in
11 games in November, was
named NBA rookie of the month.
Mike Dunleavy, who guided the
Milwaukee Bucks to a 9-3 record,
was named coach of the month.

$1,084,408 on opening day, ac$>
^j£
cording a study by The Associ- jjyHelp the needy children of Bowling Green by
grt
ated Press. The average goes "^attending this special event. Music and entertainment"!?
down during the season because
rovided by Tom Gorman and BGSU Gospel Choir ^g
older players are released and
replaced by younger players
Thursday December 3
with lower salaries.

WINNER

5-

_2

BIRMINGHAM, Ala - Former
Auburn coach Pat Dye will
receive more than $1.1 million
over seven years as part of the
settlement he reached with the
university for his resignation,
The Birmingham News reported.
Dye, 53, resigned after 12 years
as Auburn's coach in the wake of
NCAA charges accusing his program of nine rules violations.

_V Whatever Your Sport,
»' You Can Be A

Tuesdays - Homecooking tu

&

NEW YORK -- Doug Drabek
and Jose Guzman have new
teams and Barry Bonds may not
be far behind.
Drabek agreed to a four-year
contract worth $19.5 million with
Houston and Guzman agreed to a
four-year deal worth $14.35 million with the Chicago Cubs.
But those deals probably will
be dwarfed by the one Bonds
eventually agrees to. The agent
for the two-time MVP talked late
into the night with New York
Yankees general manager Gene
Michael, and the sides are scheduled to negotiate again today.
In other signings, Eric Davis
returned to Los Angeles for $1
million guaranteed and the
chance to earn another $1 million
if he's healthy, and infielder
Scott Fletcher and Boston agreed
to a $1.2 million, two-year contract.
SAN FRANCISCO - Roger
Craig was fired as manager of
the San Francisco Giants and Bob
Quinn was hired as general manager.
Peter Magowan, head of the
group that has agreed to buy the
team from Bob Lurie, announced
the moves, along with the hiring
of CBS executive Larry Baer as
executive vice president.
Craig, 62, took over as Giants
manager on Sept. 18, 1985, and
had one season remaining on his
contract. Magowan said Craig
will be offered another job in the
organization.

NEW YORK - The average
baseball salary topped $1 million
for the first time this season at
$1,028,667, the Major League
Baseball Players Association
said. The average rose 21 percent
from the 1991 figure of $851,492
and is up 72 percent from the
1990 average of $597,537.
World Series champion Toronto was the highest-paid team,
averaging a record $1,719,694.
Cleveland had the lowest average
at $326,537.

Food & refreshments provided

H* Towers Buffet Specials *
E

The Associated Press

The overall average was ST GlftS for Children - MllSiC for AlCfi

Back by Popular Demand

CO

Drabek to Astros,
Guzman to Cubs

+*/•
163 S. Main

DOWNTOWN
Bowling Green

Please give blood.
- ONLY VOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES

#

Your name in full
You are a(n) □ Undergraduate □ Graduate Student
□ Administrator
□ Other
Bowling Green Phone Number _
Signature

□ Faculty Member
Date

Return to: Graduate Assistant Teaching Award
Graduate Student Professional Development Program
c/o Marketing Department
Bowling Green State University
Campus Mail, or Bowling Green, OH 43403
(Exam proctors and gradart ara lnallgfcia for this award.)
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

• •"' IPC CLUB
HAPPY HOURS AT MT MUGGS
FR112/4,5 00-8 00 ALL WELCOME'!'

Last meeting of 1992!!
' Friends ol the Deaf"
X-mas is almost here. Gel into the holiday spint
with us Learn X mas signs and see familiar
stories in signed English 9:00pm. 202 Educ
Sunday
BGPRO
Just a reminder'
Thursday. Dec. 3.
105 South Hall. 7.30 pm
E'QCtions11
BOWLINGGREEN FALCON LACROSSE
Anolner season of competitive LACROSSE
Is about to get underway. Anyone Interested In participating In SPRING LACROSSE must attend
MEETING INFORMATION
WHEN: Thursday. Dec 10, 8:00pm
WHERE: BA Building, Room 104
If unable to attend, contact UNCON
HERSHGBERGER at 352-4367.
DEREK WOLFGRAM
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SATURDAY.DECEMBER5

Info Session:
Thursday, December 3,2:30 pm
Taft Room-3rd Floor, Union

TODAY TODAY TODAY
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Last Info Session of 1992'!
Today 2:30 pm
Tii ft Room - 3rd Floor. Union
See the Country!! Take ihs Chance!!

SERVICES OFFERED
Open Now!!! Altra Aulo Rental
We rent to qualified I8to20yr olds.
Featunng weekend & vacation specials
Phone 353-3340 or 885 8208

9 30-12 30
DEREK WOLFGRAM
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SATURDAY.DECEMBER5
9 30-12 30
Dont just read history Live it
The Society for Creative Anachronism
Thursdays. Memorial Hall. 7:30 p m.
(Dragons need not apply)
in NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGES'
If you attended an info session or
talked with someone in the Co-op Office,
men ims message is for you
Planioo;;ond
SECONO STEP MEETINGS
Wed., Dec. 2,3:30pm. 238 Ad. Bldg
Thurs , Dec. 3, 3:30pm, Taft Room. Union
We have much more to tell you1
Call 372-245' for more mfo

• ITS * ITS ' ITS'
Into The Streets Kick-Off
Community Service Events
Dec 5th, 10 00am
Kohl Hall Study Lounge
'Everyone Welcome'
* ITS' ITS * ITS *

See the Country!!
Take the Chance!!

W.C HUMANCE SOC PevPeople photos
with Santa Saturday, Dec. 5th. 10-3 pm Blue
Ribbon Photo. $10. Call 352-7339.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS'"
Dont miss (heCandlelight Mass
BGSU's Advent/Christmas celebration'
Dec 13th. 8 00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
THIS IS IT!!
LAST SECOND STEP MEETING.
If you came to an into session,
you must come to a
2nd STEP SESSION
TODAY. 3:30pm
Tstt Rm. Union
Call: 372-2451 for more info
We Hava So Much More To Tell You!
Philosophy Club
Will be meel>ng lorngn at 6 30 m 301 Shatzsl
to discuss the reading 'Gender and Science "
Please join us for our last meeting of the semester - ad are welcome Hidings are in 328
Shaoel - Think about i1
Progressive Student Organization
onngs back a most missed ac*» ty
COMMUNITY OPEN SHARE
This event is intellectually exciting that InvilM
you to change & grow, that nurtures & supports
your express.vo abilities, and that is relaxing A
tun all at once Poetry, reading, thoughts, muse, parachute jumping, cow tipping THURSDAY. 9:00pm at United Christian Fellowship.
comer ol R-dge & Tru'Stin.
SCEC-Dec 6. 7pm. Rm n5 ED. Liz Wells
from Sunshine Children's Home will be speaking on Respite Care If you care about and
want to help special children, come find out
how Free door prizes and refreshments'
SOLD WORKSHOP
APATHY
Is the leading kilter ol organizations
Come to the SOLD Workshop
Wed . Dec 2 at 7pm
m the Ohio Suite. Union
Evaluate you' organization A leadership style
Call 372-2843 for reservations

Take classes at BGSU *
FRANCE
Summer or academic year

Could the person who stole my Sony Discman
from Cnuv's on Sunday nighi please return it to
Rodgers. "OOm 149? NO QUESTIONS
ASKED!
CTimmyPatB:
Thank you for a wonderful holiday with your
wonderful family and wonderful you last week. I
love you very much'
CSW
OJ from TROYS is HERE
FOR YOUR ETHNIC HAIR NEEDS
CAMPUS HQ SALON * 354-2244
Too early to think about exams? Need a study
break? Campus Expressions. KARAOKEIBowl n Greenery. Thursday. December
3rd. 9.00 P M until Midnight Why not give it a
try?!

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
Wednesday January i3.7-9pm
Ballroom
Pnce hst ol available facilities will be provided.
Sponsored by OH-Campus Housing Office.
SPRING BREAKTRIPS
Lowest avail pnees to Flonda,
Jamica. Cancun Call Jim at 353-1159.

SUPPORT GROUP
II you've released your baby for adoption, or
are considering doing so and need some support. jo<n us on Mon. nights at 7pm Call
354-4673 lor into.
WE WANT TO BE PARENTS
Wishing to adopt a baby through independent
adoption
II you can help us call:
Barbe and Craig (419)893-1277.

Bridget Hyland
Although you think you're through;
Your night with us will make you blue!
Weil hit the bars and buy you bunches;
Then sock will hit the street foe some crunches'
Don't you worry and don't you fret;
this win be a nght you won't soon forget'
Happy 2i st Birthday - Your Roomies!

WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTE0
Your own room m a large 2 bdrm. house.
1 other housemate. $270/mo.*dep.
Call Gary 353 0662
Housemate wanted. Own room - non-smokers.
$150 plus util Lanco 655 3084.

1 female roommate needed tor Spring semester. Close to campus Contact Lisa or MJ. at
352-1339 or leave me ssage.
1 female roommate needed to sublease
apartment for Spring Semester 352-2851.

Chi Omega Fi|i Chi Omega
The Sisters ol Chi Omega wish to extend the
warmest thank you to the Brothers ol Fiji for a
wonderful dinner)
Chi Omega FIJI Chi Omega

1 lemale subleaser needed for Spring '93
Si36/mo. plus gas & elec Own large room.
Close to campus. Call 3530124 for info.
1 FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
Spnng semester. $i50'mo. All util. included
Close to campus. 3546791.

Did you know you can win a free pizza by simply flashing your ID? UAO Free Pizza
Giveaway - next week'
Friends
CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS Fun'
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3RD Great Music.
BOWL N GREENERY KARAOKEI 900 PM.
Mdnght SEE YOU THERE!
HMS
Happy Hours
7-9pm
MT. Muggs
See You There!

1 male roommate tor Spring '93. Close to
campus! Call 352-2458.
1 msle subleaser for Spring '93. Furnished
apt., VERY close to campus, cheap utilities
k NO MAY RENT! Call Tim tor detjils 353-6907.
1 male subleaser for Spnng go. Own room, E.
Wooster by MT Muggs. Si60 ♦ shared util.,
laundromat next door. Plenty of parking, Chns

Sleeporsola.$50. Two lamps. $15.
Two stuffed rockers. $25
Cash N' Carry. Call 874-0468. eves

Mate needed to sublease for Spring Semester
"93. Large house dose to campus Own room,
low rent and utilities Car 352-8200

Spring Break in Cancun.
All expenses, from $399
Prices will change Dec. 18.
Call Joe Pierce. 353-2228

Needed subleasers for Spring 1993 for a two
bedroom apartment-University Village Contact
353-6868.
One lemale subleaser tor Frazee Apis
2 bedroom/2 bath.
SiSOVmo. * shareo'utilities.
Call 353 3519
One female to share apt tor Spnng '93 Rent
$132.50 • util Close to campus Call
353 3823.
SUBLEASERNEEDED
One or two people to sublease apt. for Spring
Semester. Call Greg 513 836-3246
Wanted Subleaser:
Own room, dose locampus.
Util. induded in rent.
Call 353-0437.

HELP WANTED
$200 -$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy' No selling
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE Inlormabon-24 Hour Hotlme. 801-379-2900. Copyright* OH171KDH
Arthur Victor Painting. Inc is looking for branch
managers tor Summer '93. Experience helpful
but not necessary. Complete training and field
support. High income potential.
800-0775-4745.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make
money teaching English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan Make $2,OO0-$4,0OO* per month
Many provide room & board * other benefits'
Financially A Culturally rewarding' For International Employment program and application,
call the International Employment Group.
(206)632-1146exl J5544
Summer Opportunities
Premiere children's summer camps in NY, PA.
Mass , New Eng. have 500 staff positions tor
skilled and child loving students baseball, lacrosse, basketball, fencing, hockey, golf, gymnastics, tennis, fishing, karate, rifelry, archery,
soccer, volleyball, fitness, wrestling, canoeing.
waterskimg, scuba diving, sailing. WSIlileguardmg, wind surfing, equestrian, circus.
woodshop. rocketry, ceramics, ropes, pioneering, piano, dance, dramatics, ans and crafts,
guitar, RN's, etc. Male-Female upper dassmen
preferred. Call Ariene 1 -800-443-6428.

1 subleaser lor Spring -93.
$650 * cheap utilities. Own room.
Call Heather at 352-3001.

ln:o the Streets will not be going to Martha's
Soup Kitchen on Fri.. Dec 4.
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES MUST BE
PICKED UP BY FRIDAY. DECEMBER 11,
1992 IN 108 REC CENTER. FRATERNITIES
MAY CARRY OVER TO SPRING SEMESTER
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S INDEPENDENT ICE HOCKEY - JAN. 14; COED &
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - JAN. 19; MEN'S
BASKETBALL • JAN. 20. MEN'S & WOMEN'S
TEAM HANDBALL - JAN. 21, MEN'S & WOMEN'S ULTIMATE FRISBEE - JAN 21; MEN'S
BOWLING - JAN 26 ALL ENTRES DUE BY
4:00 P.M. ON DUE DATE IN 130 FIELDHOUSE.

Desperately need one roommate for Dec-Jan
till May. Furnished on E. Woosler across from
Founders only $l28/momh « utilities. Call
3533504
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for Sormg and/or Summer "93
Very close to campus, own room
Call Kathy at 352-0630.
Female roommate needed for Spring Semester. $i7S/month * util. • Fully furnished. Call
3533213.
Female roommate for Spring to share clean.
next ID campus apt. Has cable, air conditioning
& two great roommates. Call 353-3316.
Thanks'
FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
Immediately through May
OWN LARGE ROOM
Cheap utilities.
FREE use of adjoining health spa.

Call: 352-9691

18 speed mountain bike, $180.00
Call Dave. 352-5601
7 formats tor sale, sz n-14. $20-40 apiece.
Call 372-3848 tor more r'o (leave a message)
Black & white formal w'scg top.
Size 7. $50 00
Call 353 3732.
Bundy Alto Sax
Fabulous working condition.
Asking $350. Call 352-3449 eves.
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200

86 VW

Female subleaser needed lor Spring '93.
Only $129/mo. ♦ utilities.
Pay until May. June thru Aug. -FREEH

Call 353-9402.

$50

87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE In formation -24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright#OHi7KJC
EXTRA BEER CANSor BOTTLES?
Create attractive beer lamps I
Intngung conversation piece for home or
dorm. Step by step instructions w/ color photo.
Send check or M/O tor $5 95 to Apar Industry,
P.O. Box 3555. Kent. OH 44240
FOR SALE:
A-FRAME LOFTS
$80 OR BE ST OFFER
CALL SHANNON 372-4710

Female subleaser needed for Spring '93.
Si 75 * elec. Close to campus, nicely furnished, A/C, pool. Will share apt. w/one other
lemale Call354 3533or3726366

HONDA ACCORD
1983 Brown $1100
VERY DEPENDABLE Call Chns 2-1995

Meet Me in
St. Louis
starring
Judy Garland &
Margaret O'Brien,
directed by
Vincente Minnelli.

Dr. Maulana Karenga, creator of Kwanzaa and the Nguzo Saba will be the
keynote speaker at a dinner to culminate this year's Kawanzaa activities at BGSU.
The purpose of Kwanzaa is to reaffirm African American culture and to establish
bonds between African American people. Kwanzaa is now celebrated by more than
18 million people throughout the world.

For more information regarding the Kawanzaa dinner and reception, please contact the
Office of Multicultural Activities and Programs at 372-2978.

TONIGHT, 9PM

GISH FILM THEATER
(HANNAHALL)

FREE!
COMING NEXT SEMESTER
TOBUTCS TO DIRECTOR GEORGE CUKOR. iL
ROSALIND RUSSELL AND FRED ASTAIRE | \J ~
& GINGER ROGERS

Bedroom with private bath m large family
home, shared kitchen, quiet. 4 blocks from
campus $225/month includes all utilities. Call
352-3502 days or 352 6224 nights. Ask for
Tom.
$85 female spring sublease $85
Own room, house, cheap
139 S. College. Close to campus.
$85 Call 354 5044 $85 obo
""HELP!""
Roommate needed IMMEDIATELY! M or F to
share 2-bdmv apt w/working professional
Quiet location, own room. $220/mo • elec.
Pfease crni' 35? 885f>. Manor Tanna
1 female roommate needed to sublease
apartment lor Spring Semester. 352-2851.
2 bdrm basement apl near campus
354-8800.
Apartment across from campus.
Great location and inexpensive.
Graduating in December and I noed somebody.
% 1 20 mo Will nogoti.it* On price.
Call Craig. 354-5239.
I'll give extra incentives such as
phone/elec.
Available Jan subieaso 3 bdrm duplex. 1 1/2
baths, carpeted
bsment, kitchen appl.
$5l0/mo. plus reasonable util. Close to Univ
3544909
Efficiency and 1 BDRM apt. lor spr semesier
NearcaTDus Ca MecoMgrW 353-5800
Help" 2 subleasers needed to rent for Spnng 93
semester i bedroom, furnished, 1 block from
campus. Desperate1 353 7803.
Houses & apts. Close to campus.
For Summer "93 and 93-94 school year
Phone 1-267-3341
Houses and apartments lor '93-94 school yea/.
12 month leases only. Stating in May. Steve
Smith. 352-6917
IMAGINE YOU AND 5 FRIENDS IN ONE
HOUSE 1 1/2 BDRM. KITCHEN. BATH. LR
UP. 2 BDRM. BATH, KITCHEN. LR DOWN
3547257 IE AVE MESSAGE

Listings Available now
CartyRenials.316E Merry ir3. 353-0325

'93-94 school year.
Male roommate wanted Own room in large
house. Plenty of cose: and storage space
Only $134/month Spring Semester only. 122
Frazee Ave Call 1-800-729-1B73 Ext. 5217
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED ' FREE
CABLE * CHEAP UTILITIES * ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS ' RENT NEGOTIABLE '
353-6522.
Need male subleaser A big 2 bdrm. Nonsmoker preferred lor Spnng *93. one mo. tree
Call 352-8671.
One Female Roommate Needed
Spring Semesier
$175/month ♦ electric starting Jan. 15. Call
Stacy or Coaeen at 353 7105
One subleaser needed for 4th St apt.
$165Ano. plus uDlities. Prefer non-smoker
Call Brafl or Chns at 354-2406.
Spaoous efficiency on N Main.
Leave message lor Doug or Jane.

353-5423
Sublease 1/1-5/31/93 1-2 person furnished 1
bdrm. 2 bds. No pets, pay only electric, lots of
closets, 2nd floor corner. Lot parking, laundry
next door. 2i 5 E. Poe Call Demse at 3S2-1618
evenings.
Subleaser needed for Spring semester. Apt.
4ih & Elm. Two bdrm-own rm. 4190 moJ2
people $85 plus elec. 2 car garage. Call
3530957.
Village Green Apartments
Now leasing next semesier.
Also, Summer and Fall 93.
Call or slop by to see our spaoous apartments
between 10-4.

354-3533

Come see the holiday classic

Sunday, December 6
2:00 p.m. at Towers Inn
$7-95 per person
(reservation required)
Free public reception following dinner 11th floor lounge ofOffenhauer West

FOR RENT

LARGE UNFURNISHED 1 BDRM UTILITIES/CABLE INC. $400 MONTH 354-7257.
LEAVE MESSAGE.

FOR SALE
352-7088

Perfect Professor Home.
Redecorated First floor office plus three bedrooms 2 1/2 Paths $119.500 874 5544

M/F roommate to share lurmshed house t
block from campus. $i3Smonth + utilities.
Call Joe at 372-5552

1 male subleaser tor Spring '93 semester.
$15? 50 'month Own room, quiet.

Into the Streets Kick-Oft
8EWARE Dec 5 10.00am at Kohl Hall Re
freshments provided by Hoiel Lobby Doughnutsand Subway.

Pentex K100 - Has 3 different lenses, flash attachment, carrying bag and lights $225 Ca:
352-4285

Pioneer receiver $125. rowing machine $10,
stereo cabinet $15, lamps $5, Bearcrafter ski
rack $15. Onkyo cassette player $40. leather
bomber coat AH in great shape. 353 0661

3535925

Holiday Hot tub rental Treat your friends to a
relaxing weekend in a luxurious spa Special
holiday rates, call 352-5475.

Items for sale - Great Christmas gifts!
2- 12 speed mountain bikes (practically new)
and a pair of American Acoustic Loud
Speakers Prices neg Call 353-5022 for more
into.

Looking for 1 male subiser. for spnng. Huge
apt. 2 bdrms., 2 full baths, lots of closet space,
furnished, air, laundry lad Great roommates.
Call 352-1756 or 1-625-4403 (wkends.) Ask for
Craig. No deposit required

Do you need extra money7
For details, call 666-5683 anytime.

Chi Omega Chi Omega
Don't forget to put on that Chi-0 Smile1 Christmas Break is just around the comer'
Chi Omega Chi Omega

"The Vision and Values of Kwanzaa:
Building Family, Community and Culture."

HELPII am going to Washington D.C Desperately need 1 male roommate at Summit Terrace Apts. Call 352-9501

Spring semester leases available.
One bedroom and efficiency apartments.
Call Mecca Management at 353-5800

Awesome Panama City Spring Break'
8 days, beachfront room w/kitchen. Si 191
Walk to best bars' Deposit due 12-11-92'
1-800 678-6386.

Information meeting: Tuos.. Dec 8
7:00 pm, French House (or call 2-2667)

Come see Robert Redford, Dan Akroyd,
Sidney Pottler and River Phoenix in the recent box office hit SNEAKERS. This Friday
and Saturday (Dec. 4-5) at 7:30 PM. 9:45 PM,
MIDNIGHT. 210 MSC. Admission la $1.50.
Sponsored by the UAO Campus Films
Commiltoe.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS"'
Don't miss the Candlelight Mass
BGSU's Advent/Chnsmas celebration!
Dec 13th. 8:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Attention All Organizations
Students For Students
Coalition
Tonight 7:30 in the
Ohio Suite ol the Union
"Inagural Meeting"
It's Time We. As Students,
Pull Together

An out-ot-BG experience"

Come andRock Around the Christmas Tree
karaoke style this Thursday. December 3rd
9 00 P.M - M>dn.ghi at Campus Expressions
m the Bowl n Greenery See you there!

MARK YOUR CALENDARS"!
Don't miss the Candlelight Mass
BGSU's Advent/Chnsmas celeb raton'
Dec. 13th. 8:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Attention All Organizations
Students (or Students
Coalition
Tonight 7 30 m the
Ohio Suite of the Union
"Inagural Meeting"
It's Time We, As Students.
Pull Together

PERSONALS

Cleveland Plain Dealer needs Jr.
AdJourn Mktg majors 2.8 GPA to work
Advertising Accounts tor Summer 1993.
Must have dependable car. Prsf. Clave, area
students w' prior sales exp. Apply Co-op
oft. 238 Adm. 2-2451 ASAP

MARK YOUR CALENDARS'!)
Don't miss the Candlelight Mats.
BGSU's AdvenvChnstmas ceiebraion'
Dec 13th. 8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

An Organizations and Chapters
Participate m the
13th Annual Leadership Conference
Showcase displays on February I2th& 13th.
More mfo. and applications are in
425 Student Services
Apply by Jan 29.1993

Pregnant? We can help
Free pregnancy tests ft supportive services.
Call 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Chns.
I know you're stressing about your class load
this semester, and I figured youll make a
bunch ol New Year's resolutions lor sellimprovement Tho roc center's "LE Club 8"
program can help' Weekly meetings with
trained graduate students on such issues as
stress and time management, fitness, nutntion,
goal setting and other welmess topics can help
you have a great semester1 Call or stop by the
Rec Center office (2-2711) for more information or to sign up The program begins January
25. "93.8 weeks before Spring Break
Your fnend.
Lee

Kick atari your Holidays with Karaoke! Campus Expressions - in the Bowl n
Greenery. 9.00 P.M. until Midnight. Thursday,
Decembers.
^^^_____

'ITS'ITS'ITS'
David's House-Aids Hospice
Friendly Center-Children Center
Sunshine Home-Woman's Home
Humane Society & More
Kick-OH Dec. 5th
•ITS'ITS "ITS*

Interested

LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAG A
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance will hold a
meeting ihs Thursday at 8:30pm in the
United Cnnsuan Fellowship Center (corner ol
Ridge and Thursim) The meeting is free and
open to all homosexual, bisexual, and supportive heterosexual members ol the community
Discretion is used.
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAGA

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: MANDATORY CLINIC - JANUARY
20. 1993 - 7-1000 PM. IN FlELDHOUSE
IM/SPORT CLUB CONFERENCE ROOM.
APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER (FALL SEMESTER) OR 130 FlELDHOUSE (SPRING SEMESTER )

,*'w***noN|
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Thursday, Decembers, 19M

HOLIDAY

Keep your gifts. You're
missing true Christmas
As a rule, you never pick up
hitchhikers. My driver's ed. instructor told me that more than six
years ago. My folks told me that
when I got my first car five years
ago. It's been beaten into my head
time and time again.
My mother was almost a fanatic
on the topic of hitchhikers. '"They
might be psychos or perverts or
criminals or some other mean and
nasty and awful thing and they'll
find your body in a ditch somewhere 25 states away with an ice
pick through your eye and..." Fine,
fine, I'd respond. I won't pick up
hitchhikers.
So I don't know why I picked up
the guy on the side of the road.
This was almost a year ago.
Coming back to BC from Thanksgiving break, pulling onto the
highway entrance ramp, getting all
set and comfy for the two hour trip
back. And there he was on the side
of the road.
Maybe if it hadn't been raining.
Maybe if he and I hadn't made
clear eye contact. Whatever the
reason, I broke the cardinal rule. I
couldn't just let this drowned-rat
looking pathetic guy stand on the
side of the road after he'd looked
right into my face and I'd looked
into his. He knew I had plenty of
room in my car, and I couldn't get
away with pretending to not see
him. So I stopped. I opened the
passenger door. And I let him in.
I don't even remember his name
anymore - Carl or Chuck or something like that. But I remember
how he looked, like some crzed
Aqualung type of thing. Hair all
over the place. Skinny as hell.
Dirty. Ragged. He looked bad, no
denying.
We're on the highway and all

the nightmare fantasies started up
in my fiead: he pulls a big-ass hunt
ing knife or a gun. He goes whack
and won't leave the car. Anything.
Everything.
But this guy just sits back and
starts talking. No prompting, no
questions from me. He knew what
I was thinking and had probably
heard all the quesiton before. And
he answered every question I ever
thought of asking.
He was in Vietnam. When he
came back to the U.S. after serving
his tour, he found out his wife had
left him, taking their kid. He'd
worked in factory after restaurant
after every other menial stupid job
there was.
"lust need enough money to get
by," he told me. "I ain't saving up
for retirement or any crap like that.
I just wanna get to wherever I'm
going."
But as romantic as that Jack Kerouac stuff sounded, it wasn't. He
was hungry and cold and wet and
the notion of "just getting to
wherever he wanted to go" was an
old memory at best.
I stopped at a Mickey Ds or Burger King along the way and bought
him a meal. Least I could do, I figured. Here was a man who was trying to live his own life and failing.
Like so many others I see along the
highways or on the city streets.
The homeless and the poor
aren't some easily forgettable thing
anymore. Not when they huddle
behind Kinko's or walk the streets
of Bowling Green during the day.
Christ is the forgotten part of
Christmas anymore, and I don't
feel so horrendously torn up about
that. I don't believe in the Christian
religion anyway. But when people
like Carl (or whatever his name

Photo by Todd Swanson
was) are the forgotten part of the
equation, then there is something
wrong with the way we are living
our holidays and our lives. It's not
about honoring some religious
deity. It's about honoring our own
committment to each other. Family, friends, strangers - they should
all take on the same weight this
time of year.
Pious talk about The Way Things
Should Be is all well and good. But
it doesn't do a damn thing. Mary
and Joseph were a pair of lonely
hitchhikers on the open road, according to the Bible. Was Carl any
less?
The next time you seem
someone like the hitchhiker, don't

just think. Act. Give a blanket.
Give a sandwich. Give a buck.
These pages are full of news and
information about how we can get
the best gifts for our friends and
relatives. And there's nothing
wrong with that. But if you think
that's all there is, the problem is
with you.
"Why don't they just get jobs?"
is the refrain heard over and over.
Think about it. Act against that ignorance. And then we'll be on the
way to the way things ought to be.
The next time you seem
someone like the hitchhiker, don't
just think. Act. Give a blanket.

Give a sandwich. Give a buck.
These pages are full of news and
information about how we can get
the best gifts for our friends and
relatives. And there's nothing
wrong with that. But if you think
that's all there is, the problem is
with you.
"Why don't they just get jobs?"
is the refrain heard over and over.
Think about it. Act against that ignorance. And then we'll be on the
way to the way things ought to be.
Matthew A. Daneman is editor
of Update Magazine and a senior
journalism major from Dayton
Ohio who wishes everyone a
wonderful holiday season and a
prosperous life.

Update Magazine
Hanukkah Harry editor:
Matthew A. Daneman
Kris Kringle asst. editor:
Chris Miller
Elf-like writers:
Mariann Ghazal
Melinda C. Monhart
Theresa De Franco
Kristin Brochetti
Scott Rowe
Jennifer Patek

Production reindeer:
Melissa Bruns
Laurel Pajer
Sharon Burlingame
Sandra Fouty
Priceless assistance:
Nancy Nelson
Mrs. Claus:
Barb Miller
Jack Frost:
Bob Bortel
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Santa to

Yuletime
traditions

Sri Lanka vary across
the Earth

by
Theresa De Franco
The birth of Jesus Christ. Midnight mass. Santa Claus. Christmas trees. Colorful lights. Presents. Christmas caroles.
These are but a few of the longheld traditions we have for celebrating the Christmas season.
We are just one small corner of
the world, though. Holiday celebrations and traditions represent
many different beliefs and customs.
Imagine not seeing hundreds of
Santas in shopping malls
throughout the season. In France,
Father Christmas takes the place
of the big, jolly, old man in red.
Frederic Nonet, a 23 year-old
business exchange student at the
University, said while the United
States and France have very similar traditions, the U.S. is more
"commercialized" during the
season.
Ioanna Sidiropoulos, a graduate
student in piano performance
from Greece, said Christmas in
her country is not as celebrated
as the Easter holiday.

However, along with family
get-togethers, gift exchanges and
believing in Santa Claus, Sidiropoulos' family, like many others
in Greece, has another Greek
Christmas tradition.
A cake is baked with a coin hidden inside of it. The cake is cut
into individual pieces. It is believed whoever gets the piece
with the hidden coin will have a
lucky year.
"The coin means the year will
be good for you," said Sidiropoulos.
Christmas is not a holiday that
is celebrated in every county,
though. Different religions and
cultures bring different holidays.
The Hindu religion celebrates
Diwali, meaning "Festival of
Lights," at the end of October or
early November. The festival
celebrates Rama, a king who returned after 14 years in exile.
Satish Shah, an accounting and
MIS instructor, said Diwali and
Christmas are the same in terms
of excitement, enthusiasm and religious importance.
Acording to Shah, fireworks,
candles, and small oil lamps are
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part of the celebrations and decorations in India. Gift exchanges
usually are cash and homemade
sweets.
Poonam Mudvari, a business
major from Nepal, said her family celebrates Diwali as well. In
addition to Diwali, Dashara, a
national holiday in Nepal, is celebarated with a 10-day festival.
Mud van said the holiday celebrates the victory of god over
demons. An animal is sacrificed,

families get together and money
Like Christmas, the Chinese
is usually given to the young chil- Spring Festival, has lots of food
dren.
and gift exchanges.
Naijian Zhang, assistant hall diWhether it is Santa Claus,
rector of Kohl Hall, compared the Father Christmas, Jesus Christ or
Chinese Spring Festival to
King Rama, celebrations all over
Christmas. Though the festival,
the world bring together people,
which takes place in early Febru- traditions and beliefs, shaping
ary, is not a religious one, it celeour attitudes and cultures.
brates the new season.
"We decorate the house with
lights, color paper and new pictures," Zhang said.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
WE HAVE 'EM!

Holiday Gift To You!
2 FOR 1 SPECIAL

The Perfect Christmas Gifts for
Every Member of Your Family
• SWEATSHIRTS
• T-SHIRTS
• JACKETS

Customized with your
favorite team!

Specializing in Wildlife/Environmental
and Native American Art.

See our greet
selection of BGSU prints

Authentic Replicas that are bought
directly from the artists themselves.

TWO
PAS

PLASTIC FRAME * LENSES.

(next to post office)
(419)885-7018

)

^~v

CHRISTMAS OPEN
HOUSE
Sunday, December 6
12 to 5

Store-wide Savings

TWOC
PAH"*

88

129

PLASIC FRAME 1 LENSES

Contact Lenses

Buy 1 Pair

Christmas Hours: Daily 9-9; Sat. 9:30 - 5:30; Sun. 12-5

of W] Dally or Extended Wear
at Regular Price &. Receive

FALCON HOUSE

2nd Pair FREE!'
'Conttct apodal only ■
ayaaiam, prloadai

T
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SPORTING GOODS

member
Indian Arts & Crafts Association
S7S8MolnSt. #7
Sulvonlo. OH

Standard Bifocals

1 DAY ONLY!

Jewelry • Baskets •
Rugs • Books • Music •
Bead Work • Pottery •
Pouches • Stone & Wood
Carvings and much more.

m*

Single Vision Eyeglasses

Loads of Local School,
College & Pro Merchandise

GREAT GIFT IDEAS!

Burlington
Optical's

c

Al^lf
123 S. Main, Downtown B.G.
Across from Huntington Bank

PH. 352-3610

On* day aorvtc* lor mod praacriptioni wirh
axpariancad OpObans at your s*r\ic*
You must ba oampiataty iarj»(jod or wo
wil ratum your monay
EyM E*aminad By
--««T\ OR. 8 SWFF OPTOMETRIST
X
C?-EXPIRESI2/31/92

Burlington Optical
THIN
382-2620

TOUK HilWHHI
472-1113 352-2533
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Dust begone! Museum shopping's where it's at
by
loan Brunskill

(The Associated Press) - Now,
who on your holiday gift list will
get the inflatable mummy? Mommy, maybe?
The St. Louis Art Museum
offers a 5-foot beauty adepted
from the museum's 930-880 B.C.
sarcophagus of Amen-NastawyNakht. The inflatable version

comes with a copy of the Mummy
Times, for $30 at the museum
shop.
Museum shops around the
country draw from art collections
ancient and modern to fill their
shelves with cultured gift ideas
such as this captivating possibility. Both local collections and
major national institutions may
prove happy hunting grounds for
unusual presents, many available

by mail order.
Museum and shop co-exist
under one roof, as convenient as
the local mall, and the proceeds
usually benefit the non-profit institution.
Here's a sampling of museum
wares:
Is this THE year for inflatable
art? There's at least one other
bal loony masterpiece begging to
be blown up: "The Scream," at

(DOUGH)
The Perfect
Choice For:
•
•
•
•

the New Orleans Museum of Art.
This cuddly version of the spooky
Edvard Munch painting is 4 feet
tall and costs $25.
At the San Jose Museum of Art,
frogs are in.
Artist David Gilhooly, who has
a current exhibition at the museum, makes frogs a central motif of whimsical ceramic sculpture and jewelry.
A tasty concept is "Two Scoops
and a Frog, Please" yes, a frog
dipped in chocolate in a cone or
on a wafer, your choice, each ceramic about 6 inches high. Then
there's a peanut-butter frog on
white bread, and little froggies on
Oreo cookies as pins and pendants. The jewelry all inedible
is $75 per item, sculpture ranges
from$175-$500.
Another San Jose artist, Diane
Levinson, makes playfully large
ceramic pencils with teethmarks to use as paperweights.
They range in price from $20-545

$eoo

Baby sitter
Pastor
«
Teacher
Mail carrier
Hair dresser
Newspaper carrier

and, like the frog pieces, they're
exclusive to the San Jose museum.
San Francisco's Exploratorium
offers an op-art T-shirt the lively
science museum says is its most
popular the "Space Angels"
T-shirt you stare hard at its
white columns and angel silhouettes appear against the black
background with a yellow moon
shining overall.
An explanation of the optical
effect is included, but visitors can
also consult the actual Exploratorium science exhibit from
which the shirt derives. Adult
T-shirts are $13.95, children's
$9.95.
For the "if-you-can-stand-thenoise" department, the Exploratorium has put together a $7.10
"Sound Kit," a combination of
Sliding Whistle, Nose Flute, Whirlie 5 Tones and Slinky Jr.
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Cherry
nose and
suit
that's
red?

Photo by Todd Swanson
by
Melinda C. Monhart

A vision of a man with a snowwhite beard, bright red nose and
a big round belly that shakes like
a bowl full of jelly brings back
images of childhood days for
many people.
He has a list that he checks
twice so he can find out who has
been naughty or nice. Rudoplph
the Red Nosed Reindeer leads
the pack of reindeer that pull the
infamous sleigh bearing presents
for children all over the world to
be opened on Christmas day.
But is a big round belly and a
bright cheery smile all it takes to
he Santa Chilis'
Chris Tipton, seasonal customer service coordinator, is responsible for hiring the Santa
Claus' for the Woodland Mall in
Bowling Green. One of the first
things she looks at in a prospec-

tive Santa Claus is their personality.
"If they're out going and laugh
a lot," she said. "I usually ask
them background about working
with children. The biggest thing I
ask is to have them Ho-Ho-Ho for
me."
Tipton doesn't require any of
the people she hires to go
through a formal training process. Although, during the interviewing process she questions
the prospective Santa Claus on
how they would handle various
situations with the children.
"If a child says I want this.this
and this how would you respond
to that," Tipton said. "I can't
have them saying sure, no problem you're going to get that."
"A little traditional background on Christmas helps," she
said.
There are two particular
gentlemen, according to Tipton,
who are always upbeat and ener-

getic while
Claus.

portraying Santa

"I've never seen them not want
to be Santa," she said.
In her third year of hiring
Santa Claus', Tipton said she has
been lucky because most of them
are. naturals. To this day she has
never had a female apply to be
Santa Claus.
Santa's job requirements include wearing the standard costume and being there for their
scheduled shifts. They are not allowed to pick up the children.
"This year we're going to use
our carousel horse and let them
have their picture taken with
Santa," Tipton said. "Anyone who
gets their picture taken with
Santa gets a free token to use for
a free ride anytime on the carousel."
Merle Carpenter, a Wayne,
Ohio retiree, has been acting as a
Santa Claus for the past four
years at the Woodland Mall in

Bowling Green. He said that he
has had his share of memorable
and embarassing moments.
One of Carpenter's most memorable moments was when one
year a little boy came up to him
and said, "You didn't bring me
one thing I wanted last year."
Carpenter said that he never forgot that.
"One of the most embarassing
moments is when I found out that
sometimes you have to be careful
as to how you address a child,"
Carpenter said. "You do it as an
individual not as a boy or a girl. I
was notified right away."
There are many aspects of his
job as a Santa Claus that Carpenter enjoys and benefits from, but
the most enjoyable to him is to
see the smiling faces of the children that come to see him and
tell him their wishes.
"It makes you feel like you're
doing something worthwhile
when you can make so many
hearts happy," he said.

What it
takes to
be a
store-front
Santa
Many students may view
Christmas as a time for children
to enjoy, but there are many
other students and adults who
are still children at heart. According to Tipton and Carpenter,
noone should be afraid to express
their true feelings because
Christmas is a time to be enjoyed
by everyone, even the older generations.
"It's not just kids who like
Santa, we encourage students to
come out," Tipton said. "Christmas isn't just for kids."
"It's an enjoyable time of the
year," Carpenter said. "We have
a lot of older people have their
picture taken who give us a lot of
good remarks. That's really rewarding."
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You should be checking I £ wWinter Extravaganza
K

Your List Twice!
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WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.

EATING RIGHT
IS HIGHLY
LOGICAL

* Campus shuttle
*9& 12 month leases
* Furnished or unfurnished
* 24 hr. maintenance
* Air conditioning
* Gas for heat & cooking
included

S(now accepting applications for spring, summer, and fall)

400 K. Napoleon Rd.
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earrings
stained glass gifts
jewelry
gem trees

• crystals
• calendars
• dream catchers

• tye dye clothes
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^fA HOLIDAY PHOTO FEAST^
The full-auto zoom 35mm
that makes sophisticated
photography affordable.

OLYMPUS

Infinity Zoom clO
He kriiay Juan 210 Bni a teaaie dual ol vwiatfc kumres
n a compart, easylonanje 35mm camua
• bdi£M:Aia>Sfaft 9/^ antyiBduxs red-eye eltd
■ hnnon:Mnm76iTm»»iw NOT fe6*S you rapueUiKans.
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FLIP-UP FLASH...
The KODAK
M/NOtrA

_ HxL

THE MOST COMPACT AND
EASY-TO-USE AF SLR.
WITH EXPERT INTELLIGENCE
I Ultra compact design with fully
automatic tilm operation.
I Most affordable Maxxum AF
SLR with xi technology.
I Complete with Minolta's 2
year USA limited warranty.

$1 OQ95

$1 7095*

BONUS KIT

BODY ONLY

189

Tele for two

Special

DISCOVERY ISO Tele
35mm Camera
■ aBHBHR rnotcMM O\M m
• AtkeauttnsaenloruBdi
• OigJHienkadnQ
■AuDnacian
• Auejnufc eiuueie
-AuBieJcMnaMnoi
• fie e^i re Hrre radac

STAR 435
Camera

Want bright, deal pones ol you Inends and lamily?
CkNM l» Ml KOOAK STAB MS Camera
■ Fkpup Hash mrmwes red eye eted
- locus-hee tens makes greal shot easy
• Prc*ocave oover keeps leiu dean
Tru compile r>dur* taking outM indudes
one 10I ol KODAK GOLD 200 Fam. 24 exposure, wo
AA we KODAK PHOTOUFE'" Banene. Wui
money uvmg ooupons wofTi up lo 110 oft KOOAK
Fen and Ballenee and 115 oil photolm»h«ig
The Deauty ol 35 mm The ease of Kodak cameras

NOW
5
$Q/195*

34

Polariod OneStep Flash
• Built-in autoflash provides
just the right amount of flash
for every shot. Flash range: 4
to 10 feet
• Uses 600 PLUS film for
instant pictures with bright,
rich colors
• Just point and shoot - no
focusing required
$

29 95
A terrific gift!
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One hour processing and much more

iBLUE RIBBON PHOTO
We gladly accept checks
157 N. Main Street, Bowling green
(Across from Uptown)
Phone: 353-4244
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Give
holiday
gifts
without
leaving
campus
Thursday, December J, 1»»J

HOLIDAY

Need cheap gifts?
Go Big Lots cheap
by
Scott Rowe

Finally, the semester is
over and you just suffered
through your last final. The
pressure is off, so you
thought. Suddenly, you realize you have two weeks until Christmas and the only
money you have came from
the scrooges at the bookstore who gave you ten dollars for your $100 chemistry book.

by Melindi C. Monhirt

As the holiday season slowly
but surely creeps up on the calendar, many students are In a
crunch for time because of
studying for final exams.
Christmas shopping is a dim
thought in the back of several
students' minds.
There are those out there who
want to beat the holiday rush and
complete their list of people to
shop for before they go home for
vacation; then there are still
those others that aren't in possession of transportation and
wonder how they can get out and
do some shopping.
However, there is a solution.
Look to the University campus
itself and there students will find
The Little Shop, The Pro Shop,
and The University Bookstore,
all of which can be used as outlet
for on-campus shopping.
The Little Shop Is located on
the first floor of the University
Union. This store offers a variety
of gift items, including cards and
holiday ornaments, according to
Elaine Green, sales clerk.
"We have a wide assortment of
things, sweatshirts, t-shirts, ornaments and decorations," she
said. "Now we have some candles
that seem to be popular."
She added that potpourri is another popular item with students
at this time of the year. Green
feels that there prices are fairly
competitive with other offcampus stores.
"I've seen gift items in other
stores and our prices seem to be
fairly competitive," Green said.
"I think most students associate
on-campus stores with higher
prices, and that's not necessarily
true. I hope they'll stop by and
see what we have."
The key word to on-campus
shopping appears to be convenience. Gwen Ohlinger, assistant
director, said that The University Bookstore, located on the first
floor of the Student Services
building, offers a lot to student
shoppers. Imprinted items and
recreational reading books, especially Calvin and Hobbes, are a

Lots, 818 S. Main, it's surprisingly easy to find quality merchandise for low
prices.
For Dad, there are a few
good items such as a Red
Wings hat ($3.99), an auto
squeegee ($.99), or better
yet the Igloo brand insulated Mug-to-Go ($2.99) for
the morning coffee on the
way to work.
If your Mom is into
Christmas knicknacks
you're in luck. There are

Photo by Tim Norman

lew of the bookstore's hot items.
"We have a lot of childrens
books they buy for little brothers
and sisters," Ohlinger said. "In
our store you can find unique
items such as books you want to
give as gifts."
Another incentive to shop at
the bookstore would be the customer appreciation day they
usually hold the first week in
December, according to Ohlinger.
A third resource for student's
to shop outside of their dorm
room is The Pro Shop, located inside of the Student Recreation
Center. Lee Ann Werener, facility manager, said there are a miscellaneous amount of Items that
students may be interested in
purchasing.
"We have sweat pants, t-shirts,
swimsults, racquet ball, badminton, and squash rackets," Werner

said. "We special order items for
students also."
The Pro Shop has the new
baseball Jerseys that are popular
among students and offers them
for a reasonable price, according
to Werner.
"We have the new baseball jerseys that everyone Is looking for
$17," Werner said. "In other
stores they would go for around
$35. They say Student Recreational Center on them and I think
they're pretty snazzy."
This store will be holding a
winter sale November 30 thru
December 13. Twenty percent
will be taken off of t-shirts,
shorts, sweats and rackets for
the duration of the sale.
"Our prices are very competitive and affordable," she said.
"Students can work out and then
come and pick something up for
mom or dad on their way out."

Photo by Tim Norman

You wonder if you should
buy Christmas gifts or instead do the charitable
thing and reinvest in the
local economy (I.e. the
bars). So you do what any
self-respecting college student does when they need
something cheap. And I
don't mean K-mart cheap, I
mean Big Lots cheap.
You would think finding
gifts with only ten bucks
would be difficult, unless
your Mom really had her
heart set on a Donald Duck
Fez dispenser. But at Big

Christmas ornaments for
only 69 cents or a Christmas porcelain bell ($1.99).
Senior Lisa King recommends the calendars
($1.99). "I love them. I just
got one last week with impressionist paintings (on
it)," she said.
For a little sister or
brother there are toys galore. There's everything
from the New Kids on the
Block action figures
(marked for clearance at
See BICIOTS FEST, page eight.
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$3-oo ~ 0ifk CiittflaaU ~ $3.00 gff Ca0& J&i/ZM
This certificate is yours FREE to use towards any Merle Norman
purchase of SI 5.00 or more. Use it to buy your favorites,
or this would be an excellent time to try our new
"Holiday Elegance Look" in both warm and cool tones.
or maybe use it to purchase a special Christmas gift - Floral Lace
Bath Products, Lustrous Lips Compact, or Provocative Parfum Duo.
A-.il.hlt Onrjr Al

mERLEnoRrmrr
We know how beautiful you can be."

188 S. Main St. • Bowling Green. OH 43402 • 352-7060
One certificate per cusotmer, not good with any other otter, expires 12/31/92

Speciality Gourmet Coffee
and Espresso
Now open at the Woodland Mall
Featuring "Shooters"
Taste-test Caffe 0'Amore
Fresh Homemade Baked Goods!
And Much, Much More!

Bring in this ad for a free cup 1(
of our delicious coffee
II
during this special!
%\
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BIGLOTS FEST

Jim Fiedler, senior marketing
major from Chicago, "I want a
leather bomber jacket."

So what
do you
wantjor
Christmas?

Continued from page seven.

$.75) to earrings starting at
69 cents or Donruss baseball cards (50 for $1). Also,
there are small stuffed
animals ($.99) or a genuine
simulated leather football
($249).
For the inside scoop on
the bargain shopping, we
asked Associate Sales Clerk
Michael Iliff. "We have a
lot of colgne sets and stocking stuffers, things like
that," he said. But the best
deal found at Big Lots is the
glass candle holders with
Christmas scenes for only
54 cents.
Now you may not feel
these are the 'perfect' gifts,
but with only a little searching you will find some great
stocking stuff ers for very
low prices. You may even
have enough left over to
"reinvest" in the economy
via the good old 12 ouncer.

Jennifer Patek

Dear SantaThe year has flown by and we
have been very good.honest. We
have studied hard, not missed a
class and we have been counting
down the days until Christmas
since July. Here is a list of things
that would easily fill our stockings on Christmas.
What I want for Christmas...

Tonya Peters, senior magazine
journalism major from Lima, Oh.,
"I want a Macintosh computer
with PageMaker and Microsoft
Word programs and my dad to
take the hint."

Photo by Tim Norman.

LeVern Peyton Jr., senior
RTVF major from Lorain, Oh.,
"Peace of mind and a new car."

STARTS 8 AM...ONE DAY ONLY
Phil Dickinson, graduate student in American studies from
England, "Money."

DECEMBER 5
SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE ON
REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE

25
20

Custom Color
Calendars!
Bring your favorite original photos, graphics, or
designs into Kinko's and we'll create your own
personalized full color calendar on
our state of the art color copier.

%

OFF

REGULAR PRICES ON TOTAL PURCHASES
OF $200.01 AND UP

I Copy original color
photos or designs
I Personalize special dates

%

I 12 month and year-at-a-glance
formats available

OFF

I Ideal for holiday gifts

REGULAR PRICES ON TOTAL PURCHASES
OF $100.01 TO $200

1 5o°FF
REGULAR PRICES ON TOTAL PURCHASES
OF $1 TO $100

THE MORE YOU BUY...
THE MORE YOU SAVE!

T

/JCPenney
'1

1,1

20% off
custom calendars

Laminated cover included. Not valid with other offers. One coupon per
person. Good through December 31,1992.

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad St.
(Behind Myles Pizza)

kinko's
the copy center

J
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********************************

American Red Cross
********************************
134 E. Court St
352-3306

Mon.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. & Sat 11-10
Sunday 11-8
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MANY N€W IT€MS
Tie Dye Rock Tapestries, Velvet Dresses, hirge Selection of
Equadorian Sweaters, Gloves, Muck-a-lucks, Incense, and more.

nil AT HOUDRV SWINGS
GIFT CERTIFICATES NOW AVAILABLE

Cindi Aranyosi, freshman journalism major from Toledo, "I
want a Delorean car."

Jenny Bloom, junior history
major from Dayton, "A brand
new Saturn car."

Santa
Coves
.SUBWRV*
... and so will you
John Recker, senior political
science major from Kalida, Oh.,
"I want straight As."

Yihshyong Leong, sophomore
hospitality management major
from Malaysia, "1 want a video
camera."

Penny Smith, junior elementary education major from WesterWile, Oh, "I want a dream man
with a red and green bow placed
anywhere he wants."

"Holiday Special
Buy one 6 inch sub
Get a Second 6 inch sub
for only 590
(timit one coupon per customer per visit)
(Second sub must be of equal or lesser value)
(Must present coupon)

Expires 12-9-92

Woodland Mall Subway only
352-0204
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HE'S MAKING A LIST AND
CHECKING IT TWICE ...
1. Campus Manor

5. 825 Third St.

9- 755 Manville

2. Rockledge Manor

6. MO Eighth St
7. 841 Eighth St.
8. 755 Manvlllr

10. 777 Manville

). 615 Second St.
4 701 Foulh St

WINTER COLORS OF BENETTON.

FRANKLIN PARK - TOLEDO

R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad Street
352 - 9302
Mon - Frl 8-5

Currently leasing for Spring
Summer and Fall 1993.
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Book 'em, Dano
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How about the gifts
that keep on giving?
M

James M. McPherson; and in
"The Civil War: A Treasury of
Art and Literature" (Hugh Lauter
Levin), editor Stephen W. Sears
by
ies-long history of art in Italy, one offers contributions of many artKon Bcrlhel
ists and writers, including Winsof the world's richest art cullow Homer, Edouard Manet, Walt
tures.
Whitman and Herman Melville.
NEW YORK (AP) These are
Italy and its painters have fasEntertainment
difficult days for the nation's
cinated American artists such as
economy, but you'd never know it Whistler and Sargent, among others. The Italian influence upon
Readers who want a backstage
by the prices of the latest gift
peek along New York's Great
American artists from 1760 to
books.
White Way can find it in "BroadIn this economically sluggish
1914 is the theme of the text and
way Day & Night" (Pocket) by
gift-giving season, there is no
300 illustrations in "The Lure of
shortage of glossy, large-format Italy" (Abrams) by Theodore E.
Ken Marsolais et al. It boasts the
gift books, most in the $30 to $60 Stebbins Jr.
personal stories of 100 Broadway
range.
celebrities and professionals, and
Those who admire the style of
As usual, the books cover a
Matisse will admire "Henri Mat- more than 300 photographs.
A large part of Broadway histobroad range of topics, from pho- isse: A Retrospective" (Abrams)
tography to flowers, from art to by John Elderf ield, which repry was written by "Rodgers &
animals, and from Borneo to bas- roduces more than 400 works
Hammerstein" (Abrams). Text by
ketball. You name it there's
representing every period of the Ethan Mordden and over 200 ilprobably a gift book to satisfy
lustrations trace the team's musiFrench artist's life.
cal collaborations, from "Oklajust about any taste.
"Louis Comfort Tiffany"
homa!" to "The Sound of Music."
Such as:
(Abrams) by Alastair Duncan
A book called "A Really Big
Art .u*i Artists
traces the life and work of the
Show" (Viking Studio) must be
American artist famed for his
about Ed Sullivan. This visual hisWhile the kids play with their
creations in brilliant colored
Christmas toys, adults can play
glass; and "The Discovery of
tory of Sullivan's long-running
with an art book: "The Art Pack" America" (Knopf) by Saul SteinTV variety show features text by
John Leonard and over 350 pho(Knopf) by Christopher Frayling berg contains nearly 200 of his
et al. The popups, pullouts and
distinctive drawings of the Amer- tographs representing some of
foldouts that enhance its text
ican scene and its people, landthe 10,000 guests who appeared
enable readers to see the creative scapes and cityscapes.
during the show's 23 years.
process through the eyes of the
Art and history join forces in
The Focus on Photography
artist.
"Images of the Civil War"
"Italian Painting" (Hugh
(Gramercy), with full-color reFor those whose interests inLauter Levin) by Keith Christian- productions of 72 paintings by
clude the art of photography,
sen is an oversized volume whose Mort Kunstler and text by Pulitthere is "Exposure" (Simon &
300 color plates follow the centur- zer Prize-winning historian
Schuster), featuring 100 color
photos on sports, nature and travel from IS years of Outside
magazine; and "Double Exposure" (Morrow), the third volume
of actor Roddy McDowell's portraits of personalities from the
He Loves Our Great Gift Selection!
arts, with commentary by their
colleagues.
America is in the viewf inder In
"America Then & Now" (HarperCollins San Francisco), editor
David Cohen's photographic survey of American life over the
past 130 years with side-by-side

EVEN SANTA SHOPS HERE...

YANKEE CANDLES-CHESTNUT LANE
LANG GRAPHICS • VALERIES • FLAVIA
CHERISHED TEDDIES • RUSS TROLLS:

NEW THIS YEAR ■ PRICE CHOCOLATES I
And As Always

jLMmMk,
Family
Pharmacy
111 Railroad St.. BG

Pills 'N Packages

Quality Prescription Care Is Only The Beginning!

images comparing American
scenes of the past and present;
and in "From Sea to Shining Sea"
(Norton), which shows the diversity of the SO states in 170-plus
photos by Hiroji Kubota.
The photos in "Heroes and Anti-Heroes" (Random House) by
Magnum Images are from the collection of Magnum, the newsphoto agency. And "The Eighties"
(Burlingame-HarperCollins),
edited by Vincent Virga, features
a decade of "Images of America."
"Grace" (Random House) by
Howell Conant is "An Intimate
Portrait of Princess Grace by Her
Friend and Favorite Photographer." Photos cover a 35-year
span, showing the former Grace
Kelly in private and public moments, and as actress, princess
and mother.
Other photographers whose
work Is featured in new volumes
include: George Hurrell, whose
"Hurrell Hollywood" (St. Martin's) has 140 celebrity portraits,
from Mae West to Michelle Pfeiffer, Bruce Heinemann, whose
color photos adorn the pages of
"The Art of Nature" (Prior); William Eggleston in "Ancient and
Modem" (Random House).
Science and Nature
Before putting "The Field
Guide Art of Roger Tory Peterson" under the Christmas tree,
you'd better clear away some of
the lower branches. This huge
and weighty two-volume boxed
set, published by Houghton Mifflin at $300, contains full-size
color reproductions of 300 of
Peterson's bird paintings.
Speaking of birds, it's unfortunate that there are enough "Birds
in Jeopardy" to fill a 200-page
book. Published by Stanford University Press, the book features
text by Paul R. Ehrlich et al., with
color illustrations by Darryl
Wlu-y.-

R & R Sound

precision
Check out our great Stocking Stuffers
strings, guitar straps, metronomes, tuners
guitar stands & much more.
131 W. Wooster (1/2 block west of Moln)
354-5055
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Words of holiday wisdom
If Al All Possible, Involve A Cow

by Neil Steinberg. St. Martin's
Press. 239 Pages. $9.95.
What do students at BGSU
do for school pranks? We
penny each other into dorm
rooms or try the old Shaving
Cream Under the Door gag.
What do students at other
colleges and universities
across the nation do for school
pranks? They steal the mascot
of rivals and donate them to
the Soviet Union as a token of
world peace. They build lifesize replicas of the head of the
Statue of Liberty and put them
on frozen lakes. They board up
the doorways of bedrooms,
then plaster and paint over the
boards so that it blends in with
the rest of the corridor. And of
course, whenever possible,
they involve cows.
Subtitled "The Book of College Pranks," Steinberg's
work gives a lively and often
pretty damn funny look at college pranks that range from
complex and intricate to almost insane. From a history of
college pranks starting in the
colonial days - when things
like horse-shaving and throwing rocks through windows
were considered "pranks" - to

SPRING BREAKm
Packages Available
^p • Daytona

v

travel design

^-ffljfa

• Panama City
• Vail

354-2291 y

College Week!
December 7th, 8th & 9th

10% off
December 10th, 11th & 12th

20% off
•Student ID required at time of purchase
133 S. Main St.

Ph. 352-3709

Village Preacher S3

Christian bookstore

an analysis of the computerized technopranks of today,
Steinberg gives a full account
of some of t he best pranks to
come from these shores.

JESUS: A Life by A.N. Wilson.
Norton. 269 Pages. $22.95.

What was Jesus like as a
person after all the trappings
of religion and belief that have
accumulated over the centuries have been stripped away?
There's the infamous 1960
This, in essence, is the quesRose Bowl hoax, where Caltion that British author A.N.
tech students tricked spectaWilson attempts to answer in
tors of the Minne"Jesus: A Life." The result is a
sota/Washington match into
detective story as fascinating
spelling out 'CALTECH' with
as any penned by Sir Arthur
the bleacher cards. On
Conan Doyle.
national television. And MauBut, as Wilson himself addine Ormsby, Ohio State Unimits, the conclusions to be
versity's 1926 Homecoming
drawn from the historical reQueen who happened to also
cord lack the unanswerable
be a prize holstein cow.
certitude of logic to be found
in Sherlock Holmes' deducWith full details, including
first-person accounts from the tions.
participants to descriptions of
Wilson, who already has
How the Prank Was Actually
biographies of Tolstoy and
Done, the book is a ticking
C.S. Lewis to his credit, relies
time bomb of inspiration for
on inferences from the bibliany college student with a
cal text, archaeological digs in
little too much time and a lot
the Holy Land and other sourtoo much creativity. The only ces, as well as some imaginadrawback of the book is how
tive speculations of his own to
well it illustrates the fact that tell a story that Christian beBG is a large wasteland, delievers may find unsettling.
void of prankish energy or
He comes to the conclusion
mischevious spirit. Sigh.
that a devout Jew like Jesus,
Maybe MIT will let us in for
living in the Roman Empire at
grad school.
the time of Tiberius, simply
By Matthew A Daneman
would not set out to found a
new religion seeking converts
among Gentiles as well as
Jews. If there is a lack of systematic thought in Jesus'
teachings, Wilson argues, it is
CYCLING /\ND FITNESS
because Jesus accepted the
Jewish religion as a given, and
never sought to go outside it.
Not until the proselytizing
journeys of Paul, years after
the death of Jesus on the
cross, did the idea arise of
preaching to the Gentiles and
founding an independent
i Bikes & Accessories i
Christian church. In making
this argument, Wilson stresses
Paul's obsession with the crucifixion of Jesus; and, in one of
his most imaginative conjectures, he speculates that Paul
4 Full Line of Bikes
may have been the young man
whose ear was cut off when
4 Helmets
Jesus was arrested in the GarLJ hts
den of Get hsemane.
The ritual of the Lord's Supper, says Wilson, was not ori4Bicycle Bags
ginated by Jesus but by Paul.
And it probably was borrowed
4 Riding Gear and
from pagan mystery religions
of the Mediterranean world.
4 All Sorts of Accessories
Elementary, my dear Watson?
No. But a spellbinding read
nevertheless, Mr. Wilson.

[ 10% OFF ]
4 g

Hours

102 W. Poe Rd.
353-8323

By David Smyth
Associated Press Writer
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Season too green
Knowwhutlmean?
by
David Sharp

growers are turning to new markets or marketing techniques.
Growers in Tennessee are
thinking about expanding their
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) A
market farther south south of
glut of Christmas trees, more
competition and the popularity of the border, said Jerry Blankenship, agriculture marketing speartificial trees have industry insiders worried that this may be a cialist with the Tennessee Detough holiday season for growers partment of Agriculture.
"We have talked about shipping
and sellers.
some trees to Mexico," he said.
"It's just in the planning stages."
"There aren't enough people
Diane Holmes in Kennebunk,
for all the trees," said Albert
Maine, like many choose-and-cut
Gondeck, executive director of
the Maine Christmas Tree
operators, is keeping her busiGrowers Association, which rep- ness close to home, but transforming it from a mundane tree
resents 250 growers.
farm into a holiday experience.
Christmas tree growers are exShe invites customers inside
pected to harvest about 850,000
the house to warm up in front of a
trees across northern New Engwood stove, and offers them hot
land this season 500,000 in Vercider, carols, wreath-making and
mont, 100,000 in New Hampshire other seasonal crafts.
and 250,000 in Maine.
"It's almost like a party.
Everybody's in a festive mood,"
she said.
The root of this season's tree
Such an operation already has a
glut dates back to the early 1980s,
when many growers began plant- built-in advantage over those that
sell already-cut trees, she said.
ing more and more trees.
"The beauty of a choose-and-cut
operation is if they don't buy it
Now there's a surplus nathis year, they'll buy it next
tionwide, particularly in the
year."
Northwest and Midwest, said
Marshall Patmos, a Christmas
tree specialist with the University of New Hampshire cooperative
extension service.
The popularity of artificial
Christmas trees adds to the
growers' woes. Nationwide, 46
percent of homes that display a
tree use an artificial one, Patmos
said.
Because of the glut, some live
trees are starting to appear in the
Boston and northern New England markets at ultra-cheap
prices $5 apiece, Patmos said.
In northern New England,
Christmas trees typically cost $18
to $30.
The sour economy has also
prompted more people to sell
trees on the side but without
enough knowledge to do it
profitably, others say.
Chuck Masalin, owner of the
Sunrise Christmas Tree Farm in
Lincolnville, said he warns firsttime retailers to be cautious when
buying their stocks.
"There are always the optimists," Masalin said. "If you've
been in business for a while, then
you have to be doing something
right. But the person who says,
'I'm going to make a killing this
year,' I just don't think that's
true."
To beat the doldrums, some

THE PERFECT GIFT

X or every occasion. For every holiday. Give the gift
that makes a difference. A
* CUT flOOVf
Gift Certificate.
Right for family or
friends. A gift of
beauty from our
Matrix Essentials
salon.
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Looking for a change?
Try these on for size
by
Kristin Brochetti
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She wore a rasbeny beret
"Hats have been out since the
1960s. They sort of disappeared,"
says Valerie Steele, a professor at
the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York. "Now that
they've come back, they tend to
be simpler, stripped-down mascuby
line styles like baseball caps and
Francine Parnes
fedoras, rather than frilly
'30s-inspired hats with gewgaws.
Berets are a nice, sporty, slightly
(The Associated Press) The
androgynous look."
beret, the hat-hater's hat, is the
And as fashions go, they're
fashion love of the season.
cheap. The basic beret can be had
for under $15. They're also verIt has been seen on some of the satile.
most famous heads around Kim
"A beret is the greatest prop in
Basinger, Christie Brinkley,
the world," says Reginald Borgia,
president of Kangol Headwear
Janet Jackson, Madonna, Demi
Moore and Princess Caroline of Inc., a British firm based in New
Monaco and was a personal
York. "You can be rakish, somfavorite of fashion retailers and ber, sinister, foolish. It's a way of
editors during Seventh Avenue's displaying your personality and
recent preview of spring designs. how you want to look."

Hat the height of
modern fashion

Mini Mall Beauty Saton
Full-Line Beauty Care
For Men & Women
By Experienced Professionals
Our talents will go to your head.
190 S. Main Street
HAIRCUT $6
Bowling Creen, Ohio ]
Complete Perms $25
352-7658

"We're selling several hundred
berets per week, from basic to
novelty styles," says Eugenia
Ulasewicz, president of Galeries
Lafayette in New York. "We expect this is a trend that will conSee BERfT, page fourteen.

Having trouble with your Christmas shopping? Try an alternative store this holiday season.
Bowling Green has several contemporary clothing stores located in the downtown area that give shoppers an alternative to
teh high-priced department stores.
Natty Threads: Clothing Exchange and Design is a "fun and
interesting place to shop," said owner Sandy Wicks.
The store, located at 126 E. Wooster, sells clothing and jewelry
at reasonable prices. "We sell one-of-a-kind items that don't cost
an arm and a leg," Wicks said.
The Elite Repeat, located on 525 Ridge Street, is a consignment shop that buys and sells gently used clothing. They have
anything from shoes and makeup to formal gowns.
"We are all a part of the economy, so why don't we work
together and recycle our wardrobes," said Alberta Short, the
owner of the store.
Imagine: the Unique Boutique, is a family-operated store at
134 E. Court St. This store sells international clothing from India, Nepal, Mexico and Indonesia, and is the only store of its kind
in the area.
James and Maria Britt are the owners of Imagine, and according to the Britts, the store "is an alternative way to shop in order
to get something out of the ordinary."
They offer sweaters, incense, jewelry, shirts and various
other gift ideas.
Tethra's Well, located in the Mini Mall on South Main Street,
offers custom-made jewelry, gifts and various metaphysical
sundries. The owner, David Callahan, does all the custom stone
grinding and silver smithing himself.
"My store is an outlet for local artisians," Callahan said. Callahan says he welcomes neew ideas and suggestions to his store.
Tethra's Well supplies beads and stone chips for people to
make their own jewelry to give as gifts.
Bowling Green may seem like a traditional flatland area, but
there is an alternative to Christmas shopping this holiday

Bowling Green's Most Complete
Dining and Entertainment Establishment

Ej| EASYSTREET $
CAFE
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Open 7 Days a Week

Fun Food, Fun Times
for Fun People
Downstairs
Extensive menu featuring many unique dishes from appetizers to dinners!
• 45 Sandwiches • 70 Brands of Beer • Homemade Soups
• Fondue • Sparcrtbs • Steaks • Chops • Seafood • Desserts
-«T..,
,.♦-"**.
Upstairs
1
Live Entertainment
• Darts • Big Screen TV • Video Games • Pool
Diners Club.
Carte Blanc
104 S. MAIN STREET
353-0988
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BERET
Continued from page thirteen.

tinue, and for spring we'll sell
them in cotton and crocheted fabrics."
Bernard Grossman, president
of Betmar Hats, a New York
wholesaler, estimates total U.S.
sales this year to date at 1 million,
including a quarter-million his
company has imported and sold.
The soft, pic-shaped cap of ancient Greek or Roman origin is as
perfect for today's long, lean
fashions as it was in the 1930s,
'50s and, most recently, the '70s.
There are men's berets and
women's berets and one to suit
every face. The traditional women's beret is full enough to pull
down over one ear in a mushroom
shape or to pull over both ears to
ward off the cold.
The men's beret is much smaller, barely big enough to get a
good grip on the head. Though the
bigger one is an ideal cover-up on

a bad-hair day and comes in a
rainbow of colors, the smaller one
seems to be the style of choice,
preferably in black or navy.
Your beret will serve you well.
It requires no special storage and
packs flat. Most are made of soft
wool that you simply roll up and
shove into your pocket.
"It's so easy and effortless, as
basic and classic as you can get/'
says David Cohen, president of
David Inc., milliners. "You can
dress it down with sporty sunglasses for shopping in the supermarket or stick on an ornamental
gold pin when heading out to the
opera."
Of course, there are variations
on the basic style.
Whittall & Shon, New York milliners, are known for slouchy
berets embellished with bows,
sequins, beads, feathers, even
70s-style "Love" appliques.
There are also patchwork plaids
and faux fur animal prints. For

C0L1BR1
LE GRAND.
AFFORDABLE
LUXURY

spring, expect crocheted berets
with rayon cord braids, antique
silk flowers or quilted with
pearls.
Kangol Hcadwear, which supplied berets to British armed
forces during World War II, most
notably Field Marshal Montogmery and his t roops, sells about
70,000 berets a year in the United
States.
There are three styles.
"Monty," a smaller, spin-off of
the military beret, has leather
piping around the band and an
embroidered emblem. "Modelaine" is the larger, women's
fashion beret without a band. And
there's the traditional Basque
beret, often worn with the leather
band showing. They are about $10
to $20 in stores as diverse as The

Gap, Marshall Fields and Patricia
Field, a funky New York boutique
where the military style ranks
high.
"Both men and womin are buying them, and we're already on
our second re-order," says
Patrick Chaitoo, assistant buyer
at Patricia Field. In addition to an
assortment by Kangol, there's
one by Foravi in forest green
wool with bull's-eye emblem, $26.
Magazine editor Elizabeth
Saltzman, owner of upwards of 40
berets, favors Kangol and other
leather-banded military berets
that she plucks from the armynavy store.
"I feel like a special Guardian
Angel," says the editor-at-large ut
Mademoiselle.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Fall & Summer Brochures
are now available at
John Newlove Real Estate
Over 500 Units Still Available.

FROM 529.95

Christmas
Sale Going
On NOW!
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FREE
Qift Wrap

BGSU Students
Have a
Safe and Joyous
Holiday Season
Season Greeting!

Uhlmans
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

353-4500
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Watch for our 2nd semester
cable TV promotions
loot* for oddltional channels; '
new pou channels
and pay per view events
ot no odditlonol cost. {
118 N Main
352-8424
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Church coffers down as spirit of Scrooge reigns
by
David Briggs

(The Associated Press) - In a
joke in the new issue of The Joyful NoJseletter, a congregant told
his pastor he didn't have a problem giving 10 percent of his income to the church when he made
$50 a week.
Nor did it bother him to tithe
when he made $500 a week But
now that he's making $5,000 a *
week, he is reluctant to give $500
a week to the church.
The pastor began to pray:
"Dear God, please make this
man's weekly income $500 a week
so that he can tithe...."
In this season of gift-giving,
new research reveals truth behind the humor.
i'er-member giving as a percentage of income among many
of the major Protestant denominations reached a 23-year
low in 1990, declining from 3.05
percent in 1968 to 2.6 percent in
1990, according to empty tomb
inc., a research organization
based in Champaign, 111.
Although money is the secondmost talked about topic in the Bible with one in seven verses of
the Gospel of Luke alone that can
be interpreted as referring to material goods the churches have
fallen silent amid a decline that
has forced them to concentrate on
institutional survival rather than
reaching out to the world's poor,
say Sylvia and John Ronsvalle of
empty tomb.
"Here we are in the United
States, one of the richest nations
on the face of the Earth, and we
refuse to discuss it," Sylvia
Ronsvalle said in an interview.
"We're embarrassed of Jesus'
message anymore in our churches."
How far back the biblical mandate to care for the poor goes can
be seen in part in the discovery of

'#"*"*"t"t"$"$'^'t"$"*':fc k,

an eighth-century B.C. bowl that
may be the world's oldest poorbox.
In an article in the NovemberDecember issue of Biblical Archaeology Review, Gabriel Barkay, a senior lecturer at Tel Aviv
University, says three ancient
Hebrew letters inscribed in the
bowl in Jerusalem's Rockefeller

tions from lOdifferent denominations, say in America today there is only one class "and
that's the not-rich."
Even individuals with three
cars, a mansion and a
housekeeper always are looking
for a dollar more before they
would consider themselves
wealthy, Sylvia Ronsvalle said.
At some church workshops,
people have gone so far as to say
children dying from starvation
are easing the world's population
crisis, unmindful of either the
moral dimension or the fact that
the poor in those conditions tend
to have more children because
they fear some of the children
they have now will die, the Ronsvalles said.
The Ronsvalles said the concern for self is understandable in
a society that has been encouraged by advertising and secular
culture toward self-fulfillment
through material goods.
But what disturbs them is the
church's retreat from its own
message of the responsibility to
care for the poor. Despite the fact
that most Americans still have
relatively affluent lifestyles, the
arxlety created by the recession
has pushed churches both large
Photo by Greg Horvath and small, rural and urban, into
what the Ronsvalles call "a survival mode."
Museum could be understood as
Money is rarely discussed.
referring to "your brother."
"The church has been sold a bill
"Your brother" is a term used
in biblical laws referring to social of goods, and we're not complaining about it," Sylvia Ronsvalle
justice, Barkay said. For examsaid.
ple, Deuteronomy 15:11 commands: "Open thy hand wide unto
In their new book The Poor
thy poor and needy brother."
Have Faces: Loving Your NeighBut the Ronsvalles, who are
bor In the 21st Century, the Ronscurrently studying 60 congrega- valles suggest that if the tithe

*p£ I • J«tHI per person
tax included

CHARTER TO ORLANDO jfef
ROUND TRIP AIR, L1011 SERVICE FROM
DETROIT, NON-STOP
Depart March 20/ Return March 27,1993

Add on Packages Available
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Disney World Packages
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414 E. Wooster
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"Hers we are in the United
States, one ol the richest
nations on the face of the
Earth, and we refuse to
discuss it We're
embarrassed of Jesus'
message anymore in our
churches."
Sylvia Ronsvalle,
co-author of 'The Poor
Have Faces'
individuals with the biblical mandate to love their neighbors as
themselves.
"Who are you willing to be
neighbor to?" is the question John
Ronsvalle hopes churches will
pose to their members.
"Everybody is worthy of God's
love."
David Briggs has reported on
religion for The Associated Press
since November 1988. Briggs
received his master's degree from
Yale Divinity School In 1985.

$5

Rapid

BUCKS

Printing

Cards • Labels • Rubber Stamps
Invitations • Stationery • Envelopes
Business Cards • Memo Pads
Name Badges • Desk & Wall Signs
Make Great Christmas Gifts for Vour
Family & Friends!
186 S. Main. Downtown BG
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could once again be embraced,
tens of billions of dollars could be
generated to help avert tragedies
such as the 15 million children
who die each year from preventable diseases or conditions of
poverty.
To cast their lot with the poor,
the Ronsvalles moved into a public housing project in Champaign
12 years ago.
What they call for on a larger
scale is for churches to challenge

352-9118
Mon.-Frt 830-5:00

$25.00
Min. Order
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George W. Cornell

(Religion)
Practice
Makes
Perfect
(Health)

NEW YORK (The Associated Press)
The links between health and faith keep
accumulating. A new study adds evidence
that religious belief and practice somehow
contribute to physical vigor.
While past research has found that connection in religious groups with special
dietary and anti-smoking rules, it now has
turned up in large, mainline denominations
without the special disciplines.'
Religious commitment itself was found
to make the bodily difference. That factor
also seemed to make the most difference
in mainline denominations.
The latest research in this area was conducted at Purdue University by medical
sociologist Kenneth F. Ferraro, with results published recently in the Journal for
the Scientific Study of Religion.
His main conclusion: Those who practice
their faith regularly are healthier than
those who don't.
In the study, responses were gathered
from 1,473 people nationwide, with the
data controlled to eliminate such healthinfluencing factors as age, income and education.

"After we controlled for those factors,
we found that religion was having a surprisingly strong effect," he says. "It
proved to be nearly as significant as age
and social class."
In determining religious levels, respondents were asked how often they pray,
whether they consider themselves strong

"Whether or not people are actively
involved in their religion makes the
biggest difference in health status.
However, the data also told us that
the kind of religion they participate
in makes a difference, too."
Kenneth F. Ferraro, medical
sociologist
in faith, how often they attend synagogue
or church and whether they read religious
literature.
Categorized by those factors as either
"practicing" religion or "nonpracticing,"
the subjects' comparative levels of health
were gauged.

It was found that twice more "nonpracticing" than "practicing" subjects reported health problems.
Nine percent, or 133 of those in the nonpracticing category reported poor health,
while only 4 percent, or 59 people in the
practicing category reported poor health.
While 26 percent, or 383 of the "never attenders" at worship, reported excellent
health, 36 percent, or 530 of the "weekly
attenders" reported excellent health.
Ferraro says the main religious factor
affecting health was found to be participation, but he says religious affiliation also
turned out to be significant.
The findings showed that people affiliated with the more mainline denominations such as Episcopalian, Presbyterians, Methodists, Lutherans and Roman
Catholics have the better health.
He says people reporting special religious affiliations such as Jehovah's Witnesses, Mormons, Christian Scientists and
some Baptists report lower health levels.
"Whether or not people are actively involved in their religion makes the biggest
difference in health status," he says.
"However, the data also told us that the
kind of religion they participate in makes a
difference, too."

Give another Christmas. Give blood.
Solutions from your Apple Campus
The Apple Computer Loan

"I expected to pay a lot more than
35 a month for a new Macintosh Ilsi
and a printer."

$

Jennifer obtained an Apple Computer Loan thai allowed her to
buy her Apple Macintosh llsi and an Apple Personal LaserWriter LS
primer She knew ihai owning a powerful Macintosh computer for
her full course load and her word as a doctor's assistant mi a sman
thing to do. And the Apple Computer Loon was the sman way to do
it: easy application, fast turnaround and km", flexible payment terms
So Jennifer went to the only place that offers the Apple Computer
Loan, her Apple Campus Reseller

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

You can pick up a price list at 129 Hayes Hall,
then call 372-7724 for a sales appointment
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nee Tetris?

by
Larry Blasko

(The Associated Press) - Personal computing addicts have at
least one redeeming virtue:
They're easy to shop for.

ture has Science Adventure,
$79.95. The fascinating interactive book written by the late Isaac
Asimov is suitable for students in
middle school and high school.

foI our Sega shoots, scores

7

H drive
disc
this holiday

gets the help, you get a tax deduction.
To organize information about
The Secret Island of Dr. Quanyour life and finances for your
dary, $59.95 by MECC, is a firstconvenience or for your heirs
Herewith the Annual List of Ni- rate educational game for upper
check out Personal Recordfty Computer Stuff reviewed dur- elementary and middle-school
Keeper from Nolo Press, a $49.95
kids. Zoo Keeper from Davidson
ing the last year. All are widely
smart electronic file cabinet.
& Associates covers the animal
available at discounters or by
Among computer books, a couworld with class. It's $59.95, and
mail-order for less than the list
ple stand out. Michael A. Banks of
school discounts are available.
prices generally reported here
Milford, Ohio, is the author of
Bodyworks, $79.95 from Software "The Windows Shareware Book"
and are for IBM PCs and compaMarketing Corp., is a vividly iltibles unless otherwise noted:
from John Wiley & Sons. It costs
lustrated tour of human anatomy. $39.95 and includes a disk of 32
shareware programs for
If you have around $500 (street
Automap, $99.95 by a company Windows. For everything there is
price) and want to solve forever
of the same name, is a computto know about portable computthe complaints of no disk space,
erized road atlas that tells you
ers, get a copy of Jim Seymour's
get one of Iomega Corp.'s excellent Bernoullli drives. The exter- how to get from here to there and "On The Road, The Portable
any points you want in between.
Computing Bible" from Brady
nal PC-powered 90 Pro stores 90
Dress Shop alters sewing patBooks, $26.95.
megabytes on each removable
terns to custom fit the figures of
floppy disk. To add storage, you
real people, $99.95 from Livingjust add another floppy.
soft.
For further information or orBoth George Bush and Mikhail
dering:
Gorbachev sought greatness and
Bcrnouilli, Iomega Corp.:
Last Resort, $49.95 from Workhad unemployment thrust upon
ing Software Inc. for IBM and
1-800-777-6179. Spectrum Holothem. Two simulations give you a Mac, saves keystrokes as you
byte: 1 -800-695-GAME. CinePlay
chance to rewrite history. Crisis
type them before the whole file is Interactive: 1-503-223-4449.
in the Kremlin, $69.95 from Spec- saved to disk, protecting works in Interplay Productions:
trum Holobyte, lets you see if you progress.
1-800-969-GAME. Accolade:
can play Gorby's political hand
1-800-245-7744.
WordScience Corp. makes Inand survive. Power Politics,
ICOM Simulations Inc:
stant Definitions, an on-line dic$49.95 by Randy Chase from
1 -800-877-4266. Bureau of ElecCineplay Interactive, makes you tionary for $99.95 with a good
tronic Publishing: 1-800-8284766.
idea: The software comes with
Metatec: 1-800-637-3472. Knowthe campaign manager for any
•wo sets of disks so you can inpresidential wannabe from 1960
ledge Adventure: 1-800-542-4240.
stall one and, with the company's MECC: 1-80W85-MECC.
through the present.
blessing, give the other to a
Star Trek: 25th Anniversary,
See GAME BOYEEf I, page eighteen.
$59.95 by Interplay Productions, school or charity. The institution
can take you back to when both
you and Captain Kirk had hair
^>r%-J«*->*-{^>«*^r>**^»r-fr*-^fr^
and waistlines. Spellcasting 301:
Spring Break, $59.95 by Legend
Entertainment, gives you the
chance to enjoy doing just about
every adolescent, politically incorrect thing you shouldn't enjoy
doing. Accolade distributes it.
CD-ROM based programs are
blossoming. ICOM Simulations
Inc. offers Sherlock Holmes,
Consulting Detective. It's an outstanding example of game proWe carry a large
'**V®L Jh *
gramming for $69.95, Mac or
IBM. Bureau of Electronic Pubselection of sportswear ^jr'*Xr Q/ j
lishing has software called Great
for everyone on your
Literature Personal Library Se■ shopping list.
ries on a CD-ROM with more than
90 classic titles for $99. Nautilus,
by Metatec, is a multimedia
magazine on a CD-ROM that arrives every four weeks for a
year's subscription of $119.40.
Mon.-Sat.10-5 352-3365
It's available for Mac or IBM
jt, f
Software can educate without JT (across Irom Kohl Hall)
being boring. Knowledge Adven-
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with new CD games

by
William Schiffmann

(The Associated Press) - It seems like only yesterday that Sega's 16-bit Genesis system turned the video game world on its
ear. However, Scga's brain trust hasn't been sitting on its welldeserved laurels. By the time you read this, Sega's new CD
system should be available at your favorite electronics outlet
just in time for the holidays.
Sega says only 200,000 CD systems will be available for the
holiday season, and the first 35,000 shipped the week of Nov. 9
sold out in 48 hours. One retailer, Software, Etc., says it has accepted 6,000 advance orders for the system.
Sega's new CD system is a pricey Christmas present at a suggested $299 especially since you also need Sega's 16-bit Genesis. But when you take a look at what you get, its value goes way
up.
Included with the system is about $300 worth of CD software.
The software includes a music-only CD, a music CD with
graphics, a CD containing four old favorites Shinobi, Streets of
Rage, Golden Axe and Columns a made-for-CD shooter dubbed
Sol Feace and Sherlock Holmes, Consulting Detective.
The CD unit forms a base for the Genesis and connects to it
through a plug-in port. There also are outlets to plug in stereo
speakers or headphones to take advantage of one of CD's biggest
selling points sound quality. Hooking up the CD takes a few
minutes and requires only a small screwdriver.
There are no external controls, just a red and green light to
indicate things are running properly. Pop in a disc; switching on
the Genesis with no game cart inserted activates the CD player.
After the usual introductions, a control screen appears, looking
for all the world like the face of a high-tech car radio.
Using the controller, you move a small hand to various buttons
on the screen to operate the CD.
What's all the excitement about?
Well, for one thing, the more powerful CD unit virtually eliminates the annoying slowdown that frequently stalls even 16-bit
games when the going gets frantic.
It has an internal memory that will allow you to save some
games.
See SEGA #1, page eighteen.

SECOND SIGHT
$& shoes, hats, vintage coats

- all 25% OFF
*J* kitchen items and books
- all 50% OFF
Come in and see our brand new line
of clothing by Basic Elements.

WINTER
warm-up
SALE

126 W. Woostcr
Hours
Tuesday-Saturday
1-7 p.m.
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You've been here for HOW long? You should
know BG like the back of your hand. So here
comes the true lest of your BCIQ. Simple trivia
questtions with simple answers. Challenge yourself. Challenge your friends. Find out who is the
true champ of BG trivia.
RULES: Ask the questions to each other. If
somebody misses it, award some punitive damage, like they must take a dri...umm...they must
give the opposite party a kiss. Wouldn't want to
promote drinking, would we?

DORM STUFF:
8) The Harshman Quad dorms are named after
a) Ohio governors b) BCSU presidents c) BCSU
trustees d) Ohio literary figures 9) "Curfews,"
"Lates," "Men's Calling Hours" and "Quiet
Hours" were all designated times for female students until which decade?
CURIOUS STUFF:
10) Between the Education Building and the
Educational Memorbilia Building is the steel structure completed in 1970 as a memorial to the four

Take the BGSUIQ challenge

Youngs Neuislond
Vour Comic Book Heodquorters
Join Our Comic Club Todoy!

178 S. Main Bowling Green
353-2176

CREEK STUFF:
1) This fraternity is known for their bright red
fire engine.
2) In 1977, a membership limit was put on
Creek chapters at BCSU. This limit is?
ANNOYING STUFF:
3) What is the average rainfall for Bowling
Green? a)28.88" b)37.93" c)45.60" d)64.33"
4) Roughly 40,00 parking tickets are awarded
each year on campus. Of these, how many are
overtime parking tickets?
SPORTS STUFF:
5) One of the Falcons on the 1980 Gold Medal
winning U.S. Olympic Hockey team went on to a
career with the New York Islanders. This guy was?
6) The official seating for Anderson Arena is
7) Which Falcon was named All-American the
most times?

students killed at Kent State University. What Simon and Carfunkle crooner classic is this tower of
metal named after.
11) Back in the good old days, freshmen were
required were to wear beanies and open doors
and carry books for the upperclassmen. True or
False?
ANSWERS: 1) Pi Kappa Alpha
2) 95 members
3) 28.88"
4) Two thirds
5) Ken Morrow
6) 5,200
7) Sid Sink
8)d
9) the 1970s
10) 'Bridge Over Troubled Water"
11) True

4*4*4*4*4*4*4*
SEGA
#1
Continued from page jeventeen.
And there's that sound. If you already own a CD player, you
know sound quality is excellent, better than anything available
in cart form for your Genesis unit. Sound quality improves even
through tinny TV speakers. Hooking the CD to stand-along
speakers and cranking up the volume provides a far more dramatic improvement.
There's more color. The CD can display 64 colors at a time
from a selection of 512 Individual shades.
And for the first time, real people appear on the screen in
place of the familiar animated figures.
For Instance, in Sherlock Holmes, real actors play the parts of
Holmes, Watson and Inspector Lestrade, along with other characters. You get to match your detecting skills against the amazing Holmes while actually manipulating living actors instead of
animations.
A steady stream of CDs, both from Sega and from outside
sources, are coming to take advantage of the new (for gamers,
anyhow) technology. Several dozen games, which should cost a
bit less than comparable carts, will be available over the next
few months, with a decent supply for Christmas.
Yes, it's pricey. But it's the wave of the future. Just as the
16-bit systems didn't make 8-bit systems obsolete, you can still
have lots of fun with your Genesis or Super Nintendo. But if
state-of-the-art game play is important to you, CD is the only answer.

J.X.,
BGSU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts and T-shirts
also Grandpa, Aunt, Uncle, Alumni
(press on, sew on, and screen prints)
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Any Shoe Purchase
with coupon • Regularly priced merchandise only.
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Shoppers
say Hello
to good
buy(ing)

Hopes up,
but will
dream
collapse?
|ohn Cuniff

by
MarybelhNibley
(The Associated Press) - They
came. They saw. They spent.
When the dust finally settles
after Friday's opening burst of
Christmas shopping, retailers expect to see lucrative results they
hope will carry on for the rest of
this crucial season.
From the vast mcgamalls of suburbia to the swank stores of the
cities, consumers interviewed at
random on the busiest shopping
day of the year expressed a willingness to do much more than
just browse.
"I don't have a limit. If I see it, I
buy it," said Mary Jane Obaker,
46, at the Towson Town Center in
Towson, Md. "1 just buy, buy and
buy."
Although her attitude may represent an exuberant extreme, retailers are hoping customers will
have some of that spirit.
It is widely anticipated that
Christmas 1992 will be the industry's best in years. But that
doesnt mean retailers will enjoy
a bonanza. The bleak holiday
business of 1989,1990 and 1991,
which hobbled many stores, will
make moderate sales improvements look good.
Many shoppers said the outcome of the election influenced
their holiday purchase plans,
even those who didn't vote for
President-elect Clinton.
Anita Rimmer, 39, of Columbus,
Ohio, said she was spending a
little more this year than last,
about $300. Mrs. Rimmer said she
didn't vote for Clinton and
wouldn't credit him for her
spending increase, but was keeping an open mind.
"For me, he's going to change
some things, and I'm willing to
give him a chance," she said, at
the J.C. Penney in the Northland
Mall in Columbus.
People elsewhere expressed
cautious optimism that a genuine
economic recovery is under way.
That could translate into sales
gains of anywhere from 5 percent
to more than 10 percent over last

year, industry analysts believe.
But unlike the shoppers of the
free-spending 1980s, today's
shoppers are bargain hunters, a
habit developed during recent
years when stores had to drastically reduce prices to move merchandise.
Macy's appeared to be capitalizing Friday on its dayafter-Thanksgiving sale. Crowds
clutching red Macy's shopping
bags began exiting the famous
chain's flagship store in Manhattan In the early morning.
Most stores opened earlier than
usual to accommodate extra customers. The Wal-Mart in Atlanta
welcomed patrons at S am.

The day after Thanksgiving
historically has been the busiest
single day of the year for retailers. But recently shoppers
have learned to bide their time
and await better prices.
The bulk of a retailer's business
usually is done between Thanksgiving and Christmas. A slow
start can send shivers through
the industry.
Retailers said Friday they don't
expect any significant pause in
the shopping sprint toward
Christmas. The season is slightly
longer this year, there are two
more days between Thanksgiving
and Christmas than in 1991.

Many retailers are planning for
a "late" Christmas, with most
sales coming in the final 10 days.
Over the past decade, with more
women in the workforce, consumers have postponed shopping.

NEW YORK (AP>
There's no question at all:
The popular indicators of
consumer confidence are
up, igniting hopes of retailers that good things will
happen at Christmas.
But a question still remains: Is this just another
one of those bright lights
that glowed briefly from
time to time in the past few
dismal years, only to flicker
and fade back into the
darkness?
The question is meant not
so much as a damper on
See RETAIL, pagr twenty.
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Management Inc.por Apartment Rental!
Information
Call Steve Green at
353-5800

THE
275 S. Main St.
BOWLING GREEN
353-3060

Don't get caught on the way home for
Christmas...stop and get your car checked
and ready for the trip.
SHUTTLE BUS- Drop off your car before class
and we'll shuttle you to and from school.
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS
Foreign and Domestic
We honor BP, Visa, Mastercard, & Discover
HOURS: Mon.-Frl. 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
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COPY SHOP.
117 East Court St. B.C.

352-4068

more than lust coplesl
Get the BEST PRICE - Call Us
Copying • Printing • TypesetUng
Screen Printing • Word Processing
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates

20% COUPON
Save 20% on

RUBBER
STAMPS
Expires 12/31/92
Must present this coupon with your order
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RETAIL
Continued from page ninelecn.
Christmas spirits as a call
to reality. If hopes are up
but incomes aren't, and if
jobs aren't either, can retailers really expect a glowing season?
These are the so-called
confidence reports:
The Conference Board, a
private, nonprofit, business-supported research
organization, said its index
of consumer confidence
jumped 11 percent to 65.5 in
November, reversing a series of downturns since last
June. It expects Christmas
sales to rise 6.5 percent, or
to about $400 per household.
The University of Michigan's consumer confidence
index, distributed to paying
customers, but not to the
general public, reportedly
shot up to 85.3 in November
from 73.3 in October.
The Johnson Redbook,
relied upon by Wall Street
securities analysts as an indicator of sales to come,
expects an increase of 8
percent to 9 percent over
year-ago numbers.
Sindlinger&Co.,a
pioneer in studies of consumer behavior, believes
sales might rise by 5 percent.
With such positive reports, there might seem
little reason to have reservations. But there is a
reason that nags: Where is
money coming from? As
anyone who has tried it
knows, confidence alone
buys nothing.

Retailers bullish about holiday
by
MarybelhNibley
(The Associated Press) - As the
Christmas shopping season gets
into full swing this weekend, retailers already are full of holiday
cheer as they review their early
results.
"Our sales are very good," said
Kenneth A. Macke, chairman and
chief executive of Dayton Hudson Corp., the big Minneapolisbased discount and department
store operator.
"We are very pleased with our
business today," Macke said Friday.
Storcowners are keeping their
fingers crossed that the robust
beginning to the critical Christmas season will mean a big improvement in overall holiday
business compared with the past
three years.
It is widely anticipated that
Christmas 1992 will be the industry's best in years. But that
doesn't mean retailers will enjoy
a bonanza. The bleak holiday
business of 1989,1990 and 1991,
which hobbled many stores, will
make merely moderate sales improvements look good.
From the sprawling malls in
suburbia to the tony boutiques in
cities, many shoppers interviewed at random expressed
greater faith in theireconomic
futures. Some said the outcome of
the election influenced their holiday purchase plans.
"I'm happier, I'm healthier, I
have a better job. I bought a
house this year and thought I
should cut back, but then I
thought, 'What the heck, it's
Christmas,'" said Mary Lucas,
who was shopping Friday at the
Fairlane Town Center in the Detroit suburb of Dearborn.
Judy Dunn of Conway, Ark.,
said: "I have a little more money.

%gil Milliards
es your Boyfriend or Girlfriend
Play Pool or Darts?
If So Check Ustout...
We offer a complete line of affordable cue sticks and
dart supplies.

We Also Carry
Books
-Cases
Magazines „
'Billiard Supplies
•Gift Certificates
Remember eve
Ladies i

Thursday. D«ccmbtr J, 11

irais Ladies Dayopen to close.
hurs2pm-1am
>m-3am
m-3am

Photo by Jeff Radcliffe
ITS NICE. BUT CAN I AFFORD..Today's holiday shopper Is buying more than In the recent past, but Is also more
cautious • looking for better values and spending more conservative ly
I'm a little more confident about
job security and all that, for myself and my husband."
Consumers' cautious optimism
that a genuine economic recovery
is under way could translate into
sales gains of anywhere from 5

percent to more than 10 percent
over last year, industry analysts
believe.
But unlike the shoppers of the
free-spending '80s, today's shoppers are bargain hunters, a habit
developed during recent years

that prompted stores to drastically reduce prices to move merchandise.
'.They're saying the economy's
getting better and people are reflect ing that. They're buying
more, but they're real conservative buyers," said Wendy Griffin,
assistant manager at the Casual
Corner women's clothing store in
Des Moines, Iowa. "They look
around first because they want to
get the best value for their
money."
The days immediately following Thanksgiving historically
have been the busiest of the year
for retailers. But recently shoppers have learned to bide their
time and await better prices close
to Christmas. Also, over the past
decade, with the increase of
women in the workforce, consumers have postponed shopping.
The bulk of a retailer's business
usually is done between Thanksgiving and Christmas. A slow
start can send shivers through
the industry and lead to profitcutting price markdowns.
Retailers don't expect any significant slowdown in the shopping momentum leading up to
Christmas. The season is slightly
longer this year, there are two
more days between Thanksgiving
and Christmas than in 1991.
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Ahh...the holiday
memories of
yesteryear

Orders from the North Pole...

Santa Says, "In appreciation of all
of our customers, we will be having a..."

On the mantle we use to have a 40-year-old creche - a ceramic
model of the Nativity, with Mary, Joseph, the Child, Shepherds, Little
Lambs and Kings. To and eight-year-old (me), little ceramic holy figures look like little toy action figures. My brother and I would stage
elaborate holy wars, with Mary, a pig and a couple of kings battling
an army of sheep for tactical control of the sofa. Our parents always
found out what we were doing, though, because these were ceramic
figures and the Prince of Peace wasn't really designed as a killing
machine, and we'd always knock off bits in the battle. Mom and Dad
would come in the next day and find a cow with a leg Crazy Glue-d on
backwards and Balthazar balancing on his eye. We had an entire
quadriplegic menagerie poised to worship a savior with a peg-leg.

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY
Thursday, December 3rd
8 a.m.-6 p.m
Everyone Invited!

We had some very ugly trees over the years, because our mother
believed that you simply don't throw away any ornament your child
makes for you,no matter how old and smelly (the ornament). Being
the fourth of five children, we alreayd had our fair share of plastic
foam balls covered with hot glue and sprinkles. Of course, she stored
them all in the same box, so we eventually had one giant oozing Christarns molecule that she would hang with delicate precision behind the
tree.

20% OFF
ALL PURCHASES*

My father was less sentimental and wanted a tree that looked beautiful and traditional. So one year we spent Christmas Eve making
popcorn-and-cranberry strings to lace around the tree. It looked
beautiful.
The next morning, we discovered that our dog, Megan, didn't like
popcorn and really didn't like cranberries. We found the bottom three
strings bare and presents lightly coated with a mixture of cranberry
chunks and beagle juice. I suppose that's better than having your toys
coated with a mixture of cranberry chunks and beagle juice, but it
slowed us down before tearing into our sticky loot.

I Gift Books
I sweatshirts
lHats
p T-Shirts
■ Cards

I always divided my loot into two piles: the first pile would contain
the fun presents that I had actually asked for - like electronic toys 'n
stuff. These were kept close at hand so that they could be played with
discretely while everyone else opened their gifts. This was also
where you'd toss the cheap stuff your siblings bought you, like magnifying glasses and Cracker Jacks.
The other pile would be a huge stack of clothes, stacked very neatly, along with the religious book each of us would annually receive
and never read. Afterwards, I would go back to my room, throw the
book on the Bible stack and put the clothes on my bed - where they
would remain undisturbed until my sister Theresa would bounce in,
wanting to try them on and 1 would say "Yes" and not see them again
until it was too warm to wear sweaters anyway.
The rest of us would then spend the rest of our day playing - occasionally interrupted by our father reminding us of the true meaning
of Christmas (I think it was the day Christ got married or something)
at which we'd smile and nod and then go right back to the bright shiny
new things which we hadn't broken yet.
Mike Martone is a senior computer science major.
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*Except textbooks. Photo Supplies, Sundries, Hard Cover Best
Sellers, and Special orders. No other Discounts Apply.

University Bookstore
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Get a move on: luggage the gift of the mobile '90s
by
Jennifer Merin

undue attention, particularly in
high crime areas.

Long-time favorites with frequent travelers, Tumi's handsome, durable soft-sided suitcases, garment bags, duffles and
carry-ons are made of rugged,
lightweight ballistic nylon (some
styles also in leather) in black,
Start with sturdy, versatile and steel blue, sage and forest green.
The 100-style line is designed so
easy-to-handle luggage. Good
looks, a range of styles and, above each item folds flat or all fit into
each other for easy storage. Each
all, durability should determine
piece has a lifetime guarantee.
your choice from among many
brands on the market.
This year's hottest item from
Tumi is the Wheel-A-Way, $350
With luggage, as with most
other goods, you get what you pay suggested retail. The wheeled
for. Durable brands with warran- carry-on with retractable handle
is especially handy for air travel.
ties to cover torn handles or
It is not only designed to roll right
broken locks are expensive, but
to your seat in coach, business- or
consider the cost as an infirst-class, it fits in overhead
vestment in your favorite travracks. The bag has a hard frame
eler's peace of mind.
to protect contents against rough
Luggage should be discreet.
handling but soft sides for
High profile designs may draw

NEW YORK (AP) Practical
gifts for the traveler inveterate
or neophyte seem appropriate
this holiday season, both for the
business-bound and pleasureseeker.

greater capacity. It also features
outside pockets and a handy strap
for attaching brief case or packages.
Less expensive are Samsonite's
rolling carry-ons called Piggybacks. A hard-sided version, $190
suggested retail, comes in black,
gray, navy or rose; the soft-sided
version, $150, is black, gray, navy
or rose tweed.
Samsonite's new soft-sided
Esteem line, designed for women,
has a dark gray and burgundy
tapestry-like exterior. The line
features a Piggyback, $170, plus
suitcases, garment bags, a duffle
and shoulder satchel.
For carry-on versatility, a wellinsulated tote bag that measures
9-by-14-by-9 Inches, will safely
transport smoked salmon from
Copenhagen's duty-free shop,
fragile camera equipment purchased in Hong Kong or hot cof-

BIG LOTS

212 4. Main St.,
BOWUHG
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SANTA'S
SHOPPING
^STICK!

fee for the long drive from weekend house to city apartment. In
red nylon for $22.50, it's from the
Museum of Modern Art In New
York.
For less expensive gifts that
last all year, give calendars featuring a favorite destination. The
Tattered Cover, Denver's biggest
bookstore, stocks more than 2,000
calendars, many perfect for stirring wanderlust or memories of a
journey past.
Available are large-size wall
calendars, from $19, featuring
landscapes and lifestyle photos of
Scandinavia, Greece, the Sahara,
Himalayas, Switzerland and other
places. Regular-size wall calendars with photos of America's
national parks, African wildlife
or the gardens of Paris or Britain
sell for $10 and up.
For logging travel plans, appointments and expenses, sixhole looseleaf agenda notebooks
such as Fllofax can be organized
with a wide range of travelrelated fillers. These include expense sheets, area code lists and
travelers' check kits, as well as
Time Out guides to London and
New York and maps of many U.S.
cities, London, Paris, Europe and
the world. The binders range
from about $65 to $1,100 and fillers are about $4-$10.
Also for six-hole looseleaf
agendas, Flexapeel address
K\T.V%VV'MVI
Piiparid Fmn Daly with
Luu's Fimous GtnulnB
IUIIXI Old World R«cip«

pages, $16 for a pack of 20, feature easily removed stickers that
can help you organize business
trips or daily appointments. When
the information is no longer
needed, just peel if off and toss it.
An affordable, practical gift for
drivers is membership in the Automobile Association of America
(AAA). It's $45 for the first year,
$40 for renewals. It covers
24-hour emagazine with travel
tips, evaluation of autos and automotive products, driving related news updates and discount
coupons for car servicing.
AAA members are entitled to
services nationwide and In many
foreign countries with affiliated
automobile clubs. Gift memberships, available from local AAA
offices, come giftwrapped with
membership card, membership
services booklet and a collection
of local maps. Annual renewal notices, at your direction, may be
sent to the giver or the new member.
For further information:
Tumi: 1-800-322-8864.
Samsonite: 1-800-262-8282.
Museum of Modern Art:
1-800447-6662.
The Tattered Cover.
1-800-833-9327.
Filofax: 1-800-345-6798.
Flexapeel. 1-800-221-0431.
AAA: 1-800-222-HELP.
i

.v.,.y.,i.,.-.-.vw.'>
WOODLAND MALL
354-2272

TAKE-OUT

Mon. tkrot aat. 7 A.M. W P.M.
acw. W A.M. 2 PM!

-^ WHOLE PIZZAS %FREE 14 0ZDHINK

W/ PURCHASE OF 4
PEPPERONI BREADSTICKS

$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE
WHOLE PIZZA
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Sounds
'othe
season

Visions of VCRs
and sugarplums
Cinema is eternal, and the latest hits on video always make a
great gift for even the choosiest of gift-getters. Here are the week's
Top 10 video sales and rentals.
Copyright 1992, Billboard Publications, Inc.

Music soothes the savage
beasl...and makes a great gift for
just a few bucks. Here are the current top selling singles and albums.

HOT SINGLES
Copyright 1992 BillboardSoundscan Inc.-Broadcast Data
Systems.
1."I Will Always Love You"
Whitney Houston
2."If I Ever Fall in Love" Shai
3."Rump Shaker" Wreckx-NEffect
4."How Do You Talk to an Angel" The Heights
5. "I'd Die Without You" from
Boomerang Soundtrack P.M.
Dawn
6."Rhythm is a Dancer" Snap
7."Real Love" Mary |. Blige
8."Good Enough" Bobby Brown

R&B SINGLES
Copyright 1992 Billboard Publications Inc.
I ."I Will Always Love You" Whitney Houston
2."lf I Ever Fall in Love" Shai
3."Rump Shaker" Wreckx-NEffect
4."Love Shoulda Broguht You
Home" Toni Braxton
5."Slow and Sexy" Shabba
Ranks
6."Good Enough" Bobby Brown

9."What About Your Friends"
TLC
IGY'End of the Road" Boyz I
Men

7."What About Your Friends"
TLC
8."Flex" Mad Cobra
9."Here We Go Again" Portrait
10."l Got a Thang 4 Ya" Lo-Key

Best-selling country western singles of the week:
1. "I'm In A Hurry (And Don't
Know Why") Alabama
2. "Watch Me" Lorrie Morgan
3. "If There Hadn't Been You"
Billy Dean
4. "Bubba Shot The Jukebox"
Mark Chesnutt
5. "Who Needs It" Clinton Gregory
6. "Two Sparrows In A Hurricane" Tanya Tucker
7. "Even The Man In The Moon
Is Cryin'" Mark Collie
8. "I Cross My Heart" George
Strait
9. "Don't Let Our Love Start
Slippin' Away" Vince Gill
10. "Now That's Country"
Marty Stuart
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

TOP IP'S
Copyright 1992 BillboardSoundscan Inc.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Predator Ice Cube
The Bodyguard Soundtrack
The Chase Garth Brooks
Timeless (The Classics) Mi-

chael Bolton
5. Unplugged Eric Clapton
6. Some Cave All Billy Ray
Cyrus
7. Pure Country Soundtrack
George Strait
8. Love Deluxe Sade
9. Breathless Kenny G
10. Automatic For the People
R.E.M.

TOP JAZZ ALBUMS
Copyright 1992 Billboard Publications Inc.
1. / Heard You Twice the First
Time Branford Marsalis
2. Perfectly Frank Tony Bennett
3. Haunted Heart Charlie Haden
Quartet West
4. Portraits By Ellington The Lincoln Center |azz Orchestra
5. It's Not About the Melody Betty Carter
6. You Must Believe In Spring
Frank Morgan
7. Black Hope Kenny Garrett
8. More than a Mood Stanley
Turrentine
9. Fantasia ElianeElias
10. Letter to Evan David Benoit

VIDEO SALES
1 ."Beauty and the Beast" (Disney)
2."Batman Returns" (Warner)
3."Sister Act" (Touchstone)
4."Cindy Crawford's Shape Your Body Workout" (GoodTimes)
5."Beethoven" (MCA-Universal)
6."The Rescuers" (Disney)
7."U2: Achtung Baby" (PolyGram)
8."101 Dalmatians" (Disney)
9."Casablanca: 50th Anniversary Edition" (MGM-UA)
10."King Kong (60th Anniversary)" (Turner)

VIDEO RENTALS
1 ."Basic Instinct" (Live)
2."Batman Returns" (Warner)
3."Beauty and the Beast" (Disney)
4."My Cousin Vinny" (Fox)
5."Sister Act" (Touchstone)
6."The Cutting Edge" (MGM-UA)
7."Far and Away" (Universal)
8."Thunderheart" (Columbia TriStar)
9."Deep Cover" (Columbia TriStar)
10."Beethoven" (MCA-Universal)
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ATTENTION STUDENTS
MONEY SAVING COUPON

CRAFTING
DATS TILL

CHRISTMAS
MODEL SALE IN PROGRESS
* (Finished Samples)
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DEPARTMENT STORES
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PADDLES

| One of the largest selections of needle craft
| in the area (including counter crosstich
Fraternity & Sorority Supplies)
2
Si

Christmas gifts made by hand,
are gifts that come
from your heart!

$5
OFF

ANY
$50 PURCHASE

Present your purchase
totalling $50 or more, full
sales tax included. Hills will
then give $5 off that total
with this certificate. Good
for in-stock merchandise
only, one certificate per
transaction. Photo copies
not accepted. Offer not
valid on purchase of
cigarettes or existing
layaways.
(Tax Included)
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jCljcJf renclj knot
200 S. Main St., Downtown B.C. Phone 352-3148
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Customers must bring In
the coupon to receive
coupon vslue
Full sales tax will be charged
on your total purchase price.

OFFER EXPIRES
12-24-92
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We pay top prices for used texts.
We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions of books no longer
being used on campus.
BOWLING GREEN'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF
BGSU IMPRINTED
SPORTSWEAR

Follow Falcon
Basketball & Hockey
STORE HOURS
Monday - Friday
Saturday

9 - 5:30
9 ■ 5:00

353-7732
B W B

Colored Ink

